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FOREWORD
Five years ago, in November 1998, I was busily engaged in compiling the API (UK) Second Digest of
Newsletters; since then much has happened in all areas of the School’s development, growth and progress. So
not only does creating a new Digest give me a lot of enjoyment, it also allows me to reflect upon where we, as a
School, have come from over the past five years, and where we are now.
For a start, there have been a couple of name changes! In July 1998, our twice-yearly publication, originally
known as “The Newsletter”, was renamed “Conjunction”, its purpose being to link together the staff, students
and friends of API(UK) around the world. The other change was that of our name. When the School was
founded in 1983 by Richard Llewellyn and Pam Tyler, it became known as The English Huber School. In our
July 2000 issue of “Conjunction” we announced that the School would, from then on, be known as API(UK).
This was to align the name of the Huber School in the UK with API in Zurich and the other API centres on the
continent which had been established over the years to teach the Huber Method of Astrological Psychology.
But what goes around comes around! As I was looking through the School’s archive files some time after this
announcement, I discovered that in the original agreement made between Bruno & Louise Huber and Richard
& Pam, to found a Huber School based in England, the designated name was……...API(UK)! So in a way, we
had simply returned to our roots!
The other major change that has taken place since the last Digest was published is the forming of API(UK) into
a membership organisation. The “nuts and bolts” work took place over the summer of 2003, and we will be
inviting all who are interested in Astrological Psychology to join and become full members of our association
as from 1st January 2004. API(UK) history is in the making, and the publication of our Third Digest coincides
with this significant moment in the growth and development of our School.
Selecting and putting together the following articles and items which have appeared in “Conjunction” over the
past five years has been a delightful journey of rediscovery of the high quality of what we, as a group of
students, teachers, friends and travellers on the same path can produce. Special thanks to Barry Hopewell for
invaluable help in putting this publication together.
So many of the items included in this Third Digest contain wisdom, insight and honest, open sharing of ideas. I
hope you will enjoy reading - and digesting! - them all.

Joyce Hopewell

Knutsford
November 2003
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Section One - BEGINNERS CORNER
The articles in this section cover some of the basics of astrological psychology using the Huber method.
Excellent for beginners, these items also offer very useful reference material.

Chart Structure

by Richard Llewellyn

The colour, shaping, cohesion and direction of the Chart Aspect structure are important factors that help us to
understand inner motivation. If we consider only shaping we are looking to identify whether the overall aspect
structure is manly Fixed, Dynamic or Linear.

Fixed
In a Fixed chart the main structure is anchored at four or more corners, though
it may be made up of triangular figures within the overall structure - as within,
say, a Kite or Cradle, or a combination of Figures such as, for instance, an
Efficiency triangle and Learning triangle, as in Fig. 1.
Fixed motivation is directed towards ensuring security and/ or maintaining the
status quo.

Fig 1
Dynamic
A Dynamic chart consists mainly of triangles which do not link together to
make a four-sided figure. See Fig 2.
In a Dynamic chart the motivation is Mutable and centres on the dynamics of
relationships. It is easier to flow with life events and cope with changes than
would be the case with Fixed charts.

Fig 2

Linear
In a Linear chart there is no totally completed structure (Fig.3), though
sometimes the aspect lines may form a figure-of-eight (Fig.4). There are a
number of examples of this amongst the new aspect figures, eg. the Butterfly.
Linear structures have a Cardinal motivation which suggests a restless need to
be ‘doing’. Often the continuous activity makes it hard to know when
something has been achieved or completed.

Fig 3

Combinations
Many charts have a combination of structures. For instance a Fixed chart
could have a Linear (Fig.5), or Dynamic extension attached to it, or an
intersection cutting through it (Fig.6). Sometimes the structures, including
unaspected planets are quite separate (Fig.7).
Each of these arrangements will have a specific meaning when interpreting
the chart.

Fig 4
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Fig 5

Fig 7

Fig 6

In an arrangement such as that shown in Fig. 7 there may be a clear conflict of motivation. The Fixed pattern is
working towards the establishment of structure, form or security whilst the Linear pattern may always be
actively attempting to manifest something new.
Where separated aspect patterns exist, be they Fixed, Linear or Dynamic, there will be elements of the
personality which may need integrating. Rather like an orchestra where a break-away group of instruments are
playing their own tune, and perhaps paying no attention to the conductor.
Finally don’t forget to combine chart structure with other factors, such as colour, that also relate to inner
motivation.
Huber astrology is about synthesis.

Vertical or Horizontal?

by Richard Llewellyn

Before we begin to explore the meaning of planets, Signs, Houses and so on in a natal chart, we get valuable
clues about the personality from looking only at the aspect structure in the centre of the chart. It’s shaping,
colour, direction, cohesion, etc. are all vital foundation stones in the process of interpretation.
When we talk about ‘direction’ we are considering whether the aspect lines are mainly vertical or horizontal.
The direction is important because it gives us clues as to whether a person will be motivated towards
individuality (vertical) or be more concerned with relationships (horizontal).
Sometimes the direction is clear to see but there are times when confusion can exist. A few guide lines might
be helpful, but remember that when clarity is not there intuition can be as important as logic when making a
judgement.
MC
The MC is the highest point in the chart so it’s important to be aware of
where the MC is. Often the MC/IC axis is not at right angles to the AC/DC
axis so there is a visual distortion. A useful guide is to see whether an
aspect line crosses an imaginary line drawn between the LPs of the 2nd and
5th Houses, or a line drawn between the LPs of the 8th and 11th Houses. If
it does, it can be considered as a Vertical aspect (‘A’), if not, it would be a
horizontal aspect (‘B’).
What is the situation where the majority of aspects lines are above or below
those imaginary lines linking the LPs?

LP 8

LP 11
A
B

AC

DC

LP 5
LP 2

In the former case then there will be a strong drive to succeed, to be seen, to be an individual. IC Ho we ve r,
there is also likely to be a inherent sense of insecurity because there is ‘nothing’ supporting the chart at the
bottom. No links with the ‘collective’ suggest a ‘head in the clouds’ type of approach to life, and perhaps a lack
of understanding as to how ‘ordinary’ people live their lives.
Where all or most planets are grouped below an imaginary line linking LPs 2 and 5 then the individual will
have strong links into the ‘collective’ and may feel unable to break away from these links. There may be a
‘fear’ or resentment of those people who are seen to be in positions of authority. If the Sun is at the bottom of
the chart but there is a link to a planet near the MC there will a sense of a need to individualise but this may not
be an easy process.
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Chart A

Chart B

Chart A is a horizontal chart so relationships are important to this individual. However, it is an ‘I’ sided chart
and ‘private’ with so many planets in the 12th House, so relationships are likely to be ‘controlled’ by Pluto on
the DC.
Although Chart B may be seen as vertical, if the aspect lines are counted it will be seen that most lie within the
imaginary lines linking the LPs so it is another horizontal chart.

Chart C

Chart D

In Chart ‘C’ all aspects lines are either in the top segment of the chart, or would cross an imaginary line
between LPs 11 & 8. So this chart has a strong vertical emphasis and this is reflected in the life of this
individual.

Chart ‘D’ is an example of a structure where no obvious direction appears to be indicated. Where confusion or
doubt exists it is wise to count those aspect lines which might be considered as vertical or horizontal. In this
instance it will be seen that 7 aspects lines are vertical and only 3 are horizontal. So whilst there is a mixed
motivation the inclination is towards individuality.
In all cases it is necessary to take account of other considerations when assessing motivation, though the
emphasis on direction will be important. Remember that because a chart has a vertical direction and the
motivation will be towards worldly success and recognition, it does not automatically follow that this will be
achieved.
And someone with all planets at the bottom of the chart may be very happy and very successful in being a
member of the local community and in the role they have chosen to play within the collective. They might not
be looking for outward success but may achieve it in their own way.
And someone with a horizontal chart, such as Example Chart ‘A’, which is Linear and totally deficient in Blue
aspects, may look for human contact but it is likely to be on their own terms.
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Colour Balance

by Richard Llewellyn

For me there are no rules in ‘Huber Astrology’ - only ‘guide lines’. Many of these guide lines are gilt edged but
to really understand how they work in practice it is essential that any student of Huber Astrology be willing to
spend time working with charts other than their own - lots and lots of them!
This is especially noticeable when exploring, for instance, the ‘Family Model’. In this there are guide lines for
interpreting the positions of Sun, Moon and Saturn in the chart and seeing how these reflect the subjective view
of the child’s relationships within the family. But it is essential to remember that every family is different so
there are countless ways of interpreting the reality of similar chart significators. And the only way to begin to
understand how the basic principles manifest in reality is to work with as many charts and people as possible.
Only when this is done is it possible to realise just how gilt edged these basic principles really are.
This applies to every aspect of Huber Astrology - including understanding the Colour Balance
in the chart. There is a psychology of colour which suggests that certain shades of colours can
produce anticipated reactions in the subject. In drawing up a natal chart in the Huber style we
work with three colours - red, blue and green.
Red and Blue
The colour which we associate with Activity is Red. It is a Cardinal colour which can initiate action of some
kind. It relates to the Square and Opposition aspects. Blue is a colour which is more likely to produce a Passive
reaction. It relates to the Sextile and Trine aspects and is concerned with security and maintaining the status
quo. If we have a chart with only Red and Blue then we are likely to find someone whose life tends to be a
polarity between activity and passivity - or between work and play. The Red will work in order to produce the
means or resources by which the needs of the Blue can be satisfied.
Green
The third colour we employ in drawing a Huber chart is Green - a colour which we associate with nature and
with Growth. Green in a chart gives the ability to search for a way out, or a way forward. So we associate this
colour with awareness, sensitivity, learning and so on.
Motivation
The Circle in the Centre of the chart is the ‘core’ of the personality. When we explore the meaning of the
colours in the chart we are looking at the next level out from the centre. So we are looking at Motivation, or
what drives the personality, at a very deep inner level. Understanding the colours and the balance of one colour
with another gives us invaluable clues as to the nature of this motivation.
Balance
There is a ratio of one colour to another which seems to produce a balance of motivation. This ratio suggests
more blue than red and more red than green. In essence this ratio is:
6 blue aspects
4 red aspects
2 green aspects.
Remember this is a ratio and not the number of aspect lines.
It is not always easy to ascertain whether there is too much of one colour or too little of another. For instance
suppose there are 8 blue aspects, 4 red and 3 green. Do you consider the red and green aspects as being more
or less OK and assume there is too much blue, or do you take it that the blue and the green are more or less OK
and therefore there isn’t enough red?
Intuition
A first look at a chart can give valuable clues about colour balance. At that stage, when looking to see whether
an intuitive image springs to mind, you might also ask yourself what messages you are getting about colours
and colour balance. Often you will get a sense of blueness, redness or even greenness, and this can be used as a
further aid to judging colour balance. Even looking at a chart drawn with a computer programme such as
Astrosys, where the widths of the aspect lines will vary according to how exact are the orbs, might mean that
one colour becomes more obviously dominant than another.
Imbalance
In fact in the example given above it may not make a great deal of difference which way you decide since there
is no great imbalance. And it’s a definite imbalance that we are looking for. For instance 6 red, 2 blue and 2
green would suggest an over abundance of active red energy and a lack of balancing blue. So here would be an
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individual who would be driven to lead their life in an active manner.
What about 4 Blue, 3 Red and 4 Green? Here there would appear to be an excess of Green so there will be
‘searching and curiosity’ but maybe not enough Red to activate what ever it is that is dreamed about or desired.
Creating Colours
The Diploma course clearly describes the ways in which imbalances of colours are likely to influence
motivation so there is nothing to be gained by repeating that information here. However, this might be an
opportunity to ask ‘If there is a colour imbalance how can we use this knowledge for our own benefit or for
that of a client?’.
Variations from the ‘ideal’ ratio will be an excess of one colour usually with a corresponding deficiency of
another. For instance if the Chart has an excess of Red and/or Green then it follows that it will lack Blue. This
will suggest an inability to pause, to reflect, to sit back and relax. So, to create a balance we need to find ways
of creating ‘blueness’.
Energy follows thought
Remember that energy always follows thought so if we are to create any colour a first step might be to
introduce that colour into our thinking, through the clothes we wear, or the colours we have around the house,
and so on. In helping to create ‘blueness’ we are trying to achieve a state of quietness, inner reflection and
meditation. Time to pause and become aware of where we are, what we’ve achieved and what we need to do
next.
If we don’t have enough Blue in our chart then to be able to sit and reflect will not be easy. Learning a form of
Meditation, such as Transcendental Meditation, can be a valuable and reasonably easy way of creating
‘blueness’. Mediation can also be a positive way of creating ‘greenness’ because in a state of reflection we are
able to develop that sense of awareness which we need in order to expand our field of conscious awareness and
continue the process of personal growth.
Perhaps it can be more difficult to create ‘redness’ than either of the other two colours. How do you create
activity? Well, the idea of introducing a colour into everyday life has already been mentioned and, as far as red
is concerned, this is probably one important step.
Will
Developing and using Will is an essential ingredient in creating changes in our lives. We can wish that things
be different but we have to employ Will in order to actually make them different. Even to learn to sit down and
meditate in order to create ‘blueness’ will take an “Act of Will”*. So to create ‘redness’ we need to Will
ourselves to ‘do’ things. Things which, perhaps, we would normally avoid doing. Or a task which, until now,
we have learned to depend upon someone else to do for us.
Dependency
A chart where the aspects are mainly blue and green suggests someone who is likely to have become dependent
on others to do things for them. It will be a pattern of behaviour of which, first, we need to become aware and,
secondly, accept that this is really the way things are. Only with ‘awareness’ and the use of Will can we create
changes in our lives, and that includes bringing colour balance into our lives.
* “The Act of Will” by Roberto Assagioli

Have You Ever Wondered?

by Richard Llewellyn

I wonder whether it fascinates you, in the same way as it does me, that the Sun, Moon and our planet Earth are
just the right size, and the right distance apart so that, on a Full Eclipse one exactly matches another in size? I
wonder if, like me, you marvel at, and just accept such mysteries or do you feel a need to analyse and
intellectualise about them?
If you do, and you’re a Diploma student, you will have looked at Fig 1 and you may have wondered why Bruno
chose 0º Leo as a starting point. I will explain it in the way that Bruno explained it to me. But first, for those
readers who may not be familiar with Fig 1, I will briefly mention its significance because it is such a valuable
tool for helping to understand the meaning and qualities of the aspects.
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If you study Fig 1 you will note that the first pair of aspects starting from 0º Leo are the 30º Semi-Sextile
aspects, each of which goes to a Zodiac Sign which we associate with the planet Mercury, i.e. Gemini and
Virgo. Both of these Signs are concerned with information gathering, communication, analysing, and so on. So
we can take it that the Semi-sextile aspect will express similar qualities to those which we associate with these
two Signs.
Next, it can be seen that the following pair of aspects are Sextiles
which reach out to Taurus on one side and Libra on the other. Both
of these Signs are associated with Vernus and are concerned with
talents, contacts, relationships, harmony, values, beauty, ease,
indulgence, and so on. So, associating these qualities with the
Sextile aspect give us a sense of the nature of this aspect.
Moving on to the Square aspect it can be seen that each of these are
associated with Signs which traditionally we associate with Mars….
i.e. Aries and Scorpio. So, here again we can relate the adventurous,
assertive, energetic, active qualities of these Signs to the Red,
Square aspect.
The Trine aspect can be seen to be associated with Sagittarius on
one side and Pisces on the other - the latter being the Sign
traditionally associated with Jupiter. Both of these Signs have
searching, restless, insightful, open and absorbing type qualities and
these we can associate with the Trine aspect.

Fig 1 Ptolemaic Arrangement

Now observe the Quincunx aspect which reaches out to Capricorn and Aquarius, both having an association
with Saturn. The Quincunx aspect can be related to one face of Saturn - the deep, practical, unemotional,
learning and consciousness building qualities of Saturn which search for answers to major life issues.
Finally the Opposition, which relates to the other face of Saturn. The negative, blocking, fearful qualities which
we can also associate with Saturn and with the Opposition aspect.
This is a very brief look at the aspects - but perhaps it’ll whet your appetite to explore their meanings more
deeply.
But to return to the question ‘Why start at 0º Leo?’ At this moment in time the Galactic Centre is near the end
of Sagittarius and the Piscean Cosmic Year is also nearing its conclusion as we move into the Age of Aquarius.
A glance at Fig 1 will show you that these are the Signs to which the Trine aspects reach. The Galactic Centre
will next move forward into Capricorn and the Cosmic Year is in process of moving backwards into Aquarius.
Each Sign associated with one face of Saturn and the Quincunx aspect.
As the Cosmic Age moves backwards and the Galactic Centre moves forwards they will cross over in
approximately another 2,140 years time at a point midway between Capricorn and Aquarius. The Cosmic Age
continuing to move backwards into Capricorn and the Galactic Centre moving forward into Aquarius, and so
on, each changing Sign every 2,140 years or so. These two ‘points’ will continue their respective journeys
through the Zodiac for yet a further 12,850 years until they cross once again at that point where Cancer meets
Leo in the Tropical Zodiac.

Saturn as Mother?

by Richard Llewellyn

If you've ever been caught out by a 'traditional' astrologer who challenges you on the issue of 'the Hubers' say
Saturn is Mother', don't get caught out again!
Remember that in the natal chart the Sun is to do with Self - esteem, identity, confidence, etc., and it
symbolises Will and our ability to make decisions and direct our life through the use of our Will. Saturn
symbolises structure, form, stability, security, survival and so on.
When a child is born it is neither able to make decisions for itself nor protect itself, and these two aspects of the
personality are normally projected on to the two people who can fulfil these roles on behalf of the child until
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such time as he/she is ready to repossess them.
A basic motivation in any human being is the need to 'survive' so a child will normally entrust, or project its
own Saturn on to the Mother, who appears to be the one person who is most involved in its survival process. So
mother is expected to fulfil all aspects of the child's Saturn, including the provision of food, nurturing, warmth,
safety, learning, and so on. Love doesn't enter into this particular equation and is something which the mother
will, hopefully, offer from her own Moon, Venus, Neptune or whatever.
As the child grows up and reaches an age when it wants to establish its own identity it will normally want to
reclaim its own Sun and Saturn from those people in whom these two functions were invested. Needless to say
this is not always a straightforward process - but that is another story. And, as Carl Jung said, when this does
happen the child takes back its own 'inner parents' with all the distortions which were inflicted on them by their
'guardians'!
So, to summarise - Mother is NOT Saturn, she merely fulfils the temporary role of the child's own Saturn.
Richard is the Founder of API(UK) and its Principal Emeritus. He lives on the Wirral.

Where in the World are you? - a look at the Houses

by Joyce Hopewell

The Astrological Houses, which symbolise the environment and the world around us, are an ever-present part
of our daily life. We are all participatory members of the human race living our lives within them, and if, like
me, you are fascinated by the Houses, these few ideas on how to work more consciously with the them may be
of interest to you.
Some time ago, whilst thinking about and working with the Astrological Houses, I came to the realisation that
although the meanings we associate with the different Houses remains basically the same, our actual experience
of the Houses may alter either subtly or even dramatically, depending upon where we are.
Let me explain this more fully. The Houses relate to our spatial, physical environment and to our psychological
environment. We participate with life around us both physically and psychologically, seeking to prove
ourselves within our own particular life situation. As astrologers, we are likely to have a lot of themes and ideas
in common, where we agree about what the Houses mean, but our own experience of the Houses will be
different as we are unique individuals, all with different charts.
For example, you might like to consider your own world, the one which you inhabit and which is unique to
you, and put this in the context of the Astrological Houses. One way of doing this might be to draw up a
circular “pie chart” with 12 blank spaces, one for each of the Houses. Then in each House section you could
write down or even make a small sketch of those parts of your world which relate to each particular House or
area of life.
10
9
Contents of Houses
8
11
For example, on the spatial, physical level for the 1st House, you might put
7
12
your clothes - your wardrobe - an important part of your self-image, or
maybe even your make up, after shave or hair preparation. On the
1
6
psychological level, the 1st House would contain a lot of “I” awareness,
and would be all about your own energy, sense of self and personal
2
5
charisma.
4
3
The 2nd House segment may contain notes or sketches about things that are precious to you - your physical
possessions - as well as the talents and skills you may possess and your feelings of self-worth, your attitudes
and values, and so on. When you have completed all 12 segments it may then be useful to look at what you’ve
assigned to each one against the Houses in your chart which contain planets.
The fun starts when we do this round up of the Houses in different places and different environments, as it is
here that our experience of the Houses as we know them may alter, and may even start to blur.
An example
For example, I work (6th House and 10th House) from home (4th House), and I teach and run seminars and
workshops (3rd and 9th House activities) here as well. The workshops are attended by like-minded students of
astrological psychology ( that has to be 11th House!), who enjoy meeting as friends (5th House) as well as
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astrologers, yet this all still takes place in my home (4th House)!
Looked at in this way, it is clearly possible for each of the Houses to be much more than just one set of
meanings that is assigned to them. Their boundaries are not always clear and it is we who define them. The
Houses and what they represent can flow into each other, change and alter, depending on different our needs
and different tasks.
Not only that, the Houses can be different for us, depending where in the world we are. Using the same blank
circular diagram for the 12 Houses, it can be interesting and revealing to fill this in when we are not in our
usual environment!
Students at our “Face to Face” workshops sometimes do this very exercise; their 1st House “I” awareness and
self-image often changes - and grows! - in this environment. 2nd House physical possessions are fewer on a
residential workshop, but the psychological ones are of great importance. 3rd House learning and 9th House
realisations both take place; the 4th House is our residential venue and home comforts, the 5th is friendships
made, with the 12th perhaps being the opportunity to walk alone in the grounds and gardens of our venue and
reflect on the experience as a whole.
Practical application
With this example in mind it may be useful, if you choose to do this exercise, to ask yourself “What is my
immediate environment at this moment in time, and how am I using it?” You could then note how you are
responding to this environment, which is not your usual one, according to the Houses in which you have
planetary placements in your own chart. And if you wanted to take this a stage further, you could look at the
Place, or Location Chart (*) for this particular environment.
Huber charts all have a clear circle in the centre, around which are
placed the aspect structure, planets, Signs and Houses, or outside world.
The circle in the centre of the chart symbolises both our personal self
and our Higher Self. Working with the Houses in the way I’ve
suggested here convinces me that we always carry this centre with us,
and that the other components of the chart, including the Houses, move with us, changing as often and as many
times as we ourselves move from place to place.
(*) Place charts are available from API Chart Data Service, PO Box 29, Upton, Wirral CH49 3BG
Suggested reading: “The Astrological Houses - a psychological view of man and his world” by Bruno &
Louise Huber.
Joyce is Principal of API(UK). She lives in Cheshire.

The School of Cosmic Energy

by Kamini Sheth

Since all life experiences seem basically educative to me it seem only natural to look at the Signs and planets in
the context of learning centres, along the lines of the Satellite Module Classrooms so popular in the U.S. at the
moment. A large circular space is divided into a variety of learning centres. Each centre provides a variety of
learning experiences appropriate to its “theme”, which students are encouraged to attempt, according to their
choice. The Satellite model seems an appropriate one for a School of Cosmic Energy.
Aries Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for movement. This space is vibrant with activity, very noisy with a gymnasium
atmosphere, humid and hot. Exercise equipment lines the area, boxing bags, changing rooms and “Let’s Go!”
“I’m the Best!” and “Begin Today!” posters. Through the back door one can see people training for track
events, a cricket team practising and archery students shooting at the targets. Back inside you realise that
contributing to the noise are students working with models to harness steam energy, water energy and solar
energy. Students seem to be trying out “hunches”. Mars in his tank top and shorts oversees all the action.
Looking for a little fresh air and relief from all the clamour you move on to the adjacent satellite.
Taurus Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for grounding. This space has an air of earthy industry about it. People are
experimenting with landscaping techniques, agriculture, geology, husbandry. They are searching for ways to
work in harmony with nature to ensure man’s survival and security. You notice that there is yet another group
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working with the earth to create beauty. You see pottery classes, textiles being spun, a variety of earth dyes, big
solid sculptures of wood and stone, and beautiful flower arrangements. Though genial with one another, each
student seems very protective of his or her space, carefully guarding their creations and ideas.
Venus glides around the centre, giving practical suggestions and keeping all in balance. Refreshed in spirit, and
with one last intake of the stimulating fresh earth smells you move on to the next satellite, from which you can
already hear lively conversations!
Gemini Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for communication. This is another very “busy” space. But it is difficult at first glance
to see where one activity ends and another begins! Everyone seems to be talking at the same time, and in
different languages! Charts, tables and diagrams line every inch of wall space. Below the hanging charts are
book shelves lined with books on every imaginable subject. Slowly you begin to distinguish between the
different activities. Some students are busy learning to use communication technology - computers, cell phones,
voice mail systems, overhead projection systems. Others are studying Radio and TV broadcasting. Then you
have the journalism students, many practising interviewing skills on their fellow students. Others are studying
the structure of language. Yet others are dissecting the semantics of a report. There are speech classes, creative
writing exercises, and foreign language courses. Many students seem to be jumping between one activity and
the next, juggling two, three and four all at the same time! Though there is a great deal of interaction taking
place between persons, there does not seem to be much emotional contact. All are revelling in the exchange of
ideas, but not really “touching” each other. Mercury is in his glory, offering the right word here, suggesting a
better phrase there, indicating just where a compilation of data may be helpful. Your head now spinning with
words, you move on.
Cancer Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for emotional contact. Moon welcomes you at the door with a warm, enthusiastic
smile, and a gentle, sensitive touch, inviting you to join the “family” of students. There’s an immediate sense of
belonging. You’ve been “touched” by another human being, and you feel safe and secure. You relax, feeling
“at home” already and open your heart to explore the experiences offered here.
Your eye roams over the hundreds of photos depicting well-known members of
the human family - Einstein, Mother Theresa - others commemorating important
events in the history of the planet Earth - wars, earthquakes, flood, inventions,
archaeological finds.
There are many students working on their own family histories, tracing
genealogies and making their own family timelines. There is an infant and
toddler nursery where students are gaining first hand experience in child care.
Another space specialises in gerontology activities offering both training in the
care of the aged, and also group activities for the family “grandparents”. A First
Aid class is in session and multiple family health information corners
introducing a broad range of alternative and traditional health systems. Your
nose points you in the direction of the “Cooking Corner”, where every known cuisine is taught. And you hear
the humming of the sewing machines from the “sewing circle”. You notice one large happily chatting group of
students creatively engaged in quilt-making. People here obviously want to do something, but they want to do
it with feeling. You note the “caring” interaction everywhere. And you note the air of protective caution “Bargain Basement Shopping”, “How to Budget Your Resources”. Reluctantly you leave the “family” and
move on.
Leo Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for directing will power. This is a “sunshine” room! Every corner is filled with
cheery, warm expansive sunshine. Leadership and organisation are learning themes here. A Royal-sized banner
proclaims “Lead with a Smile!”. Everything in this room is done with a flourish. A lot of big body movement.
These are people who command centre stage. Role playing is a favourite activity with one half of the entire
space given over to costumes and stage props.
The Sun beams over the entire gathering reminding each ego of its importance as an individual, igniting the
will in each to direct all life activity. “Where there’s a Will there’s a Way!” Though there is free interaction
between students much of it seems to consist of each expressing their own fixed opinions, apparently confident
that this is THE WAY for all. Many were sitting for self-portraits confident they’d found the perfect gift for
loved ones.
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Virgo Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for order. There is an air of quiet efficiency in this centre. Each activity is spotlessly
clean - neatly and orderly arranged. Furniture, curtains and carpets are all well coordinated. This a room where
people learn by doing - by hands on experience. On one side of the room are TVs, computers, clocks and car
engines set out on tables. These are being methodically dismantled by individual students to be reassembled
again down to the last screw. In the same type of exercise on the mental level, another group of students is
learning the art of critical analysis - taking apart piece by piece the thoughts and ideas of another. In the central
space a large group is discussing the topic “The Need to Be Needed”.
A lot of career guidance information is available on the helping professions - nursing, social work, counselling.
Students are encouraged to sensitively confront the harsh realities of life. No sugar-coating here - rather
practical solutions to life problems. Mercury is busy overseeing a group studying research techniques
preparing to begin a full-term research project.
Libra Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for balance/harmony and justice. The room has the aesthetic touch of Venus. The
finest accessories, tastefully assembled. The room is symmetrically arranged. There are paintings on the wall,
and the desks, chairs, tables and learning materials are all arranged to give an overall feeling of balance and
space. A focus on harmony in all areas is evidenced in the learning themes covered in this Satellite - “Conflict
Resolution”, “Negotiating Techniques”, “The Art of Compromise”, “International Diplomacy”, “Equality and
Justice for all”, “Scales of Justice in Theory and Practice”.
Scorpio Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for transformation. This room is darker and more hidden in content than the other
rooms. The atmosphere is hushed but charged with intense energy. Pluto moves among groups delving into the
mysteries of life and death. Some study parapsychology, others Spirit Life, still others
Reincarnation. The largest group of students is studying the phenomenon of Metamorphosis
and its implication on the physical, mental and spiritual levels of existence. A smaller group is
deadly earnest about learning to channel their very deep seated intense energy into a
fundamentally transforming rebirth experience. The overall heaviness of the air in this room
makes it difficult to truly relax. Yet something tells me that the lessons learned in this room
may hold an important key to true evolutionary change.
Sagittarius Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for expansion. At the door two banner posters draw you in: “Looking for Change?”
“Opportunity of a Lifetime”. At first glance this looks like one big travel agency! Not only foreign destinations,
but also adventure camps and cultural exchange programmes are being promoted. “There’s a whole world out
there to be discovered” seems to be the main theme, with an abundance of information on opportunities to
explore the highest reaches of outer space, the deepest ocean depths, circumnavigating the globe in a variety of
conveyances. But expansion here isn’t just limited to the outside physical horizon.
Jupiter oversees experiences to increase inner horizons as well with sessions organised on consciousness
raising. Everyone here is “on the move”.
Capricorn Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for purposeful activity. This is a “no-nonsense” kind of working space - Spartan,
utilitarian - “sufficient unto the need” - nothing frilly, fancy or luxurious here. Straight-backed wooden benches
do fine. Everyone in this centre is engaged in defining their goal in life.
Saturn is impressing upon all the need for a strong sense of purpose to achieve goals. A structured step by step
approach is advocated. Study topics include “Life is a Struggle”, “Hard Work Pays Dividends”, “Hi-tech Safety
and Security Systems”. Not too many smiling students here, most seem seriously determined to survive this
world in the most practical manner possible. Upon leaving I can’t help but notice that there are 4 emergency
exits - no chance of trapping someone inside.
Aquarius Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for creative intelligence. This space has a well-worn, lived-in feel to it. Student’s
bags, books, coats are strewn haphazardly about the Satellite. Amidst this disorder, like-minded groups are
gathered under a variety of topic headings. “Satellite Technology in Rural Education”, “Greening the World’s
Deserts”. “Ecological Balance and World Hunger”, “The Web of Life and It’s Implications for Human
Evolutionary Development”. Big thoughts here.
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Uranus keeps the focus on using reason to make the world a better place - not necessarily on the domestic
front. Systems development gets a lot of attention. Yet another section is devoted entirely to philanthropy and
offers information on deserving humanitarian charities. Many students surround these tables writing out
donation cheques.
Pisces Satellite
Here energy is harnessed for universal/unconditional love. This area is softly lit with a distinctly dreamy quality
about it. Much of the learning here is done in silence or in hushed tones. Soft beautiful ethereal music helps set
a very spiritual mood. Books on spirituality, prayer and meditation abound. Guides move among the students
giving individual spiritual counselling as requested. This feels decidedly like a Retreat Centre. Sessions
scheduled throughout the day include “The Imitation of Christ for Today”, “The Role of Sacrifice”, “Suffering
with Purpose”, “Renunciation”, “Compassion in Service”. I get the feeling that this is a place where one
retreats from the outside world, not to escape so much as to “retrench” - to take stock of resources before
entering the “outside” world once again.
Neptune warns of the danger of making this retreat experience an end in itself. He indicates one large area
devoted entirely to “Escapsim” and “Dependencies” with well-attended support groups including those for
alcoholics, drug addicts and mental patients. Then my eye falls upon an area slowly drawing more and more
students. The focus here is “Unity” - All in One, One in All, Manifestation of the Spirit of Love. I’m very at
home here, but Neptune reminds me that I must take this love, that I know and have and live with my whole
being, in service to the created world with which I am also one.
Kamini is a Diploma Course student and she lives in India. She wrote this piece as part one of the Assignments
in Foundation Course “C”.
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Section Two - FOOD FOR THOUGHT
The articles in this section show interesting links between astrological psychology and other fields of
knowledge and events.

A Biophysical View of Astrology

by Maria Maw

Ever since I came across the work of Jacques Benveniste (Daveras et al, Nature, vo1.333 (1988, pp.816-18) a
few years ago I've been intrigued by the phenomenon `The Memory of Water'.
Benveniste was looking at the effects of very high dilutions in experiments and their implications, not only in
the field of homeopathy but also their contribution to spurious results and effects in many other medical and
biochemical situations.
Being a maker of flower essences I was intrigued by Benveniste's hypothesis that water, through its unique
molecular nature, is able to `hold' the energetic pattern of other substances with which it comes into contact.
Flower essences are made by floating flowers on water under sunlight; the flowers are then removed and the
water/remedy is effective at minute doses (having been preserved with brandy.)
How does this relate to astrology? Besides flower remedies I've also been making what I call Life Essences.
Most of these are nothing more than pure water left to stand in a particular environment with a chart drawn up
for that moment in time. Somewhere I had heard or read (I wish I'd kept better notes) that it has been
scientifically proven that water was affected energetically by planetary positions - the effect of the Moon on
tides is rather an obvious example.
From the chart. and using muscle testing , I am able to get an energetic picture of the essence and, from client's
feedback, an understanding of how the remedy is effective in therapeutic terms.
This has led me to pondering how the time of our birth. and the energetic pattern of the planets at that time,
affect who we are. There is speculation as to when to take the time of birth, birth of the head, the whole body,
or the time of the first breath. which can be minutes apart. As our bodies are about 80% water I could deduce
that the energetic pattern of the Universe is somehow transmitted to the body's water at birth and the most
obvious .way seems to be through the first gasp of air which will carry water vapour - every breath of air, sip of
water, morsel of food is a dose of energetic pattern as well as chemical energy.
But why is that first gasp of air and its energy pattern particularly special? Most of the body's atoms have
roughly a monthly turnover so, with the planets in constant motion and therefore constantly affecting the
Universal energetic pattern, it follows that, from the moment a new life is conceived. it too will be undergoing
changes in its energetic pattern.
As I believe the soul is present pre-conception I must presume that the significance of birth is that it is the first
independent intake of the external environment and, with the exhalation, the first independent contribution to
the greater whole.
If the Universe is seen as a single entity with a constantly changing energetic pattern then each and every
component of the Universe reflects the current state of energetic play, similar to a hologram. We are each
affected by every single energetic change - our lives are unfolding as part of the whole process. However, the
process of change appears not to be random. The planets, and life at all levels, have a rhythm, an energetic
spiraling effect as in the DNA helix. We are each born into that spiral - we are each playing a physical
manifestation of the energetic process and, if seen in linear terms, we overlap each other (re. generational
planets).
But although I believe that the Universal energy- pattern has an underlying rhythm
which can be used to predict Universal changes (as made in the Book of Revelations
and by Nostradamus), the human conscious cannot predict exactly how these changes
will manifest.
The exact `how' is only revealed with the unfolding process of consciousness itself - it
cannot be predicted exactly what will happen within a person's life. Using the life
clock, rhythm can be seen, but the exact form is dependant on the individual's
awareness and the awareness of the environment into which they were born.
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Going back to the ‘Memory of Water' and its connection to the birth chart, I wonder if that first gasp of air,
which biochemically adapts our lungs from an aquatic to a gaseous environment, makes a particular energetic
blueprint in the water molecules of the body? And how is this affected by the life clock?
From personal exploration 1 know that the basic wavelike energy pattern of the life clock is fundamental to all
humans. This suggests it is genetically determined, i.e. related to physiological processes such as cell growth
and regeneration.
With clockwork precision there is a turnover of constituent elements which are taken up from the environment.
Their energetic patterns, being representative of the current Universal patterns, occasionally trigger the body's
energetic blueprint so triggering individual processes.
My guess is that the individual energetic blueprints, and Universal patterns, are held in the energetic structure
of each atom, whether in the hydrogens and oxygen of a water molecule, or in any other element. But water,
being the largest and most mobile molecular constituent of nature and the medium in which all other elements
are transported., seems the most natural medium for energetic transference.
An energetic blueprint held in the memory bank of water molecules could account for some people's recall of
other life experiences and provide a genuine energetic and biochemical basis for soul/chemical attractions/
clicks. But most of all it provides each individual with a unique viewpoint perspective and translation of
Universal energy.
Maria is a School Tutor. She is a trained Kinesiologist and lives in Cheshire.

Yoga and Astrological Meditation

by Andrea Buonaccorsi

I had been practising yoga for several years when I began to study astrology with the Huber method. Since that
moment I felt that yoga and astrology could be used together and this simple feeling was confirmed by reading
“Reflections and Meditation on the Zodiac".* The point is: if astrology includes a great amount of ancient and
modern wisdom, is it possible with yoga techniques to have a deep interaction with all this knowledge? Is it
possible to have not only an intellectual interaction but also a holistic perception of the astrological archetypes?
It is not easy to formulate a good definition of what meditation is. I like to think of meditation as a process of
"participation" where we try to reduce the distance between us and the object of meditation itself. Generally
when we meditate we try to reduce the distance between our Higher Self and us but sometimes we can use
meditation also for obtaining a better integration among different aspects of our human nature or between
ourselves and the outer nature.
In all these cases Astrology can help the process of integration giving some guidelines to the process itself. For
instance an astrological meditation can help us to participate in the quality of time in which we are living,
trying to catch the deep learning hidden in the theatre of Nature.
But during this process of participation in the "dance of Nature", as in all the different types of meditation", it is
important to remember that meditation is not a simple intellectual reflection but it is a holistic process which
needs the contribution of our body, emotions, feelings and mental presence. So, as advised by yoga techniques,
before starting with meditation we need to prepare our complex nature to this process, we need to align
ourselves (body, emotion and mind) for this attempt of "participation" to the quality of the time in which we are
living.
In order to understand the possibility of integration between Yoga and Astrology we can start with an example,
a simple form of astrological meditation. For instance we could meditate on a single element: earth, water, air
and fire. Our meditation target will be a greater perception of that single element inside us and around us. Let's
start with the Earth. We intend to enter in contact with the earth, we want to participate to the material process
which sustains our life, trying to ground ourselves in the pragmatic and practical side of our life.
Before starting with the meditation some yoga positions can help us in this kind of trip towards our earth side.
First of all Yoga is something extremely pragmatic, we are alone with our body and some simple positions can
show us our level of confidence with the material side of our nature.
We can start with a simple yoga position called "Tadasana", a Sanskrit word which means "mountain pose": so
let's start with the mountain position. Tadasana is the standing pose where we stand on our feet as shown in
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figure 1.
It is apparently a very simple and common position but it is only appearance: it is a very difficult position
especially if we are not connected with the earth side of our nature. This is the most
fundamental balancing posture. In this posture we have to make sure our feet are pointed
straight forward, toes and heels in line, big toes touching. Toes are active but not tense.
The body weight must be distributed through the balls of the feet, the little toe side of the
feet and the heels.
We must feel the floor through the soles of the feet, lengthen the whole spine from the
pubic bone to the navel centre and from the navel centre to the centre of the chest. Widen
the chest, lengthen the neck and lift through the top of the head. Let's close our eyes and
establish our balance and when we feel balanced we are ready for the next "earth posture":
Vrksasana, the Tree Pose (fig.2).
In this position the balance gets more critical. Starting from Tadasana let's lengthen the left
side of the body by pressing down on the left foot more than the right. Let's soften the
right knee and release the right foot from the floor, bringing the toes to the thigh. Let's
press the sole of the right of the right foot to the inner thigh. Let's stretch the arms up
overhead, palms together and let's relax bringing your attention to the breath. Let's try to Fig. 1 - Tadasana,
The Mountain Pose
stay on our feet more than in our head. Earth approach!
This is only a little example. For the other elements the approach would be very different
trying to enter in contact with our senses and feeling side (water), expansion and lightness
(air), or with our strength, enthusiasm and energy (fire).
Various yoga postures can precede the real meditation phase in order to help us enter into
the right dimension and to reduce the distance between us and the target of meditation:
body, emotions, mind and spirit, together synchronised towards the core of meditation.
But this is only the beginning. Since 1991 I have been working in a project of vacation
called "Alchimia D'Estate" (Summer Alchemy), a particular form of vacation for renewing
body, mind and spirit. A beautiful old country house with a great park in Tuscany (Italy)
is our stage. Each day of the vacation is dedicated to astrological archetypal (elements,
sign, planets) or mythical themes.
Every day is full of activities starting from early in the morning to the final meditation in
the evening, but it is not a simple container of activities. Each day is dedicated to a
different theme (archetypal theme) and all the activities rotate around the same theme. So Fig. 2 - Vrksasana,
if the theme of the day is dedicated to the Fire Principle we begin to feel it in our body in The Tree Posee
the form of vitality (we use yoga and other forms of energy activation), then we try to
activate the fire principle in our emotions, i.e. enthusiasm, optimism, using biodance or other artistic techniques
(emotive watercolour).
Then we try to transfer the Fire energy to the mental and spiritual level, activating our intuitive side using an
astrological meditation. I like to think that the whole day is a great meditation where the evening astrological
meditation is simply the final act of a process which involves body, emotions, feelings, reflections,
contemplation, art: a great alchemical process for the transmutation of the dense to the subtle, from the
periphery to the centre. Thanks to Astrology and to its ancient wisdom, we are really living in a world full of
meaning, and manifestation of archetypes.
Andrea is a Diploma holder. He lives in Italy.
*“Reflections and Meditation on the Zodiac" by Bruno & Louise Huber is available from API Books

The Signs of the Zodiac & the Labours of the Months in the Middle
by Christa Hensel
Ages
This article is a short summary of one chapter from my MA dissertation entitled "Astrological symbols in
Italian art in the Middle Ages and in the Renaissance". This subject is a totally neglected field in art history. In
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this chapter I focussed mainly on the floor mosaics in the crypt of San Savino in Piacenza.
In astrology books we can find pictures of art with astrological motifs and we are used to seeing them shown in
this way. These astrological art pieces show the symbols which we still use today - the 12 Sun signs and the
symbols for the five planets which were known in earlier times, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn plus
symbols for the Sun and the Moon. Symbols for these heavenly bodies are found in the form of mosaics,
sculptures, stained glass windows, fresco paintings or small drawings in book illustrations.
There is a lot of astrological art from the middle ages, dating from about 1050 to 1350, and later from the
Renaissance, and yet more from antiquity. But none of these special art pieces are discussed or even mentioned
in the traditional art history books. An average art historian doesn't know astrology and therefore may not be
able to recognize the symbols; nor could he interpret their implications.
Bruno Huber was one of the few who wrote several articles about "Art in Astrology" in "Astrolog". It was his
articles, amongst other things, that inspired me to write an MA in Art history about these forgotten and
neglected symbols. It was not an easy task to start with; very little research has been made on the subject.
Writing an MA about astrological symbols was like breaking through a taboo in the academic world.
Astrological symbols have existed since antiquity and they are a true link to our time. They have not changed
their meaning through the ages and they are presented in the same manner as in ancient times. That
phenomenon is really very special and worthy of reflecting on, we often just take the symbols for granted. The
zodiac signs and the planets are part of our culture, but today they are used more in a commercial manner,
except by astrologers.
In the Middle Ages and in antiquity, however, astrology was a serious subject and had a profound meaning in
everyday life. In antiquity our form of astrology was the everyday religion, and the symbols for the planets
were the people's living gods We still use the names of Roman gods for the planets. The astrological symbols
disappeared from the art scene in about 500 A.D., because Augustine did not allow practising astrology; only
God's word was allowed. But about 1050, knowledge of astrology came back to Europe again through the
influence of the Arabians and the great astrologer Abumashar.
Astrology played an important role in society and life in the so-called Latin Middle Ages. Astrology had high
status, was accepted as science and was taught at Universities. It belonged to the seven liberal arts. Astrology
represented a logical system that showed in an abstract manner the divine structure of heaven, the macrocosm,
and its influence on earth, the microcosm. God was of course above it all, and the angels were thought to rotate
the planets and the stars which all had to obey God's will.
The famous monk, Thomas Aquinas, had a great knowledge of astrology and he taught the subject at the
Universities of Paris and Cologne. He had almost a modern approach to astrology because he understood that
although the forces of the planets might influence us, man has to use his own will.
There are plenty of astrological motifs in medieval art from about 1050 until about 1300 and most of that kind
of art is found in churches side by side with motifs from the Bible. That is actually a quite extraordinary fact,
because many people would not expect that astrology and the Christian beliefs could be found alongside each
other.

The Zodiac Signs on front portals of the great Cathedrals
The Tympanum of the front portal of the church of St. Madeleine in Vezelay, France, dates from 1120. Above
this portal there are reliefs with the main message Jesus Christ giving orders to the disciples to preach God's
words to the whole world. But above, in the shape of a half circle, there are the signs of the zodiac together
with the labours of each month, showing activities from the farming world.
Everything, was symbolic in the Middle Ages. and life on earth was just a symbol of the perfect life in heaven.
Every piece of art from the Middle Ages had a symbolic meaning, and the half circle of the Tympanum
symbolized heaven. The labours of the months symbolize the hard terrestrial world and are in concordance with
the cosmic rhythm, symbolized by the signs The presentation of the labours of the months together with the
zodiac signs was a common motif both in antiquity and in the Middle Ages.
We can see in the relief at Vezelay that the signs are made in the traditional manner, which goes back to
Ptolemy in the 2nd century. For instance, the crab for the sign of Cancer is not supposed to have eyes;
Capricorn is in earlier times often presented as a goat-fish, a goat with a fish tail. It is shown this way at
Vezelay.
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These motifs for the labours of the months and the signs of the zodiac are found in many places and on other
famous Cathedrals too, such as Notre Dame or Chartres, and all over Europe. The pictures of the labours of the
months show typical farming activities for each month. In the southern countries there are more pictures
showing wine making, while the northern countries show more on how farmers worked in the fields. In almost
all countries we can see the motif of slaughtering pigs for the month of December and the sign of Sagittarius,
and for January making a fire, which means getting warm.

The floor mosaic in the crypt of San Savino
The Romanic basilica of San Savino in Piacenza in Italy dates from about the year 1000 and contains several
floor mosaics with cosmic symbols The floor mosaic in the crypt of San Savino, in white and black marble, is
of particular value and interest as it shows these themes of the labours of the months and the signs of the zodiac
It also reveals the importance of astrology in medieval society
The mosaic in the crypt of San Savino is divided into two parts. (See picture) All pictures of the labours of the
months and the sun signs are placed in medallions. which are surrounded by a border of Latin verses The
medallions are positioned in a mosaic field made of chevron patterns This motif was often used in antique and
medieval art to denote the ocean, and the ocean again symbolizes Christian belief
The mosaic is divided into two parts. Two months, January with Capricorn and February with Aquarius are
placed in the north side and separated from the other ten medallions, and we can see that the two medallions for
January and February have another detail which the others don't have. Beside each medallion is a pair of
figures and who appear to rotate them, but in both medallions both figures are unfortunately incomplete.
For January it looks as if it had been the figure of an older man wearing a long robe, and for February the figure
looks more like a young man wearing a knee-length robe There is other symbolism connected to these two
signs the way they are shown here: symbols of a man's lifetime with the four ages of childhood, youth,
adulthood and old age, and a symbol for the year with the four seasons, themes which were often used in the
Middle Ages.
Everyone who knows something about astrology will realize that the two signs, Capricorn and Aquarius, have
something in common; they are the two signs that have Saturn as ruler. In the Middle Ages the priests and other
educated people had great knowledge about astrology, so it is natural that the two signs which have Saturn as
ruler, the planet for time, borders, structure, limitation and in the Middle Ages also for death, are consciously
chosen to represent the year or the time a human being has on earth.
It seems not just coincidence, but a very conscious act to place these two signs separate from the other ten, and
make them the symbols for a lifetime and a year. One who knows nothing about astrology, will not understand
the deeper meaning.
The biggest mosaic has the ten medallions with the labours of the months and the signs placed in three rows.
The first row contains three signs, starting with Pisces at the upper left, followed Aries and April, and in the
right corner Taurus and May. The second row has four medallions, Gemini and June, Cancer and July, Leo and
August, and Virgo and September. This row contains the signs ruled by Sun and Moon.
In the third row we find the last three signs.
To the left, there is little left of the sign Libra and October, in the middle only the tail of Scorpio is visible, and
to the right we find what is left from the roundel for Sagittarius
and December. When we look at the mosaic with these ten signs,
we can see that the two signs Cancer and Leo are in the middle.
The Sun is usually the symbol of Jesus Christ and the Moon for
the church, indicating the whole mosaic is deeply symbolic.
If one substitutes each medallion with the ruling planet of the
sign shown, the whole mosaic seems to be made in a special
pattern with a conscious purpose. On both sides of the
medallions having Sun and Moon as rulers, we have the signs
ruled by Mercury (Gemini with June on the left and Virgo with
September on the right in a horizontal line). The signs which are
ruled by Mars (Scorpio and Aries), are on top and underneath the
Sun and the Moon, in a vertical line. And the signs ruled by
Jupiter and Venus ( Sagittarius, Pisces, Taurus and Libra) are in
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the four corners of the square mosaic.
The whole mosaic seems to me very structured and
I could clearly see a picture when I drew lines to the
different planets. The picture actually shows a
horoscope pattern identical to the way it was drawn
in the Middle Ages. (See drawing). In this case the
four columns are a part of the whole, and that could
mean that the shape of the whole mosaic, including
the division into two parts, was planned at about the
same time as the church was finished, about 1000.
In each of the twelve medallions the zodiac signs
are below and to the right of the representation of
the labours of the months, and sometimes the sign is
contorted to fit within the shape of the medallion. We can see that clearly for the sign of Leo, where the lion is
placed in the corner. Aries looks like a lamb and not like a ram, and that might be because Jesus Christ often
was symbolized as the sacrificial lamb.
All these roundels symbolise people on earth and in the mosaic are placed like islands in the sea, which again is
a symbol for people living like islands in the Christian ocean. In between there are sirens and other entities to
try to seduce people; they symbolize the temptation in the terrestrial world. The border in the bottom
symbolizes the earthly world with fighting and battle and war, We can see several scenes of fighting and
competition. At the end there is the unicorn, which is a symbol of Christ when it is tamed by a virgin.
If anybody visits Piacenza to look at the mosaic in San Savino, I can tell you that the church is difficult to find,
even though it is in the middle of the town, because the whole front was replaced in the baroque period and the
entrance looks baroque.
Christa is an ex-Huber School tutor; she lives in Norway.

Why Astrology is a Science - Daily Mail

by Barry Hopewell

On 22nd March 2001 the Daily Mail newspaper published a full-page article by philosopher and writer Colin
Wilson under the title "Why I now believe astrology IS a science".
Originally sceptical, Wilson became convinced of the validity of astrology while researching his book The
Occult. As he came to know and use it he was amazed at the accuracy of the descriptions of personality
produced.
To support his contention, Wilson quotes several sources. In the 1930's, research by German astrologer Karl
Ernst Krafft indicated that there were astrological similarities between musicians.
After the War, the originally sceptical French statistician Michel Gauquelin showed that Krafft's conclusions
were unreliable. However, Gauquelin's findings indicated that there is a significant correlation between
extroversion and 'odd' Sun signs (Aries, Gemini, Leo,…) and introversion and 'even' signs, and between choice
of profession and sign on the ascendant.
Gauquelin's results were validated by psychologist Hans Eysenck, who was again 'converted' after initial
scepticism.
Gauquelin went on to write books [The Cosmic Clocks etc] arguing in favour of astrology, and pointing to
supporting evidence, such as the demonstrated effects of the Moon on lunatics and of sunspots on blood
clotting.
Wilson brings us up to date by mentioning astronomer Percy Seymour's theory about how astrology might
work, in terms of gravitational and magnetic patterns [Book: Astrology, the Evidence of Science].
The article also suggests that astrology may in some cases be able to foresee the future, quoting the German
astrologer Elsbeth Ebertin. In 1923 she interpreted Hitler's horoscope as describing 'a man of action who is
destined to play the Fuhrer'. In 1933 she said it showed a tendency to 'incautious action' that could lead to
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disaster, most likely around the early 1940's. History tells the story of his disastrous invasion of Russia in 1940!
Of course, Wilson's article is hardly comprehensive, but it is good to see positive evaluation of astrology versus
science in the media. Makes a change from some of the deliberate debunking, e.g. programme The New Zodiac
on Channel 5 16th April 2001.
Also, I feel that there is a much more subtle and comprehensive story to be told. Wilson is trying to justify to
the sceptic, who believes that objective materialist science describes everything. Better to move to a broader
frame of reference which covers subjective and objective realms (e.g. Ken Wilber's four quadrants in his A
Theory of Everything). This would enable bringing in subjective and cultural factors, which a scientific
astrology encompasses well, but objective science has little to say about.
Sounds like the subject for a further article…. . . . .

A Transpersonal Perspective on the events of the 11th
by Sue Cameron
September 2001
The carnage inflicted by a handful of fanatical terrorists on the 11th September was a devastating act of
inhumanity. The death toll is horrendous. The lives of countless innocent people have been changed for ever
and our hearts go out to them.
The magnitude of the events, brought into our homes by graphic
and instant media coverage, have put the issues of an Aquarian
Age at the head of the global agenda. We are being left in no
doubt that we must address these issues - neatly summarised by
the phrase "right human relations" - and address them now.
The astrology reflects this magnitude. We are looking at transpersonal energy, at the need for a more inclusive level of
consciousness that recognises the inter-relatedness of all things.

Red Stars
The chart for the 11th September contains a prominent Red Star
and I will return to this but it should not be taken in isolation.
During a 19-day period from the 25th August to 13th September,
there were a series of Red Stars or implosion points created by the
intersection of distinct cardinal aspects. This series involves the
transpersonal energy symbolised by first Pluto, then Neptune and
finally Uranus.

25/08/2001, 06:00 Manhattan USA 40N46 73W59

The 1st Red Star exits at Pluto and is opposed to Saturn, the
status quo. The whole chart is highly sensitised with a
predominance of red/green aspects and the centre of the chart is
surrounded by these suggesting, perhaps, an openness to the
transpersonal energy of Cosmic Will, of evolutionary power.
This Red Star was short-lived; it lasted for about 3 hours on the
25th August.
The 2nd Red Star exits at Venus which is opposed by Neptune.
Both these planets are concerned with relationships though at
different ends of the matter (Venus) - spirit (Neptune) spectrum.
Venus is a fixed planetary energy; it gathers in from the
environment what the individual needs to feel good physically,
emotionally etc. Neptune's energy is mutable and transpersonal; it
has the potential to dissolve boundaries with unconditional love.
This Star lasted for 2 days, from the 31st August to the 2nd
September.

31/08/2001 18:13 Manhattan USA 40N46 73W59

The 3rd Red Star, again involving Neptune, is in the centre of the chart - a point of centeredness, of stillness,
surrounded by an enormous quantity of cardinal energy. This Star was also short-lived and occurred during the
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night of the 4th September.
During the period of the 8th to 13th September, including the
terrorist attack on the 11th, there are two Red Stars - one at the
centre and one in the body of the chart. The intersection at the
centre begins to shift out of alignment after the first tower was hit.
The other Red Star again exits at Venus, this time opposed by the
sudden, disruptive force of Uranus. It is noted that Venus at 18°
24' Leo is on the degree of the August 1999 eclipse, also on the
11th of the month, when there were also oppositions to Uranus
within the Large Efficiency Square, another powerful cardinal
configuration.
The Red Stars in the chart for the 11th September are powerful
symbols for the terrorist attack. Fuel-laden planes became fiery
arrows of destruction (Pluto in Sagittarius) piercing the twin
towers of the World Trade Centre (Saturn in Gemini) which
subsequently imploded with all the appearance of a controlled
demolition (Mars in Capricorn). Uranus opposition Venus is
involved in both Red Stars.

04/09/2001 22:45 Manhattan USA 40N46 73W59

This opposition in the chart set for Manhattan Island, is on the
5:11 axis of relationships, emphasising again the recurring theme
of relationships, and in the signs naturally associated with these
houses - though significantly reversed.
Uranus is a planet of reversals, it breaks through the status quo to
enable a new order to be established. Initially, however, there is
enormous fixity to overcome. Venus and Uranus are fixed
planets in fixed signs and fixed houses. Something had to give if
the energy was to be externalised through Venus.

Economic Cycles
First Impact - World Trade Building. NY.
Looking at the chart for the United States, 4/7/1776 - 17:10;
11/09/2001. 0845 Local Time. 1245 GMT
Philadelphia PA, the Age Point progressions at this time are
significant. In his Book of World Horoscopes (Aquarian Press,
1988) Nick Campion recommends using a chart based on a time of 1710. Progressing the Age Point on from
the 1776 Declaration of Independence gives AP conjunct Pluto in the 2nd house on the 20th September 2001. It
is interesting that 72 years ago, in 1929, this particular Age Point contact coincided with the Wall Street Crash
and 72 years before that, in 1857, there was also business panic in the United States. This suggests a repeat
economic cycle as part of the transformation of the U.S. psyche.

Next year, in February 2002, the U.S. Age Point enters Aquarius and, the following month, the Age Point is on
the Low Point of the 2nd House which is associated with a reality crisis. Again there is a pattern stretching back
over time. The U.S. Age Point first entered Aquarius in 1787 when the constitution was being drafted on
democratic principles.
These principles were re-visited 72 years later in 1859 when John Brown was hanged for inciting Negro slaves
to rebel. This contributed to the outbreak of the Civil War, the end of which marked the abolition of slavery. In
the 1930s the U.S. was preoccupied with the social repercussions of its economic slump, and followed an
isolationist policy while Hitler and the Axis powers pursued their expansionist dreams. Now, following the
events of the 11th September, the U.S. has taken the lead on a global war against terrorism
Yes, there are undoubtedly a number of hidden agendas here. However, the political involvement around the
world suggests that we are becoming aware of the inter-relationship of all things - our consciousness is
expanding. Right human relationships won't happen overnight but this disaster has given us the opportunity to
take a step in the direction towards freedom for all, equality for all, and a sense of brotherhood that transcends
all our man-made boundaries.
Sue is a former Tutor of the School and represented API (UK) for a number of years on the Advisory Panel for
Astrological Education.
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"Star People"…...or what?

by Linda Leibing Hedén

This is a small item from real life, which Linda thought might amuse the readers of Conjunction:
That astrologers are seen as a strange breed among common people we know, but sometimes it might be a little
bit too much for anyone. The chairperson of a small association for personal development in Uppsala, north of
Stockholm, Sweden, had been given my telephone number, and called to confirm the time for a talk about
Huber astrology that I had promised to give.
My husband answered the phone:
'Sorry, Linda is not at home right now. She just went off to Jupiter'!!
After a long silence my husband realised what he had said, and explained:
'I mean the BOOKSHOP Jupiter. My wife is working there'.
He could hear a deep sigh of relief at the other end of the phone!
Linda is a Diploma holder, and is currently founding API (Scandinavia) in Stockholm, Sweden.

The Four Fold Way

by Joyce Hopewell

Many years ago I came across the Four-Fold Way, heard
that it was attributed to anthropologist Angeles Arrien, and
was impressed by it’s four simple points of wisdom:

N
Way of Warrior
Air/Power/Right action

•

Show up and choose to be present

•

Pay attention to what has heart and meaning

•

Tell the truth without blame of judgement

•

Be open to outcome, not attached to outcome

SHOW UP
Way of Teacher

W

Way of Visionary

Water/Wisdom/Right
timing - OPEN TO

Fire/Vision/Right
placement - TELL

OUTCOME

THE TRUTH

E

Way of Healer

It is only recently that I happened to “find” an article about
Angeles Arrien in a magazine, which gave details of her
website (www. angelesarrien.com) and decided to order
and read her book, “The Four-Fold Way”.

Earth/Love/Right speech
PAY ATTENTION

S

Whilst reading it I found I was linking the four “ways” she describes to the qualities of planets, and was
contemplating how the placement of the planets in my own chart might relate to and be expressed in the
manner of the Four-Fold Way.
The four ways described are The Way of the Warrior, The Way of the Visionary, The Way of the Healer and
the Way of the Teacher, and in the book these are shown diagrammatically using the medicine wheel layout,
which includes the four points of the compass, and the four elements.
I wondered if the four Quadrants of the chart, which are associated with the four elements of Fire, Earth, Air
and Water, might form a correspondence with the Four-Fold way. The elemental qualities and attributes of the
Quadrants do show some correspondences, but it would be unwise to try and force any additional meaning
here; it’s better just to enjoy playing with the ideas and possibilities that arise.
The Way of the Warrior - Show up and choose to be present immediately made me think of Mars! This is
the Airy path, (surprisingly not Fire), yet with the attributed human resource as power, and the suggested way
of living by right action, the three Cardinal planets, Mars, Sun and Pluto could all be represented here. Some of
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the keynote words for this “Way” are shown on the diagram, but there are many more, and this section of the
book details exercises and activities for the reader to help develop Warrior skills. With a blocked-off Sun and a
low point Mars I know I could gain benefit from these!
The Way of the Healer - Pay attention to what has heart and meaning is the Earthy path, where right
speech is required and love is the human resource to develop. With love - personal and transpersonal - Moon
and Neptune come to mind, along with Mercury and Venus to aid with right speech as a way of living. As with
each of the “Ways” described in her book, Angeles Arrien offers practical suggestions for developing the skills
and qualities associated with each.
The Way of the Visionary - Tell the truth without blame or judgement is the Fiery path, and here I can
relate the qualities of being outspoken to the 1st (Fire) Quadrant of Impulse in the natal chart. Initially this
“Way” made me think of Mars, but on deeper reflection I found I was associating Sun, Jupiter, Saturn and even
Uranus to this “Way”. Sun, Jupiter and Uranus could probably tell the truth without blame or judgement, but
I’m not so sure about Saturn! That is where recourse to the practical work would be very helpful.
The Way of the Teacher - Be open to outcome, not attached to outcome is the Watery path, and reminds me
very much of the 4th Quadrant of the chart which is also the water Quadrant. We call it the “Being” Quadrant,
and that seems to mirror being open to outcome and not attached to it; it is the Quadrant of letting things be as
they are, and of letting them go. The human resource of wisdom which is attributed to this point of the FourFold Way is again compatible with simply “being”, and I associated Neptune with this “Way”. However, on
deeper reflection, the Teacher archetype can also be associated with the mentoring aspect of Saturn, and the
way of living suggested - right timing - supports the inclusion of Saturn here. And with my own Saturn in the
4th Quadrant of my chart I have no problem with this!
Angeles Arrien’s work as an anthropologist, educator and facilitator of workshops aims to build a bridge
between cultural anthropology, psychology and comparative religions, revealing how indigenous wisdoms are
relevant to our families, professional lives and our relationship with the Earth itself. There is something in “The
Four-Fold Way” for all who wish to develop themselves, their potential and their ability to live life creatively.
“The Four-Fold Way - Walking the Paths of the Warrior, Teacher, Healer and Visionary” by Angeles Arrien,
Ph.D. Published by HarperCollins.
Web site: www.angelesarrien.com

“Do all the good you can, with all the means you can, in all the ways you
can, to all the people you can, as long as you can” - Angeles Arrien.
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Section Three - TUTORIAL ITEMS
This section contains articles which provide important supplementary teaching material

Chart Images - Clouds in the Sky?

by Joyce Hopewell

One of the most important things we can do when starting to look at a chart is to do simply that - to look.
Setting aside and perhaps even temporarily “forgetting” any astrology we already know, the first way into the
chart is via the senses, the eyes and the intuition.
Cast your mind back to the time when you were a small child. Maybe you had a coal fire in the house where
you grew up. Can you remember looking into the embers of the fire and seeing pictures or scenes, faces or
figures? Similarly, you may have done the same thing when looking at clouds in the sky: “That one looks like a
dog..........now it’s changed and looks more like a dragon.” and so on. Using your eyes, your senses and your
imagination, you were perhaps able to see pictures and images, based on the shapes you saw in the clouds or
the embers of the fire.

We can train ourselves to look for an Using a similar approach when first looking at a chart, we can train
ourselves to look for an intuitive picture or image, and we do this
intuitive picture or image,….

by looking at the overall aspect structure which fills the large
central area of the chart. Very often the essence of the person is contained within this area of the chart, and
through developing the intuition we can gain a sense of the person simply by looking at this central core of the
chart and absorbing and reflecting upon the pictures or images that we see there.

♦ Hold the chart at arm’s length, or prop it up and move away from it so you can see the whole chart from a
distance.

♦ Half close your eyes when looking for the chart image - try not to look too “logically”! If you wear
spectacles you could try removing them when you look at a chart, to defocus your eyes and allow your
senses freer rein.

♦ Keep the chart upright - don’t turn it upside down or on its side. It should be viewed in the normal upright
position.

♦ You may find it useful to make a chart “mask” or template from a sheet of paper or card. This can be used
to cover the planets, Signs and House cusps, leaving only the aspect structure exposed. This can be made by
cutting out and discarding an appropriately sized circle from a sheet of paper.

♦ Allow yourself to get a sense of what is in the chart. From this a picture or image may emerge. Some of the
images people have seen in charts are as diverse as a flower opening, a tent or marquee, a pyramid, a
butterfly, a space rocket, an open book, a yacht, a flag - the variety of images is limitless, based upon what
has been intuitively seen and perceived from the chart.

♦ You may not see a picture or image, but you may have a strong sense of a predominant colour in the aspect
structure, or a sense that everything in the chart is spread out, or squashed, or clinging to one particular area
of the chart.

♦ If you are unable to see a picture or image, be aware of whether you are picking up something in the chart
via your other senses.

Jupiterian approach
In the Huber School, we put a lot of importance upon taking the time to look at a chart before we set off into
the realms of deeper and more technical interpretation.
This approach is Jupiterian - we use our eyes and our intuition and we look at the chart, taking in the whole
picture before moving on to the finer points and details.
This is different from a more conventional Mercurial approach, where facts and detailed information about the
chart are considered first and foremost using the logical mind and the overall picture of the chart is not
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necessarily taken into consideration.
Looking at and absorbing the chart in this way is the first of a series of “foundation stones” or “building
blocks” we need to set in place to enable us to find ways into the chart.

Some examples
This is the chart of a young woman who feels she has to “tread very
carefully” in her everyday life in order not to upset or unbalance the
structures in her life which provide her with security. The picture, or
image, we can see in her chart is of a tightrope or stilt walker,
balanced on a pair of delicately crossed “pointed toes”, represented
by Uranus and Pluto/Node at the bottom of the chart.
The stilt walker has a long pole to help her keep her balance,
represented by the linear aspect between Moon and Mars which
spans the chart. The overall structure appears top-heavy and
precariously balanced, relying on the careful placing of the pointed
toes at the bottom to keep it upright and steady; a graphic example
of how the chart image can reflect the reality of how the person
experiences their own life.
The next chart has the appearance of a tornado, or “twister”. The top
of the tornado is open to the sky and is formed by the placement of
the Sun/Jupiter conjunction and by Venus. Unaspected Mars sits
prominently in the open funnel at the top, possibly orchestrating the
tornado and stirring things up.

‘A’

The Moon is at the base of the tornado, where it touches the ground,
and is at the lowest part of the chart. The other planets and aspects
seem disorganised and scattered, as though they are being whipped
up by the wind which the tornado creates, and are about to be sucked
in.
This is the chart of the boxer, Mike Tyson, who is renowned both in
and out of the ring for his unpredictable and often violent behaviour.
If we apply the suggested guide-lines to chart ‘C’, we may not get an
immediate clear image or picture (although if you do get a picture, ‘B’
this suggests that you have already begun to work successfully with
this approach!). Remember that even if no picture emerges, we may
still gain a sense of the person through what we can see in the chart.
An intuitive response to this chart might include noting the intensity
and vibrancy of movement which is conveyed by the visual
appearance of the aspect structure.
The whole structure seems to move and vibrate, and we are reminded
of a slow motion film of a humming bird’s rapidly beating wings, or
of something normally perceived by the eyes as being being still, but
which is vibrating very fast and at a higher frequency. This is the
chart of the violinist, Yehudi Menuhin, and although we may not
have seen an image quite so easily with this chart, the overall sense
that can be gained relates very much to the vibrating violin strings
which, for this man, were an essential part of his life.

‘C’

Remember that even if no picture
emerges, we may still gain a sense
of the person from what we see in
the chart
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The next chart has an immediate visual impact. It seems to come
forward towards the viewer and focuses the eye on the circle in the
centre, which is flanked by, perhaps, a bow tie? Or wings?
Maybe the tail fins of some fast-moving vessel which has just passed
by and is now travelling off into the distance? The criss-crossed lines
of the aspects give the impression of a “trellis”, something which can
be folded away flat or opened up large, like it is here.
Sometimes we can find more than one image in a chart, and it is
worth bearing this in mind when working with the charts of real
people and applying this technique.
One image may be more relevant and appropriate to the person than
the others that have been seen, and the way to find out if this is so is
to offer the images and ask if they have meaning for the person.
Often, people who have no experience of astrology or of working
with a chart in this way will see a picture in their own chart.

...people who have no
experience of astrology or of
working with a chart in this
way will see a picture...

‘D’

The final chart has a large, widely spread appearance, and the image
that might come to us when we look and absorb the whole chart is of a
tall, straight figure, firmly and centrally placed within the chart, with
its “feet” represented by
Saturn and Jupiter.

The figure wears a large flowing cape or cloak, which is flared out
and is being held on either side by Mars and Pluto, as though the
person is making a grand entrentrance with a dramatic grand gesture
as if to say “I’m here!”
This is the chart of Johann Sebastian Bach. His “Toccata and Fugue
in D Minor” for the organ have the dramatic grandeur of the “grand
gesture” seen in the chart picture, as do many of his other
magnificent compositions.
Summary
These guide-lines and examples are provided to help and encourage
you to look in this way at all the Huber charts you work with.
Looking at the chart, using the eyes, the senses and the intuition are
students to take when working with charts.

‘E’
the first steps that we teach

And when you have found a picture or image in a chart, please don’t discard it or forget it or set it aside as
something you have “done” and do not need to refer to again.
Remember that the chart image can yield up important and relevant information about the person, and is
therefore something to hold in mind and refer to throughout the entire interpretation of the chart.
This article is an extract from updated and new material included in the Diploma teaching manuals as from
April 1st 1998, and is copyright of API (UK).

Birth Data

‘A’
‘B’
‘C’
‘D’
‘E’

09-02-1961
30-06-1966
22-04-1916
05-09-1905
31-03-1685

12.00
12.00
23.30
15.30
11.30

Nairobi
New York
New York
Budapest
Eisenach
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Discovering the Nodes

by David Kerr

When we are first told about the significance of the Moon's nodes in our natal chart, it can seem quite obscure
and something with which we cannot readily identify. When we add to that the concept of the ascending sign as
an indicator of our evolutionary purpose. we may be confronted with a mystery which will continue to unfold
the more we try to understand it. In this article I would like to share the insights which 1 have gained into the
meaning of the nodal axis in my, chart. and through it a glimpse of the possible meaning of the rising sign.
If the rising sign describes the evolutionary goal, the position of the nodes shows what the Hubers have called
"a gap in the fence". or the next step which w e can take towards that goal.
My nodes are on the Thought Axis 3/9, with North Node in the 9th House, in Gemini. I First took up Huber
astrology when my natal Age Point was in the stress zone before the cusp of the 9th. Around that time AP
opposed natal Jupiter and at the same time transiting Jupiter conjuncted its natal position. The combination of'
the quality of the Jupiter energy and the pull of the 9th House cusp produced a strong motivation to open up
new horizons. and a thirst for new learning and discovery.
The awareness of the expansion of- thinking which is characteristic of the 9th House has continued to develop
over the years. However, when the AP conjuncted the North Node there was no great flash of insight into what
it might mean, other than a sense of confirmation that studying astrology was helping me move in the right
direction. That lightning flash did come, but not until later when a visualisation exercise during the Astrology
2 workshop at Face to Face provided the key for which I had been looking. This exercise involved visualising a
journey from the centre of the chart to the South and North Nodes in succession
The path to the South Node was a familiar and well worn country lane leading to a large building in Jacobean
style, i.e. old. It was a school or university with a beautiful panelled library through whose leaded windows
sunlight was streaming. I seemed to know many of the fellow students and there was a sense of comfort and
being in a well-known and friendly environment where I was at home and which I could visit at any time for as
long as I wanted.
The journey to the North Node was quite different. The
path was stony and climbed steeply onto the upper
slopes of a mountain This was a strange and magical
place - it was night, but the Sun was in the sky and the
ground sparkled as if it was strewn with stars. A figure
appeared in a blue and silver cloak (a Uranian astrologer
perhaps?) and gave a clear message that while I was
welcome to go there as often as I wished, I could not
stay and had to take whatever I learned back down to the
building at the South Node and there share it with others.
1 understood this as a warning against the intellectual
"
ivory tower" isolation which can be the vice of the
independent thinking of the 9th House, and also against
the seduction of esoteric knowledge gained without
practical application.
Shortly after completing this exercise, and before I had
time to fully understand its implications, the tarot card of
Temperance flashed into my mind. I enjoy using the
29.04.1947 17.45 St. Andrews Scotland
tarot as an imaginative aid and it provides a wonderful
means of communication with the unconscious. With this image came the understanding that to be able to make
conscious use of the nodal axis I have to balance both ends, that is. to be able to access either node from the
centre of the chart.
The image of the card shows an angel (the Self?) with one foot on earth and one on water pouring a stream
from a gold to a silver cup. I identify the stream with the nodal axis. It is a symbol of balance and integration,
and in some versions the angel holds scales instead of the two cups. This made me think of my Libra ascendant
and provided a link- to the idea of the evolutionary goal. However, when something is in balance, it may be
static and there can be a risk of stagnation. Looking at the card again, beyond the angel a path leads on to
distant mountains and the rising Sun. The evolutionary journey continues into the distant future. The North
Node is a pointer on that path, not a goal in itself.
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In my chart the North Node is at the apex of a small talent triangle. Since learning about aspect figures in the
early stages of the diploma course I had wondered what this might mean and could not think of any talent I had
to which I could relate this figure. What I learned about the nodal axis. the ideas of sharing what I had learned
and making it concrete in some way brought me to the realisation that it is about using and sharing astrology.
At the other corners of the triangle are Saturn on the cusp of the fixed 11th House. and my enthusiastic contactoriented Venus in the 7th House. The talent can he used within group situations and one-to-one and I have
taken that as encouragement to put my astrology into practice through both teaching and counselling.
There is a tendency among some astrologers to regard the South Node as in
some way "bad", a regressive tendency. It is sometimes called the Point of
Saturn. with all the negative connotations which that has in the minds of
some. It is true that insofar as it represents past behaviour patterns it is
possible to remain stuck in the past with what is habitual and familiar and
that is likely to remain the case as long as one is operating on an unconscious
level. On the other hand in striving to become aware of the meaning of the
North Node it is too easy to denigrate the value of the South Node.
One of the most significant things I have learned from the process described
above is that the past, as represented by the South Node, and also by the
nodal chart, contains much of value with which I can reconnect. It is not just
a rag-bag of had habits and repressions and things to be left behind.
Conversely, the North Node is not only about spiritual growth and aspiration,
it also contains dangers and potential vices just like any other path. The way
I can use the nodes for my own development depends on being balanced in
the centre of the chart and being able to move consciously towards either
pole. Because the nodal axis is what connects the natal chart with the
unconscious contents of the nodal chart, learning about it has involved
entering into a dialogue with the unconscious through pictorial imagery and I
doubt if I could have gained the same understanding by other means.
David is a School Tutor and API(UK) council member. He lives and works in the Scottish Borders, close to
Edinburgh.

Chiron - and why we don't use it!

by Joyce Hopewell

Some students are already familiar with the asteroid Chiron, and from time to time ask why it is not included in
the charts and the approach we teach at API (UK). Bruno and Louise came to the UK in 1998 to give a special
seminar on "Astrology and the 7 Rays" at our "Face to Face" workshops, and during one of the questions
sessions, Bruno was asked why Chiron was not included in the Huber Method. Bruno outlined his reasons for
not including Chiron.
His reasoning was that it is a very minor asteroid, which is actually in the process of diminishing in size - and
his argument was that if we are giving significance to one small asteroid, this would give a very distorted view
of it's potential significance if we included just this one asteroid and no others. And as there are many, many
more, Bruno suggested that if people wanted to work with Chiron, that is fine, but they should then include all
the asteroids, not just this one, and take the influence of all of them into consideration.
Whilst neither Bruno nor Louise were against the significance that Chiron might have had at this particular
point in time, when it was discovered, they both felt that in the overall, larger scheme of things, Chiron, which
was discovered in 1977, was probably the herald of alternative therapies & healing, and that as such, it had
"done it's job", as these alternatives are now much more readily accepted & mainstream.
Bruno also said that much more time & research would be needed before he would feel happy about including
Chiron in the aspect structure - he had done some work on this and his results suggested that Chiron had more
of an "ephemeral" signature when set against the evolution of humankind on a large scale.
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“How Dark is your Veil?”

by Richard Llewellyn

This article takes a look at blocked-off planets
The Diploma Course touches only very briefly on the subject of ‘blocked-off’ planets so this article is an
attempt to discuss the implications, and importance, of such planets in a little more detail. The principle of
‘blocked-off’ planets is that they are hidden from our awareness by aspect lines which come between them and
the centre of the chart. In other words from our own centre of conscious awareness we may have difficulty in
understanding how parts of ourselves (sub-personalities) interact with the environment.
To understand this it might be helpful to consider an analogy. If you’re in the garden on a beautiful summer day
you can look up into the blue sky and be aware of the sun shining down, of its light, its warmth and the effect
that its energy has on the environment around you. Imagine that some thin cloud comes drifting in and starts to
come between you and the sun, veiling its brightness. You are aware of the decrease of light and the slight
change of temperature. Now the cloud thickens, the air becomes colder, the light fades and you are ‘blockedoff’ from the sun. Although you can no longer see the sun, where there is no cloud it continues to shine and
other people can still experience its full energy. And this gives a sense of the way in which ‘blocked-off’
planets function.
We are no longer fully aware of them and the way in which they behave in their interaction with our
environment. However, other people do see them and will experience their energy which, of course, will be
affected by their position in the House, e.g. are they cuspal, on a Low Point and so on.
Have you ever asked yourself “I wonder how other people see me?” If we knew the answer to this question it
would suggest that there was no discrepancy between the way we imagine ourselves to be and the way we
really are. But this is seldom, if ever, the case. There is a veil which inhibits us from having a clear
understanding of the way in which others experience us. So some parts of our personality will be behaving
as they want to, rather than as we imagine them to be behaving.
The effect can be similar to that of an Intercepted planet about which, at least initially, we have little conscious
awareness or ability to control. It does whatever its own internal programming has conditioned it to do or to be.
If we choose to learn about this part of ourselves then we can direct its energy where we need since an
unaspected planet is unfettered by aspect lines! In a similar way we can choose to learn about those parts of
ourselves which are hidden from view by the aspect structure. Take a look at a chart and see for yourself how
many planets have an aspect line which crosses between them and the chart centre. Most charts have several
and those charts which have many surely will belong to individuals who are least aware of how others see
them.
The Diploma Course material gives some guidance about the levels of filtering that are likely to be produced by
aspect lines of different colours. As might be expected Red Square aspect lines will create the maximum block
and if there are two of these, close together, between a planet and the centre it is likely that there will be little
understanding of the way in which the environment will be experiencing the energy of that planet. In
relationship interactions this can lead to confusion, misunderstanding and conflict.
If the Sun is completely isolated from our centre then we may have little sense of our own sense of ‘self’, i.e.
self-identity, self-esteem, self-confidence, etc. So we may always under-value ourselves, give way to others,
become a victim and so on. But we may also develop some kind of compensatory behaviour depending on the
arrangement of the chart. For instance we may become very self-opinionated but remain unaware that that is
how others see us. We are always right! Or perhaps we have a planet such as Pluto which comes to the rescue
and is powerful and controlling. There are many possible scenarios and we have to examine the whole chart to
understand the impact of our veiled planets, and how we are likely to deal with them.
Whilst Blue and Green aspects will also have a filtering effect they will not create the ‘darkness’ of Red. We,
and the environment, will find it easier to cope with the discrepancies created by Blue aspects, whilst Green
aspects may result in confusion. There is likely to be sensitivity and hurt in the way others perceive those parts
of ourselves which are veiled from our consciousness by Green aspects. But there is more likelihood that we
will want to learn and to understand where and why misunderstandings occur, especially with the Quincunx
aspect.
Where planets are in Opposition they may not be ‘blocked off’ and we
may be able to see both ends and feel the tension of being pulled in two
directions at the same time. Initially we may swing from one area of life
to the other, depending on the planets and houses which are involved, or
we may attempt to cut ourselves off from one end altogether. If the
Opposition is part of an Efficiency triangle this can become an effective
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release for the polarised energy - but what happens if the apex planet is blocked off? As always in chart
interpretation there are no rules, only guide lines. If you can look at a chart, see the planets as living subpersonalities, and interpret the whole in as organic a way as possible you are likely to arrive at the right
conclusion.
When we are very young and vulnerable we mostly have no option but to adapt to our environment. Parental
demands, expectations and conditioning will affect us all to some extent - and for those with many ‘blockedoff’ planets the effects will be greatest because we will be less aware of the extent of the ways in which we
adapted. As we grow older, we are more likely to continue to respond to those around us in the ways we
learned as children. It will be less easy for us to see the need to let go of taught patterns of behaviour, or of the
beliefs we might continue to hold about ourselves.
The first step in creating change is ‘Awareness’. Without consciously recognising who we are and why we do
things in the way that we do, nothing can change. And in this process of self-recognition we have to be very
honest with ourselves, and perhaps accept certain things about ourselves which might be painful to
acknowledge - things which take us right back to childhood. So, acceptance is the second step, and with this
can come understanding, like lifting the veil, or seeing the clouds begin to thin so that the light begins to shine.
At this stage we can see that we can make choices about some things in our life which don’t work as well as we
might like them to. Unfortunately change doesn’t usually happen on its own, we usually have to take steps to
create new ways of ‘being’, and this requires us to use Will. And when we start using Will we begin to take
control of our life in a new way, making decisions for ourselves and accepting the consequences of these.

A view on Astrological Counselling

by Ghislaine Adams

Research based in client feedback shows that the relationship between the counsellor and the client is the most
important thing to the success of therapy.
Without true rapport, trust does not develop and efforts are abortive. Rapport is first established through
matching and mirroring of the other person’s breathing, movements, language, pace of delivery, posture etc. I
have found that as an astrological counsellor, I have an early advantage here as I know instantly by looking at
the balance of elements in the birth chart whether my client is an intuitive person (Fire) who has a sense of
what is possible and how things could be; a sensation person ( Earth) who deals in facts and needs detailed
frameworks; a thinking person (Air) who can analyse and theorise but shies away from close interactions; or a
feeling person (Water) who gets tied down by emotions.
I can therefore use metamorphic language and movement to convey my deep understanding of the client's
world. When it is thus possible to enter another person’s world, a connection happens that allows for the
journey to start from a position of familiarity with the territory explored. This, you may say, can be guessed
from alternative focussing on people’s language patterns, eye movements, etc. I have found, however, that it is
not so easy. Two clients may express confusion and I may pick up a sense of loss of direction. However one
may be lost at sea without any buoys in sight. The other may be caught in the middle of a forest, unable to chart
its way out.
The first one ( Earth) needs a detailed chart and close reference points so he can work out each tack in turn
whilst the other (Fire) wants a larger scale map so he can visualise his position with reference to the whole and
work out the best way to proceed. If we believe that we all have our own maps and that our world gets
disturbed when our map is suddenly altered, then this initial information from the chart already provides the
counsellor with a valuable insight into what has gone wrong with the client's world and how to go about
rectifying the problem.
There are many other insights provided by the natal chart that would take a great number of sessions for a
counsellor to uncover. M. Scott Peck, author of 'The Road Less Travelled', mentions in his book a client with
whom he conducted 150 sessions before he knew what was going on with her. And Jung has said that he used
astrology in many cases, especially with those people whom he had difficulty understanding:
“...in cases of difficult diagnosis I usually get a horoscope in order to have a further point of view from an
entirely new angle. I must say that I have found that the astrological data elucidated certain points which I
otherwise would have been unable to understand” (Carl Jung, 1947).
The chart is a visual metaphor for someone’s personal psychological make-up. The picture that is created by
the aspect structure often reveals the underlying life theme and acts as a stimulus for clients to talk about the
world that they inhabit and their experience of it. Its direction and colour give a clue to their general motivation
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and uncover inner tensions and struggles. At a glance, the astrological counsellor knows whether his client’s
deepest need is to learn about himself and find his own individuality or whether it is to learn about relationships
and closeness. Difficulties always arise when we do not face up to life’s lessons and ignore our intrinsic needs.
The astrological counsellor is also able to predict the type of energy that is prevalent in the chart, i.e. dynamic,
fixed or mutable, and whether, with his support, his client will take a proactive approach towards resolving his
difficulties or whether he will have a tendency to remain passive and dependent on the counsellor to do it for
him. The counsellor is then better able to select the most appropriate way to work with the client.
The astrological counsellor can also get a sense of what the client is going to bring to the sessions by looking at
the position of the Age Point and the current transits and progressions at the time that the first appointment is
made. He can then reflect on the client’s experience over the years by studying the progression of the Age Point
through each House, the conjunctions and oppositions that it has made and the triggering effect it would have
had according to the area of life that it touched and the planets to which applied.
More insights and background information can be gained from the positions of the ego planets, Saturn, Sun and
Moon, and the aspects that they may make to each other and to other planets. These positions will show which
is the strongest ego planet and tell the client’s family model ( mother, father, child) and the Transactional
Analysis model ( parent, adult, child). Other sources of information are provided by the Dynamic Calculations
which point out under - and over - forming; the House chart which gives an indication of the imprint that the
environment has had on the individual and the Moon Node Chart to which the roots of the presenting problem
can often be traced.
The chart shows a unique imprint of the person’s psychological make-up, her signature. It does not, however,
reveal the person’s experience. Two people may have a similar chart configuration but their life experience
may be very dissimilar. The Age Point transiting Moon opposite Sun may suggest tension between father/
parent and child, but it does not tell how this tension manifests.
The chart gives pointers that can be used in counselling to gather information and lead the client to explore
issues that may otherwise remain overlooked or hidden. The chart also shows potentialities but it does not
reveal at what level of awareness the client is functioning at the present time. It is therefore of the utmost
importance for the counsellor to remind himself that he does not know and to be sensitive and attentive to his
client’s experience.
Astrology is a wonderful tool to help us see things in a new light and look upon problems and anxieties as
potential challenges and opportunities. The use of the natal chart allows the astrological counsellor to help
clients get in touch with their own resources, make choices and take responsibility for their own lives. We
cannot change our birth chart but we can decide how we want to experience it.
I conclude by quoting Ralph Metzner, a psychologist and psychotherapist who uses astrology in his practice
and writes in 'Maps of Consciousness':
“Unlike any other personality assessment device, the astrological pattern has an inherent dynamic: the
horoscope interpreted by a skilled and practiced astrologer not only provides a synthetic picture of the
person’s hereditary inclinations and tendencies, but points to latent potentials, suggests directions of needed
growth - in short, gives a symbolic map of the process of self-realisation”. (Metzner, 1970).
Ghislaine is a School tutor. She holds tutorial groups in Milton Keynes.

The Balance Point
In the Diploma Course, students learn about the House Intensity curve and about the varying energy levels
which are experienced in different areas of a house. One such position in each house is the Balance Point. This
is talked about as being a point '...where we have optimum output of energy. A planet positioned here has the
greatest opportunity to show what it can do, without making a fuss'.
Whilst this is true, what is not explained is the reason why it is known as the 'Balance Point'.
The experience of a planet on a cusp can be that more energy appears to be demanded of that
planet than is available from 'within'. In other words inherited energy versus the demands of
the environment. In contrast to that, the experience of a planet on the Balance Point is that
inherited energy is in balance with the apparent demands of the environment.
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The Promised Land - Israel’s Life Clock

by Barry Hopewell

Can we apply the Life Clock to a State, rather than a person? Since we are concerned with patterns of energy
there seems no reason why not. I tried it, using the State of Israel as subject - since it has a short history,
featured on Lois Rodden's excellent Astrodatabank (www.astrodatabank.com).
There is contention on ‘birth time’ between 4pm
and 4.37pm - the latter is recommended by Lois
Rodden. As the reader can judge, this produces a
good match between events and the Life Clock.
I have started from the major events of Israel's
brief history, and relate these to the Life Clock.
[Relevant major transits are noted in square
brackets.] Descriptive information is from the
biography on Astrodatabank.
Birth of nation and early struggles
On May 15th, the day after the United Nations
created the state of Israel, Israel was attacked by
Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, Iraq and Jordan. A 15
month battle for independence ensued.
Á in ô is pretty well on the MC, and É (1way). Emotions rule this chart, linked to the
State of Israel 14/5/1948 16:37 [-2:00], Tel Aviv
controlling power of ÉÆ. APÁ at 10
months, and É 20 months later. Plausibly, the 15-month battle is a period of Á domination, until ÉÆ
comes into play, ensuring a more settled structure. [Reinforced by ÉtÆr.]
Suez Crisis
The next major crisis came on 26 July 1956, when Egyptian President Nasser nationalized the Suez canal,
cautioning that Israeli shipping would not receive protection. Israeli troops invaded the Sinai peninsula 29
October, aided by British and French bombing. A cease-fire began 7 November.
Before this AP had passed  and  without apparent major incident. On 2 August AP, which is
É. Israel is communicating with Egypt in a forceful manner! [Also ÇtÁr at this time, stirring Israeli
emotions.]
Six Day War
The Six-Day War starting June 5 1967 resulted in Israel's conquest of Sinai, Gaza, West Bank and East
Jerusalem (formerly Jordanian) and the Golan Heights (belonging to Syria). Military historians consider
Israel's strategy and execution to have been brilliant.
APÁ in July 1966 and  in September 1967, and the first Crossing Point comes in May 1967.
This is of course the period of opposition to the Á conjunction that was being squared just after the state was
born - a repetition of a theme.
(In the meantime AP had passed over the weak stressed Å, connecting with the large learning triangle. It is of
course a retrograde triangle, which makes learning difficult and only likely after a number of repetitions which seems to be the pattern we see.)
Munich Olympics Massacre
The world was shocked by the assault on Israeli athletes by Palestinian gunmen at the Munich Olympics on 5
September 1972. It was a horrific spasm in a period of simmering tension. Israel retaliated by bombing and
strafing Palestinian guerrilla bases in Lebanon and Syria.
In October 1972 APÁ. This event must have represented a major assault on Israeli emotions.
Yom Kippur War
The Yom Kippur War began when Egypt and Syria attacked on 6 October 1973. Within two weeks Israeli units
had crossed the Suez Canal and trapped Egypt's 3rd Army; a cease-fire was signed with Egypt 11 November,
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and with Syria 31 May 1974.
In December 1973 AP. Another violent communication with Arab neighbours!
Likud to Power
A major Israeli political shift took place in the wake of the 1973-74 war: the organization of the hard-line
Likud Party, led by Menachem Begin. In the election of 13 May 1977 Likud replaced the Labour Party, which
had been in power since independence.
In July 1977 APÅ and soon Ä. Action and expansion - Likud went about expanding settlements in the
occupied territories. AP soon entered ð from û - Likud from Labour!
[This came at the end of a period when ÇtÁr - provocation for change.]
Camp David Peace with Egypt
The Camp David Preliminary Agreement (Egypt-Israel) of 17 September 1978 led to the formal peace treaty of
26 March 1979.
In December 1978 APÁ and Ã - a harmonic influence this time!
Bombing of Iraqi nuclear reactor
Israeli warplanes bombed and destroyed the nuclear reactor under construction at Tuwaitah, Iraq on 7 June
1981.
In May 1981 APÆ. Destruction of nuclear structure aims to protect the form of Israel. [ÇtÀr adds an
unpredictable element at this time.]
Invasion of Lebanon
Harassment of Israeli settlements from across the border led Israel to invade Lebanon 6 June 1982. An
objective was to expel the PLO from Lebanon. In the process Israeli forces, directed by Ariel Sharon, were
complicit in the massacre of thousands of Palestinian men, women and children at two refugee camps on 16-17
September 1982. 400,000 protested in Tel Aviv. Israel continued to occupy a "security zone" in south Lebanon
until 24 May 2000.
The natal chart does not offer a lot here. However, the nodal chart suggests some karmic resonance, with
APÀ and Ç around this time in an irritation triangle with the weak Å.
Bombing of Tunis
Israeli planes flew 1500 miles across the Mediterranean to bomb PLO headquarters near Tunis on 1 October
1985, destroying Yasser Arafat's political headquarters and residence and those of other PLO officials.
APÁ in March 1985, again connecting with the energies of ÁÉÆ, as at birth of the State 37 years
before. [ÉtÁr reinforcing.]
Nuclear Capability
On 5 October 1986 the Sunday Times published a story asserting that Israel possessed 100-200 nuclear
weapons— based on insider information supplied by Mordechai Vanunu. Vanunu then disappeared from
London and was secretly tried and imprisoned in Israel.
APÈ in May 1986 and É in November. Being devious about deep energies!
First Intifada
The Palestinian intifada (uprising) began 9 December 1987 as a spontaneous protest at 20 years of Israeli rule
and Jewish settlement in the Occupied Territories.
APÆ in August 1987 - current structures under challenge. LP7 in January 1988 indicates a period of
uncertainty and change.
Oslo Accord
The Israel-PLO Oslo accord of 13 September 1993 provided a basis for peace. The interim Palestinian
National Authority was established, to take increasing control over administration in the occupied territories.
AP had been in ò since June 1990, and Â in August 1992 - much talking. In October 1993
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APÆagreement of a peace framework. [ÉtÀr during this preceding period - transformation of sense of
self.]
Peace with Jordan
Israel-Jordan peace treaty of 26 October 1994.
Nothing much happening AP-wise. This was really a consequence of Oslo.
Assassination of Rabin
In November 1995 Yigal Amir, an Israeli student who opposed the peace process, assassinated Yitzhak Rabin
at a peace rally in Tel Aviv, claiming it was his religious duty to prevent the return of biblical lands to the
Arabs
APÇ in June 1995 - drastic and unpredictable event. This is also the output point for the red star in the chart.
[ÇtÁr at the time - reinforcement!]
Wye Agreement
The Clinton-inspired Wye Agreement of 23 October 1998 traded land for security guarantees for the
Palestinians, but the necessary trust between the parties was not there.
APÉ(Æ) in September 1998—new structures.
Second Intifada
The second intifada began in response to Ariel Sharon's visit to the Temple Mount, sacred to Muslims, on 28
September 2000 at 7:30 a.m. In December the Palestinians rejected Prime Minister Ehud Barak's proposal of
an interim peace deal.
After LP9 in January, APÀ in August and Ç in September. An unexpected self assertion and provocation.
[ÈtÁr and ÇtÆr around the time.]
A wave of suicide bombings was met with increasing Israeli control of the occupied territories, expansion of
settlements and the isolation of Palestinian President Arafat.
Conflict continued to intensify, as AP progressed into ”, through the 9th house stress zone, the MC, and came
Á in July 2002.
Again conflict is associated with Á. It is interesting to note that all of the major conflicts and peace deals have
occurred during periods when AP is in major aspect with ÁÉÆ (which happens approximately two years
in six). And the peace deals correspond with the ‘softer’ aspects:










Birth pangs
Suez
Six Day War
Yom Kippur
Camp David
1st Intifada
Oslo
Wye
Current troubles intensify

Coming transformation?
A sign of hope is the coming APÉ in March 2004, preceded by the second Crossing Point in May 2003.
Here is the opportunity for transformation to a peaceful path, with a just solution for both Israel and Palestine.
The nodal axis is the 1/7 Encounter Axis, suggesting Israel’s fundamental need to transcend 1st House Í
egoism in favour of 7th House Ì altruism—healing relationships with its neighbours.
The troubled Á does not yet hear the siren calls of the transcending É, due to the 1-way aspect—hence the
recent re-election of the intransigent Sharon.
Let us hope that it is indeed the positive and transformative aspects of É that we are to witness, bringing to
fruition Israeli and Palestinian dreams - and not the negative and destructive side of É, of which we currently
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see strong signs.
The world doesn’t want to wait another 18 years!
Barry is a Diploma holder and an API (UK) council member. He lives in Cheshire.

What you need to know about Time!

by Reynold Swallow

I have always supposed that the Gregorian Calendar was introduced in 1582, and that was that. But according
to a book I am currently reading, it was not so. First, let us look at the background.
Some form of device to map the years became necessary as civilisation developed. The priests needed to be
able to plan religious festivals; commerce, even in its earliest days, needed a way of counting and noting the
passing of days. The two favoured means of doing this were by relating to the moon’s or the sun’s travels
around the earth. For example, in Islam, the start of the fasting month, Ramadan, is determined by the actual
sighting of the new moon; in Western Christianity, Easter Sunday is the first Sunday following the first full
moon after the spring equinox. In the case of the sun’s movement around the earth (as it was then thought), for
the Celts among others, the winter solstice was determined when the shadow of a vertical pillar reached its
longest point. Each religion had its own calendar. Many still have.
Unfortunately, the moon does not take exactly 28 days to orbit the earth, and the solar year is not exactly 365
days. Consequently, whichever calendar was chosen, there gradually became a discrepancy between the moon
or the sun’s position and the calendar. Various complicated methods were introduced – adding a day here, and
even a month sometimes, to bring the calendar back into line with moon or sun. These seemed quite arbitrary,
and as the management of the calendar was in the hands of priests or other officials it became clear that some
were corruptly manipulating the calendar for their own benefit.
Many attempts were made to reform the calendar. Perhaps the most successful of them was carried out by
Julius Caesar. He was advised to abandon any attempt to preserve a lunar calendar and to divide the solar year
into twelve months, with an extra day being introduced every four years. Caesar followed this advice, and the
Julian calendar was introduced in 46BC. (The book is not precise about the lengths of those twelve months)
Good as it was, the Julian calendar had several defects. For instance, the vernal equinox was falling earlier in
the calendar year at a rate of about one day in 128 years. The date of Easter was falling later and later in the
seasonal year. This latter was of great importance to the mediaeval church, because Easter was beginning to fall
on what were regarded as inappropriate days. It was this above all that motivated the next movement for
reform. The Church was not interested in the exactness of the spring equinox (– but notice what the current
definition is!)
Various proposals for reform fell by the wayside, sometimes because of religious bigotry, but also because of
the improving accuracy of formal astronomy. A process which began with the Venerable Bede in 725 AD
finally reached its completion in 1582. By this time, the calendar was seriously out of step with astronomical
observations, and was actually eleven days adrift. Eleven days had to be cut out of the year to bring the
calendar back into step. The Papal Bull which put the new calendar into effect was signed by the Pope Gregory XIII - on 24th February 1582, and the change to the new calendar took place in Italy in October 4th
1583. (the following day became October 16th). The calendar is named after him.
Many European countries disliked the new calendar, but most Catholic countries made the change by 1584.
The Protestant countries, it seems, didn’t like having their calendars altered by Rome. So for instance, Catholic
Holland adopted the new calendar in 1582, but Protestant Holland delayed until 1700. Catholic Switzerland
adopted it in 1584, whereas Protestant Switzerland waited until 1701.
Britain and her colonies adopted the new calendar in September 1752. The day following September 2nd was
September 14th. (One of the things I remember from history lessons at school was a peasant’s revolt when they
demanded “Give us back our 11 days”)
Under the old calendar, New Year’s Day had been March 25th, Lady Day. The Act of Parliament which decreed
the change also stated that in future, New Year’s Day should be January 1st. The financial year in 1752 started
on New Year’s Day, (Lady Day) – March 25th as usual. The financial year in 1753 began 365 days later, which,
following the change to the new calendar, was April 5th because of the missing days. It continued to start on
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April 5th until 1800 when it was changed to April 6th. So that is why our financial year nowadays is not the
same as the calendar year. It is a relic of the old Julian calendar.
All this may be of only passing interest to most astrologers. But what is surprising is that some countries did
not accept the new calendar until the nineteenth or twentieth century. Here are some:
Alaska
Japan
Egypt
Albania
China
Bulgaria
Lithuania
Latvia

1867
1873
1875
1912
1912
1915
1915
1915 or 1918 (sources differ)

Soviet Union
Estonia
Yugoslavia
Romania
Greece
Persia
Turkey

1918
1918
1919
1919
1924
1925
1926

Because of this difference, the Imperial Russian Olympic Team arrived twelve days too late for the 1908
Olympic games in London.
It may well be that some readers of Conjunction have set up charts, or may in the future do so, for people born
in one of these countries. The book does not say on what date in those years the calendar changed, and in many
cases it does not say which days were omitted in order to accommodate the new calendar.
The book is “Mapping Time: The Calendar and its History)” by E.G. Richards, pub. Oxford University Press.
Unfortunately it was very badly proof-read (if it was proof read at all). It contains many mistakes; sometimes
the text doesn’t agree with the diagrams. There may well be other mistakes that I do not have the knowledge to
recognise.
Reynold is chair of the API(UK) School Council and undertakes the sales and servicing of AstroCora and
MegaStar software programs.

Integrated Ego Planets in the Natal Chart

by Richard Llewellyn

Many years ago when I was 'struggling' to understand the Huber's approach, I remember Bruno talking about
the way in which the three Ego planets (Sun, Moon and Saturn) might be experienced if they were linked
together in a single aspect pattern.
As I understood it at the time, the suggestion was that there
would be a sense of ego integration which might inhibit
further growth. It will be appreciated that part of our process
of development is to achieve an integration of
the
personality, which includes being able to experience our
world through a balance of Mind, Body and Feelings.
Childhood conditioning and the need for survival will often
create an imbalance in the way in which we approach the
world through our Ego.
In other words we are likely to grow into adulthood more
identified with Mind, Body or Feelings. So we will
experience the world, or deal with it, predominantly through
only one aspect of the ego. Part of the process of our
psychological development is to 'discover' and make fully
conscious, which ever aspect of the ego was repressed, or not
encouraged to develop in childhood.
Relating this to the diagram on the following page, imagine that the triangle revolves around a pin in the centre.
Integration means that instead of being stuck with M, B, or F always leading the personality, the triangle can
spin freely so that any one of these can be engaged as appropriate to suit any situation.
I understood Bruno's suggestion to mean that, even though the 'triangle' might be stuck, there would be no
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sense of this and therefore no incentive to change. Working with
clients who have this configuration to some extent bore this out but
it didn't seem to be the whole story.
Recently I have begun to be aware that there may be a far deeper
meaning to the ego planets being linked together in a single aspect
figure. To understand what this might be we need to take a look at
the Family Model, and attempt to understand the links which, in the
child's objective view, were created to the parents.
It seems possible that whatever these links were, they remain
connected at some unconscious level so that the child grows into adulthood without the same freedom to
develop individuality as would otherwise be the case.
For instance a girl child bought up in a family where the mother's own upbringing inhibited the development of
her own femininity, or sexuality, will not know how to develop confidence in being a woman. And potential
partners will be judged by the real, or imaginary, perception of the father.
So what Bruno was saying makes sense though with a far more complex meaning than I understood at the time.
Sun, Moon and Saturn linked together in the natal chart can inhibit personal development but only because the
child grows into adulthood a 'prisoner' to the Family Model. Needless to say the exact interpretation of this will
depend upon the relationship of the ego planets to one another, as well as to their position in the natal chart.
And it would also be important to consider how the House chart affected the family relationship as the child
grew up.
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Section Four - LIVING ASTROLOGY
This section contains examples of astrology and real life experiences of the birth chart in action!

Aspect Patterns in Action

by Sally Bond

This is adapted from Sally’s work on a Diploma Course assignment. Susan and Kate are both real people.
Susan is someone that Sally knows well, and whose behaviour she had been able to observe over a period of
time. Kate is someone about whose aspect pattern Sally wrote various hypotheses, not knowing for sure if Kate
would experience it in these particular ways. Sally has used a creative approach to bringing these aspect
patterns to life, applying both astrological and psychological understanding to help her form hypotheses about
how the aspect patterns might function. We encourage all students to work in this creative way.
Susan likes to be busy - work is very much of value and the idea of producing something tangible through work
is important to her. Let us take a closer look at this behaviour in action in the context of her Efficiency/
Performance triangle.
There is plenty of energy building up in the strong Sun/Moon
opposition. If we imagine the figure being made out elastic
bands then we can see the tension that is held between the
conscious (Sun in upper hemisphere) and unconscious (Moon
in lower hemisphere) parts of the psyche. The motivation of the
Efficiency/Performance triangle avoids the danger of the Sun
and Moon “pinging” back on one or other by being able to
transform itself into working energy. In Susan’s case, this
energy is focussed through Uranus, so perhaps we might expect
inner tensions to seek inspiration and excitement for their
release. Perhaps it is these inner tensions that can at times
trigger her unpredictable and impulsive behaviour.
As one would expect with both the nature of Uranus and of the
Efficiency/Performance triangle, this energy is not released in a
particularly balanced manner. Indeed, intensive periods of
activity in Susan’s life are often followed by exhaustion and the SUSAN - Efficiency/Performance triangle.
need to retreat from hectic situations. Sometimes Susan feels
rather guilty about these periods of inaction but her physical body will remind her that these periods of rest are
essential.
In the past, Susan has shown how she is capable of staying with a situation while discontent increases, (the
figure is in Fixed Signs), then she’ll be off, all of a sudden, in a Uranian flash. She’s done a “moonlight flit” on
quite a few occasions - from partners, jobs, situations etc. More often than not she’ll leave behind all she has
built up - possessions, friendships and so on. It’s a case of either go now and never return, or stay (she has just
red and blue aspects to Uranus). It’s almost as if she builds things up and then escapes from them to prove her
freedom.
Susan is someone who seeks to change her situations by direct, proactive and often sudden behaviour, and this
is perhaps illustrated by the mutable motivation of this triangular figure, the Cardinal mode of action of the red
aspects that it contains, and the fact that Uranus is at the apex. But often these bursts of impulsive activity are
followed by fallow periods where she “lies low for a while” and lives a quiet life.
Ideas of “newness” and excitement are certainly attractive, but when we place ourselves in a totally new life
situation, as Susan has done many times, then we have to spend time making the new not so new (i.e. finding
somewhere to live and work, getting to know places and people). Since everything has been left behind, time is
spent building things up again. The energy released through Uranus has emerged impulsively and
unpredictably, as is it’s wont, and the tension of the opposition begins once again to build up. When the
Uranian glitter loses its sparkle and has become tarnished beyond recognition by routine, restlessness increases.
When the original “newness” has strayed that bit far into familiarity, then the excitement of this or that spur-ofthe-moment idea becomes attractive. With no blue aspects to either the Sun or Moon to ease the tension of the
opposition, the excitement of Uranus may well appear an attractive release, even if at times the willfully erratic
nature of this release leads her to feel she has to “lie low” once more, this time to avoid the havoc caused by her
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quest for excitement. (If there is no excitement about, you can be quite sure that Susan is capable of creating
some!). It is as if Uranus both causes the problems and offers solutions.
Susan is highly sensitive to the reactions of others ( a red/green Moon in opposition to her Sun), but also at
times incredibly insensitive to their feelings ( influence of Uranus?). As one might expect with the squares to
Uranus from Sun and Moon, her moods are prone to great fluctuations and her actions are unpredictable - she’s
far from the stereotyped steady and reliable Taurean! The Sun/Moon opposition might be said to represent a
conflict between her conscious will and how she can’t help being. She wants to save up and go to Mexico for a
holiday, but after a few weeks of saving she’ll go and blow all the money on a spontaneous and expensive night
out. Tensions between the will (Sun) and habit patterns of the past (Moon) are released through impulsive
behaviour (Uranus).
I would say that Uranus is a strong planet in Susan’s chart, so it is not a surprise that Susan can relate to the
Uranian ideas of will full and - let’s put it politely - original behaviour. She does not take kindly to being told
what to do and she’s “stubborn as hell” when it suits her! If advice is given to Susan - even useful practical
advice like “I wouldn’t go that way, it’s ever so muddy” - she may well find herself, with true Uranian
perversity, doing the opposite out of what seems like sheer bloody-mindedness. But perhaps it might be just as
likely that the real reason she returns from her walk with mud up to her knees is her desire to find a new,
original way of doing things her own way, and independent of the advice of others. Her will is rather easily
distracted ( Maybe Sun square Uranus), but when she’s on a roll she sparkles with lively spontaneity.
The Efficiency/Performance triangle might be said to represent mutable motivation via Cardinal action changing by doing. These are ideas that Susan can identify with, and she “does” independently, impulsively
and often suddenly through a Uranian desire for the new.
In Kate’s chart I have explored the Dominant Learning triangle that exists between Uranus, Mercury and
Moon. My first thoughts on this are that the process of learning from experience, and through understanding,
might be one that is important to Kate. This process of learning begins with issues raised by the red and blue
aspected planet, in this case, Uranus. For Kate these issues might include such things as a new idea that
requires further research, or an inspiration that requires direct action. Perhaps it might link with the
humanitarian ideals of Uranus and emerge as a motivation to do something to benefit humankind. It might be
that at times the snap judgements and impulsive behaviour of Uranus will force action in order to get out of the
situation that those Uranian energies have left her in, or it could be something as simple as an unexpected
event.
Whatever it is that sparks this learning process, I should imagine that Kate may well be eager to jump right in,
fizzing with good ideas about what action to take and perhaps impatient to achieve results. So Uranus provides
the flash of inspiration, but it’s ideas might be somewhat impractical.
Mercury brings a little thought to the process: the gift of
rationality is brought to insight, and understanding becomes
more important than action. The mind seeks to balance and
integrate erratic activity and solutions are sought via sensitive
thought. But it might also be that it is through the emotions and
through contact with others that the lessons of experience are
finally learned.
Relay Races for Sub-Personalities
In my mind I see these Learning Triangles as relay races for the
Sub-Personalities (planets) along elastic band tracks. (In the
Large Learning Triangle the red elastic band is very small and
so has to be stretched taut in order to make the square aspect; the
green band is just right and the blue band is enormous so just
lies on the trine, not stretched at all). The red part of the course
is direct but up a steep hill. The green part of the course has
many twists and turns, and it is the longest section and goes KATE - Dominant Learning triangle (Direct)
across country with many changes of scenery along the way - mountains and valleys, woodlands and meadows.
The blue section is gently downhill with lots of cheering crowds along the way.
If we take this idea of a relay race and apply it to Kate’s learning Triangle, we might imagine the following:
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Uranus rushes as quick as a flash and in great excitement up the square to Mercury. He brings with him urgent
news of some inspirational idea that he is no doubt already beginning to act upon. Mercury begins his section
of the relay. As you might expect, he is a pretty fast runner - though not as fast as Uranus, of course! But
Mercury is a sprinter really and not at all used to the rugged terrain across country. As Mercury runs he thinks
about what Uranus has told him. Being the rational chap that he is, Mercury isn’t quite sure of Uranus’s insight
but he longs to understand it. Mercury has the longest leg of the relay to run and during his journey he weighs
up all the pro’s and con’s of Uranus’s idea. After considerable mental angst and by the time he reaches Moon,
he feels he has achieved understanding and this comes as quite a relief. As usual, Moon has brought a big
crowd of her friends and family to the race and Mercury tells them all about his experience in this quest for
understanding. Moon and her mates calm Mercury down. They put all the events into proportion, pass their
collective judgement and the matter is settled. “This is indeed cause for celebration”, thinks Moon and co.
There is a party atmosphere and they proceed to conga their way long the trine, back to where the race began
and their friend Uranus, who has provided a glittering surprise party for them.
Of course, the events may change. Uranus might trip in his haste and twist his ankle, so Mercury might be a
messenger running to get help from Moon’s nursing skills. Or perhaps Uranus runs to tell Mercury of another
fine mess he’s got himself into, and Mercury seeks practical solutions to the problems, which eventually
emerge as suggestions from the many people he talks to about it (Moon).
Uranus square Mercury might suggest ideas that are original but perhaps none too practical, and impulsive
remarks, where the tongue lashes out as quick as a flash and as cool as a cucumber, and which may at times
prove tactless. The combination of a red and green aspected Mercury and the Mars-like quality of the square it
receives, one might envisage as at times emerging as aggressively argumentative behaviour. However, the
Mercury/Moon link shows the importance of learning to think of others, where one’s own opinions can be
balanced against the experiences of others. To think of others and to understand how others experience leads us
to the holistic perspective of the trine, which with it’s Jupiterian connotations of justice and fairness would be
capable of inspiring the higher ideals of Uranus and its humanitarian nature.
To me it seems that to have Uranus and Mercury within a Learning Triangle rather fits with the motivation for
growth and change that is inherent in this figure. The “black and white” outlook of the red and blue aspected
Uranus remind of the on/off qualities of the planet itself. Mercury with its red and green aspects not only is kept
on its toes dealing with all that the square from Uranus might throw at it, but also (given the nature of the
quincunx) he has to think in a rather Saturnian way - heavy stuff for the light-footed Mercury! But it is in this
way that knowledge becomes understanding and the logical thinker Mercury gains a lateral view of things.
The Large or Dominant Learning Triangle is a figure which requires change, growth and development. In this
particular example, Uranus wants instant change and will act directly to achieve this. Mercury rationalises these
actions in order to make sense of them and then thinks more deeply in order to strive towards understanding,
and the Moon comes along and easy as you please, she comes up with the answer. Without any of the urgent
activity of Uranus or the mental yearning of Mercury, she sees through her intuition and through contacts with
others what can be done - change through sensitive adaptation. I imagine this process as if one were doing a
large jigsaw only to find that the last piece was missing. A friend comes to visit and quite by chance spots the
missing piece on the carpet. The friend has done none of the work putting the puzzle together, yet without their
influence the broad Jupiterian trine-like view of the puzzle would remain incomplete.
Birth Data:

Susan: 19.05.1962
Kate: 19.09.1945

14.00 GB - Ilford
02.30 GB - Tadcaster

Realisations about Neptune and Node from ’Face to Face’
workshops

by Jane Kerr

Studying Huber astrology is a constant process of learning and I would like to share with you some of the
realisations I have had about Neptune and Node in my chart.
Neptune, in Libra in the 10th house is the next planet which conjuncts my AP but Neptune has been trying to
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draw itself to my attention for longer than I had realised Neptune is the highest planet in my chart and I spent
my childhood daydreaming.
... healing through love
I have been doing Reiki for a couple of years although not very actively. In one of my astrology assignments I
wrote about Neptune as - ‘all inclusive healing through Love. Will to help, empathy, Universal Love.’ I felt and
feel that this is what Reiki is and does, and I found a reference to this effect in Barbara Schermer’s book
Astrology Alive!
At the Beacon Centre, I attended a “Face to Face” psychosynthesis workshop - ‘Open the Door to your Heart’.
This was a very moving and helpful workshop. One of the last things we did was a guided visualisation in
which we met up with our Wise Being. I asked ‘Am I going in the right direction, am I doing the right things in
my life and what should I do next?’ I was enveloped in a wonderful emotional embrace.
Tears were in my eyes
I embraced my wise being and was embraced in turn with a wonderful enveloping love. Tears were in my
eyes - it was wonderful. I felt there were not enough words to express the feeling - lovely, calm, joy, floating.
I was left feeling calm and uplifted. At the time I didn’t relate
this to Neptune or Reiki. Now, it seems obvious.
... the ‘gift’ appeared to be Reiki
I am working on a counselling course and at one of the sessions
we did a similar visualisation. It was not to meet a wise being
but to meet someone close to us whom we hadn’t seen for a
long time. This person was to give us a gift. I found it was my
father (who died when I was 16). My hands became warm and
the ‘gift’ appeared to be Reiki - it was not so much that he gave
it to me but that I was reminded that I had it.
The thing is, Reiki has come to us from Japan and my family
were very anti-Japan and Japanese things as my father spent the
Second World war in Changi prisoner of war camp as a
prisoner of the Japanese. His ‘gift’ must surely mean that it is
OK for me to use Reiki, in fact, it may be redressing the
balance with a ‘gift’ from Japan.

Jane’s Natal Chart
... but I did feel something
At the Astrology 2 workshop at Buckland Hall we did several visualisation exercises. One of these was to meet
one of our planets. We stood in a meadow, went through a gate and along a path to a house and knocked on the
door. Now, I always seem to find visualisations hard so wasn’t surprised when I didn’t see anything but I did
feel something. It felt lovely - warm, love, unconditional love, such a lovely feeling. I didn’t want it to stop.
Then, as usual, when it was nearly too late, just as it was time to go back into the house, I caught a glimpse of
my planet - pink, a vague, formless shape but a lovely pink and I came to the conclusion this was Neptune.
Very apt too as Neptune is the next planet which will be conjunct my age point - in a couple of years time.
Later we visualised a journey to our south and north nodes. The journey to my south node was easy going. - I
got a lift in a car with someone friendly to chat to on the way. When I got there it was the dark interior of a
castle and although it was a bit damp it felt fine and I liked the peace and quiet. There were others there but
they didn’t come and bother me. I was quite happy to stay there by myself in my 12th house south node. Then
the time came to go to the north node and this was hard work for me.
I was playing in an orchestra
I had to ride a bicycle and it was uphill. When I got there there was a lot of movement and redness, action and
work. I was playing in an orchestra and found myself working very hard at playing the music I had been
playing the previous week at our local orchestral rehearsal. I put so much effort into it. We seemed to be
wearing red clothes and there was a lot of concentration and it really mattered how well we played (to a far
greater extent than any rehearsal I’ve ever been at). It was really hard work being at my 6th house node.
Now, my sixth house node in Gemini has a quincunx to the Moon in Scorpio in the 11th house (of groups of
my own choosing - I’ve been going to our local orchestra for over 20 years now) and is trine Mars in Libra in
the 10th house. Mars is working hard at making harmony and all this makes up my searching triangle which I
have been pondering over for some time. What I think this indicates for me is that it is important for me,
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emotionally, to work hard to create balance and harmony with groups of my own choosing. Apart from the
obvious area of music, perhaps Reiki may be here again?
... a tendency to ‘let things happen’
I have only one red line in my chart and certainly have a tendency to ‘let things happen’ instead of making
them happen. This is obviously something I must look at and do some of the work indicated by my 6th house
node.
Neptune, in my natal chart is only connected by a semi-sextile to the Sun which then has a sextile to Moon. The
Moon is then semi-sextile Mars, making an incomplete eye/ear. The gap between Neptune and Mars lets
information leak out of my eye/ear. I am aware of this when I try to relay information and find that I cannot
remember the crucial bit, or I realise I didn’t ask the all important question that would have clarified
everything. With Mars and Neptune not communicating very well here, I think I have to look to the other
planets in the structure and use my feelings (Moon) about what I am seeing/hearing, and my will/self awareness
(Sun) to make the connections.
... a bit of a loose cannon
In my house chart, Neptune is sextile Saturn which then has a
one-way square to Moon. Saturn is unaspected in my natal chart
and seems to be a bit of a loose cannon, sometimes making me
feel so restricted I can’t see a way to move, and sometimes
letting me feel insecure.
However, being aware of the
connection in my house chart means I now realise I can
consciously use Saturn’s ability to create boundaries to balance
Neptune’s ability to dissolve them. I am aware that when I have
caught myself daydreaming I have felt guilty for ‘wasting’ time.
Now I know that there is a place for daydreaming too and Saturn
has to back off a bit. Sun aspected to Neptune has, in the past, for
me, meant not so much a lack of awareness of self but certainly a
confusion even though the Sun is in a strong position in my 9th
house and is strong by sign too.

Jane’s House Chart
As I said at the start, my AP is about to go into the 10th house
and I have a great feeling of anticipation as I approach the cusp.
At our closing session at Buckland Hall we had to select a picture from a wonderful collection of postcards etc.
The picture of the Whale leaping out of the ocean that I found was so apt. The creature must have been down in
the depths and picked up a lot of speed to come soaring out of the water like that. Again the theme echoes what
has gone before. The work, the energy and Neptune from the ocean.
Jane is a Diploma holder and her birth data is as follows:
01.09.1946 14:20 2°11’ N 102°15’ E Time Zone: 8 hours East

Waiting for the Train to arrive!

by Richard Llewellyn

I was talking with a client and in the course of my consultation she told me she felt that she needed move on
and do something different. She had been a housewife and mother and at 41 felt it was now her turn to have a
life of her own - but she had no idea what this might be.
I noticed her Age Point was just before the cusp of the 8th House and that just after the cusp stood natal
Neptune. When the Age Point is on the Low Point of a House it can be likened to a time when a
'seed' germinates, but this happens deep down in our unconscious.
As the AP moves towards the cusp so the seedling pushes its way towards the surface - and into
consciousness. Something new is wanting to find expression in our life!
When I'm talking to a client, and it's appropriate, I will sometimes use this metaphor to help
them to understand the feelings of anticipation or perhaps of expectation, stress or restlessness
which they can be experiencing.
Imagine my surprise when, before I was able to share my metaphor, my client told me that she felt as though
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she was standing on a railway station platform, waiting for a train to arrive. She didn't know when it would
come or where it was going to!!
Apart from conjuring up 'movie' images of ghostly stations with
wisps of steam and smoke concealing some new character about
to appear in the picture, this seemed to be a wonderful new way of describing how it can sometimes feel when
the Age Point is approaching the cusp of a house - so, thank you to my client!

Going to Santiago - realising the dream

by Barry Hopewell

It was the psychosynthesis module at Face-to-Face 2001 that did it! For many
years I had had a yen to do the pilgrimage to Santiago de Compostella in north
west Spain.
At Face-to-Face Richard Llewellyn facilitated the group through a number of
visualisations. The messages I took from these were all about spending time in my
12th house, going inwards, and going on the journey.
The answer seemed to be to go on the pilgrimage in our small motor caravan, which would provide my very
own mobile 12th house! As soon as it was feasible I did it - over 31 days in October/ November 2001!
I did briefly consider the alternative of doing the pilgrimage 'proper' and walking, but rejected this as
impractical due to the time of year and the length of time that would be needed to walk over a thousand miles and pilgrim hostels didn't really sound very 12th house!
My chosen route was from Vezelay to Compostella via Limoges, Perigueux, Pamplona, Burgos and Leon - plus
many smaller places of pilgrimage to be visited along the way. These sacred places were amazing; you just
have to experience the beauty and spiritual atmosphere of some of them.
My favourites were perhaps the superb cathedrals at Leon and Compostella, the Collegiale at St Leonard de
Noblat, and the abbey church at Noirlac. But then there were the magical cathedrals at Perigueux, Bazas and
Burgos - and the breathtaking churches at Neuvy St Sepulchre, Solignac, Eunate, Estella, Fromista and O
Cebreiro - and the sheer beauty of places such as Gargilesse, Brantome, Sauveterre de Bearn, Santo Domingo
de Silos, San Miguel de Escalada, Villafranca del Bierzo… and there were many more! There was so much to
take in, I have not really taken it all in yet! Fortunately I took lots of photographs!
I was certainly in my 12th house. Indeed a pilgrimage is very much an inner journey as well as the outer
journey. Most of the time was spent alone - driving in the motor caravan, walking, reading, reflecting and
planning, and looking after myself on campsites. Even visiting the sacred places I was often the only person
there - there are not many tourists at that time of the year. What a privilege it was to have such wonderful
sacred buildings all to myself!
Of course, there were constant reminders of astrology. Carved figures of the four evangelists (Taurus, Leo,
Scorpio, Aquarius) often surrounding the Christ on the tympanum over a doorway. And there are
representations of signs of the zodiac and the associated tasks of the year. Most memorable were those at the
basilicas of St Mary Magdalen in Vezelay (carved tympanum) and St Isidore in Leon (ceiling paintings).
Did the experience make any difference? Will things change as a result? The short answer is 'I don't know'. But
I hope that from this introspective time I have become more aware of what I am projecting out into the world.
I did become very aware, as a passer-by, of the effect a simple positive action from myself could have on the
world. In Limoges a preoccupied man suddenly broke into a beautiful beaming smile to return my cheery
'bonjour'! A few minutes later a woman, in what I later realised was quite a lonely place, studiously ignored the
same and scuttled away as fast as she could go!
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There is an old French saying 'reculer pour mieux sauter', which roughly translated means 'to step backwards in
order to better go forwards'. I think that such a retreat into the 12th house, facing the inner self, can thus serve to
refine our own being and the way in which we go outward into the world. This is, anyway, what I hope this
period has done for me. The proof of the pudding will take a while to mature!
Thank you, Richard, for helping us to face and become our dreams!
Barry is Diploma holder.

Profile of a Cancerian Healer: Elisabeth Kübler-Ross

by Sue Lewis

At a Link workshop we looked at Elisabeth Kübler-Ross’s natal,
nodal and house charts with reference to her auto-biography.2
Dr Kübler-Ross’s pioneering seminars and publication of On
Death and Dying in 1969 challenged taboos surrounding death
in hospitals and encouraged the terminally ill to share their
experiences, say what they needed to say and die with dignity.
She transformed our approach to death because it was her
mission in life and the butterfly as a symbol of transformation
from one phase of being to the next is the image of her natal
chart. Her cardinal two-colour aspect structure (4 red: 4 blue)
and emotional water temperament (Sun/ Pluto/Node conjunct in
Cancer, Moon and IC also in Cancer, Saturn in Scorpio, Uranus
and AC in Pisces, houses 4, 8 and 12 all inhabited) jointly
present a focused personality who acted impulsively in the way
she instinctively felt to be right. She had to fight for her
independent sense of self and, before that, she had to struggle
for survival (Neptune in Leo in house 6 opposition Jupiter in
Aquarius in house 12 across the Existence axis).

8 July 1926, Zurich, 22:45 (GMT 21:45)1

Elisabeth Kübler was the first born of triplets - Elisabeth, Erika and Eva - three little girls who looked alike,
dressed alike, received the same presents, and got the same grades. Weighing only two pounds at birth, she was
not expected to live. As a child she had life-threatening pneumonia and pleurisy, discovered how inhuman
hospitals could be and shared an isolation ward with a frail little girl who died.
Awareness of death was intrinsic to her early conditioning and it is no surprise that eight planets out of ten are
in the unconscious hemisphere of her natal chart. The sign Cancer is a gateway between life and death, and
Sun/Pluto/ Node cluster in the cardinal zone of house 5, trine Saturn in Scorpio in house 8 and square Mars in
Aries in house 1. The powerful concentration of Sun/Pluto/ Node in fixed house 5 stimulated her need to
understand and evaluate the human condition, why children’s lives ended when they’d hardly begun, why the
lives of adults in their prime were suddenly cut short, and why some people took so long to die.
Through the trine to Saturn in the eighth she longed to dispel the fear of death in social institutions (e.g.
hospitals, the Church), so that the dying were not left in isolation and society as a whole might come to accept
with greater equanimity our earthly life’s inevitable end. Through the square to Mars in the first personal house
she found the energy to put creative will into action and made it her personal business to bring about some
important changes in attitude.
Despite the linear framework of her natal chart, all the planets are connected in one continuum of movement
from Venus in Gemini in house 3, zigzagging across the horizontal axis, then up to Saturn in the eighth, back
and forth to Uranus in house 1. She had a great sense of purpose and was there for other people. At school she
defended weaker children from bullies and she loved her pets. One of her father’s cruellest acts was to make
her take her pet bunnies to the butcher for food.
By the sixth grade she knew she wanted to be a doctor. But would her stern father agree? The close square from
Sun/Pluto/ Node in Cancer in the fifth to Mars in Aries in the first suggests there was a clash of wills. Father
wanted Elisabeth to be his secretary and office manager. She hated the idea. When she refused he forced her to
leave home and take a job as a maid. That was in 1942 when age point conjuncted Venus in Gemini on the low
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point of house 3. By Christmas she could stand it no longer and
returned home, soon to find work as a lab technician and to study in
the evenings to gain entrance to medical school. She qualified as a
physician in 1957.
At medical school she met Emmanuel Ross (Manny). They married in
1958 and went to America where each pursued medical careers. They
had two children, Kenneth (1960) and Barbara (1963).
In Elisabeth Kübler’s nodal chart Venus becomes part of a small
learning triangle with Mercury and Node, making this a mutable chart
and perhaps representing the symbiotic bonding with her sisters in the
womb. If we compare this with the free-flowing linearity of her natal
chart, we can appreciate more fully her struggle to be a creative
individual in her own right.

Nodal Chart

The house chart presents a tricolour (5 blue: 4 red: 4 green) fixed
structure full of mutable patterns - learning, efficiency, talent and
ambivalence triangles. A restrictive environment provided a backdrop
against which to raise consciousness and bring about social change.
Manny was a conventional physician who could not share her range of
experiences between the worlds as she moved from death and dying to
life after death and channelling on the other side.
Her need for sympathetic contact (natal chart Venus cut off from the
centre, out on a limb in house 3) made her vulnerable to friends who
put her in touch with spiritual entities. By 1976 this wonderful woman
who had done so much for others was 50 years old and in need of
personal support. Now the power of Sun/Pluto/Node in Cancer turned
against her bringing divorce, complications with a phoney medium and
fire to her home. Undaunted, she moved from a healing centre in
California to try to set up an AIDS hospice in Virginia, meeting yet
more wrath from a fearful and hostile environment.

House Chart

Saturn in the eighth appears in the same position in all three charts. In Scorpio she knew how to and needed to
plumb the depths to be a mother to the dying. As she confronted her own death she wrote a remarkable book of
her life.
Sue is a Diploma holder. She lives in London.
1

Chart data from Astrological Association

2

The Wheel of Life: A Memoir of Living and Dying (London: Bantam, 1997).

Mercury Moments

by Joyce Hopewell

On an August afternoon in 2002 my handbag was stolen in the local public library, from virtually underneath
my nose. The thief, taking advantage of my handbag by my foot as I sat in a comfy armchair reading a
newspaper, knocked over the chair which was behind me and, as he picked it up, he picked up my handbag as
well. All I noticed at the time was his scruffy appearance, his bright orange t-shirt and his unwashed smell.
Minutes later, I realised my bag was gone & reported it to the staff, who immediately rang the police and
offered me the use of the phone to cancel credit cards etc.
I later learned that the thief had been seen rummaging through a bag in the nearby churchyard , and that this
was reported to the police a bare minute before the library staff reported the incident. Two squad cars rushed
to the scene and chase was given through the town. The thief gave the police the slip, but from my description
they strongly suspected who it was and were able to retrieve my bag and its contents, minus credit cards and the
small amount of cash that I was carrying, from his home and he was duly charged the following day.
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I was left with a distinct feeling that I'd been used as "bait" to help catch this thief - the police had been after
this man for some time - and I felt as if I was merely a player or pawn in what was taking place.
When I got home, I took a look at the ephemeris to see just what might have been going on. The "Trickster"
was definitely at work - at the time of the theft Mercury was transiting my Sun! Things happened fast - both in
the public library and the surrounding locality where the chase and eventual arrest took place. And why was I
in the library in the first place? To look up a phone number in one of the directories outside of my area...........

“I have a dream”- Martin Luther King’s Life Clock
by Barry Hopewell
I was doing the 'Life Clock' lesson in the
Diploma Course. It seemed to work for me.
What about someone famous? I read The
Autobiography of Martin Luther King, Jr, ed
Clayborne Carson (Abacus 2000). Could I tell
his life story around the major Life Clock
events? If so, this would be a convincing
verification.
Quotes from the book, ostensibly King himself,
are in "quotes". Quotes from King's speeches
are in italics.
For major Age Point (AP) events I looked at
planetary conjunctions () and oppositions
(), keeping an eye on house cusps, Low
Points (LP), and sign changes. Lois Rodden's
Astrodatabank (www.astrodatabank.com) gives
a convincing birth time

Martin Luther King 15/1/1929 12:00 CST [+6:00], Atlanta, GA

White boy
AP 06/02/32, age 3
"From age 3 I had a white playmate. At age 6 his father demanded that he play with me no more. I’ll never
forget what a great shock that was to me."
The circumstances were set for King to become aware of his destiny - an idealistic need to do something about
the situation of Negroes in the South. ( is   and  ).
That Nigger
AP   21/04/37, age 8 AP   04/03/38, age 9
"When I was about 8, I was in a store in Atlanta. All of a sudden somebody slapped me. I heard someone
saying 'You’re that nigger that stepped on my foot'… Of course I didn't retaliate." On another occasion, related
to whites-only seats on buses, he reports: "I said to myself, 'One of these days I'm going to put my body up
there where my mind is.'"
The efficiency triangle // is triggered. Action will be taken, but not yet - need for security in 2nd house!
The angriest I have ever been
AP  É 11/12/43, age 15
"When I was 14, I travelled to Dublin, Georgia, with a dear teacher... I participated in an oratorical contest, and
succeeded in winning. My subject 'The Negro and the Constitution'. That night we were on a bus returning to
Atlanta. Some white passengers boarded the bus. The white driver ordered us to get up and give them our
seats… That night will never leave my memory. It was the angriest I have ever been."
É   and   churns the depths of mind and feelings.
Destiny
AP   07/03/46, age 17
"At 15 I entered College. My first two years brought many doubts into my mind. It was in my senior year that I
entered the ministry… an inescapable drive… a sense of responsibility which I could not escape."
 realises his destiny (  ). There is a deep sense of responsibility, and perhaps a need to show forth
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(near to MC).
Intellectual quest
AP   02/08/49, age 20
"Not until 1948, when I entered theological seminary, did I begin a serious intellectual quest for a method to
eliminate social evil. I spent a great deal of time reading the works of the great social philosophers. It has been
my conviction ever since... that any religion that professes concern for the souls of men and is not equally
concerned about the economic conditions that strangle them, and the social conditions that cripple them is a
spiritually moribund religion only waiting for the day to be buried…"
King's intellect ( in š) is roused. A need for balance/ harmony shows through (  ).
Idealistic marriage
AP   28/02/53, age 24
"Early 1952 in Boston I met and fell in love with the attractive singer Coretta Scott… I had to have a wife as
dedicated as I was… On June 18 1953 we were married."
The marriage to Coretta was strongly idealistically based (cuspal ) related to service to others (coming into
õ). And aligned with King's destiny (  ).
He was also leaving the 4th house and security of the parental environment. "The first 25 years of my life were
very comfortable years. If I ever had a problem I could always call Daddy. Things were solved."
Experience of harmony
AP   12/09/54, age 25.
"…in January 1954… It was one of those clear wintry days when the sun bedecked the skies with all of its
radiant beauty… I [was listening to] a favourite opera… with the captivating beauty of the countryside, the
inspiration of Donizetti's inimitable music, and the matchless splendour of the skies… [I arrived at] the
beautiful little town of Montgomery." Here at Dexter Avenue Baptist Church King preached his first sermon. In
May he became a minister there, committing himself to the South and the struggle.
The driving experience suggests  harmony, and the related first preaching the link    - is this subpersonality the budding orator?
There comes a time
AP   18/02/56, age 27
"The most decisive speech of my life" was in Montgomery, December 1955, following the long years of abuses
that Negroes had experienced on city buses.
"You know, my friends, there comes a time when people get tired of being trampled over by the iron feet of
oppression. There comes a time when people get tired of being plunged across the abyss of humiliation, where
they experience the bleakness of nagging despair. There comes a time when people get tired of being pushed
out of the glittering sunlight of life's July, and left standing in the piercing chill of an alpine November..."
"I realised that this speech had evoked more response than any I had ever delivered… my heart was full… we
were starting a movement that would gain national recognition; whose echoes would ring in the ears of people
of every nation; a movement that would astound the oppressor and bring new hope to the oppressed."
King had come to his full powers as orator, connecting the depth of his emotions with fiery passion (  ).
The language and delivery are straight from the heart (no notes).
The boycott was declared illegal in March. There were mass arrests. But by November the Supreme Court had
declared bus segregation illegal.
Stabbed
AP  Ç 01/06/58, age 29
In 1957 King became head of the Southern Leaders Conference (AP into Libra - balance). In September, in
Harlem, a deranged black woman came up as he was autographing books, and unexpectedly stabbed him.
Doctors said he was lucky to survive - the embedded blade tip rested against his heart. The unexpected unaspected Ç.
I have a dream
AP   05/12/62, age 33
King joined Ralph Abernathy in protests at Albany (a bastion of segregation) in 1961/2. Jailed several times,
they appealed to President Kennedy for help, in the end gaining a partial victory. "The movement had taken the
moral offensive, enriching our people with a spirit of strength to fight for equality and freedom even if the
struggle is to be long and arduous… we had won a partial victory… [which] to us was not an end but a
beginning."
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Expanding scope of the campaign suggests , and the hidden nature of the success corresponds with LP 
(also AP  LP6 around this time).
After jail in Birmingham came the March on Washington. "There can be no doubt... that [this] was the most
significant and moving demonstration for freedom and justice in all the history of this country". Justice - Å.
"Let us not wallow in the valley of despair. I say to you today, my friends: even though we face the difficulties
of today and tomorrow, I still have a dream... deeply rooted in the American dream. I have a dream that one
day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of its creed - we hold these truths to be self evident
that all men are created equal…" (AP still in ö.)
On November 22 1963 President Kennedy, for long a covert supporter, was assassinated, possibly by the very
hatred that was being slowly unveiled.
On the move
AP  DC 15/01/65, age 36
In December 1964 King was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize "one of those moments of unutterable fulfilment…
[whose] meaning can only be articulated by the inaudible language of the heart." AP   soon after.
In March 1965 he addressed the Selma to Montgomery march, protesting the disenfranchisement of negroes.
"We are on the move now. The burning of our churches will not deter us.... The bombing of our homes will not
dissuade us… The beating and killing of our clergymen and young people will not divert us... The arrest and
release of known murderers will not discourage us. We are on the move now.
Like an idea whose time has come, not even the marching of mighty armies can halt us. We are moving to the
land of freedom.
I know you are asking today, 'How long will it take?' I come to say to you this afternoon however difficult the
moment, however frustrating the hour, it will not be long, because truth pressed to earth will rise again."
President Johnson declared that Selma is joined in American history with Lexington, Concord and
Appomattox - one of America's great transformations. AP  É in September 1965 (in ÷).
The promised land
AP   06/02/68, age 39
In December 1967 King launched the Poor People's Campaign for a radical redistribution of political and
economic power, leading to a march on Memphis to help striking workers. On April 3 he delivered what was to
be his final address in Memphis.
"The question I want to raise with you: is your heart right? If your heart isn't right fix it up today; get God to
fix it up. Get somebody to be able to say about you: 'He may not have reached the highest height, he may not
have realised all of his dreams, but he tried.' Isn't that a wonderful thing for somebody to say about you?
And then I got to Memphis. And some began to say the threats… what would happen to me… Well, I don't know
what will happen now; we've got some difficult days ahead. But it really doesn't matter with me now, because
I've been to the mountaintop… And I've looked over, and I've seen the promised land. I may not get there with
you. But I want you to know tonight that we, as a people, will get to the promised land."
Martin Luther King, Jr was assassinated at Memphis on 4th April 1968. Perhaps to be one of the world's most
famous martyrs was his destiny.
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Section Five - ITEMS FROM ASTROLOG
This section contains articles that were first published in German in “Astrolog”, the magazine of API
(Switzerland).

The Collective

by Bruno Huber

An extract from Bruno Huber’s “Astro-Glossarium”, in which he tries to explain terms which could be of
interest to astrologers. This extract was first published in “Astrolog” no.102, February 1998, where Bruno
has reached the letter “K” for Kollectiv. Bruno gave his permission to publish this extract, and it was
translated by Agnes Shellens.
The term “Collective” applies to a group of people who are held together by a
common bond. These groups come in all shapes and sizes. The smallest, and
the most natural one, is of course the family, or rather, the clan, where the
people feel united by the fact that they share the same ancestors and also
some specific causes and traditions. Then there are more or less haphazard
groupings based on shared ideas, or interests, or life experiences. Even larger
groups may be based on having a language in common, or race, or religion.
Whole nations are held together by political ties, they share the same laws,
and in turn engender minority groups within themselves, such as opposing
political parties, trade unions, guilds, or people with special racial, religious
or social allegiances who them proceed to fight for their share of the power.
By themselves are not capable of forming any sort of government. They need structure and guidance, otherwise
they lose themselves in endless talk, and they aren’t often creative either, only under extreme circumstances,
such as crises, war, uprisings after long occupation and exploitation, revolution etc. The biggest and most
historically significant creative step of our collective mankind was the birth of the concept of democracy,
which evolved in modern times, first in America and then in France.
The wish of a collective group is first and foremost the wish to enjoy together the fruits of the groups’
achievements, such as the infrastructure of society, law and order, social support, structures and institutions,
and also the expectation to be protected and supported by society. The general attitude of mind is traditionalist,
fond of the status quo, and therefore chiefly conservative. Change is only acceptable insofar as it helps to cope
with immediate crisis situations. Individuals are expected to conform in thought and deed; non-conformists will
find themselves isolated and expelled. Individualists are acceptable only if they fall into a well known role,
such a leader or star, or when they produce results which are obviously useful and helpful to the collective pioneers, heroes, saints. They then turn into much-admired and honoured role models, as they are depicted in
the epic stories of various cultures (Gilgamesh, Mahabrata, Hercules, Parsifal and so on).
Astrologically speaking, we find the collective first and foremost in the 3rd and 4th Houses, and in the 3rd and
4th Signs, Gemini and Cancer. That’s why we refer to these Houses and Signs as the area of the Collective. The
Signs show our inborn attitude to collective values, whilst planets in the 3rd and 4th Houses show how they try
to teach us collective thinking and behaviour.
The 3rd House, which is part of the 3/9 Thinking axis, is the area of the well-established collectively held
knowledge, the area where we can access and communicate generally accepted concepts, opinions and value
judge-ments. It is where we find schools, libraries and also the mass media - newspapers, radio and television,
also roads and tracks, and meeting places in villages and towns - the “piazza”, cafes, cinemas, theatres etc. The
3rd House is chiefly the House of the head, the brain, thinking and talking. Here we also find information,
contact and self-validation and a feeling of belonging, enhanced through conversation.
The House opposite the 3rd is the 9th. It is there, in counter-distinction to the 3rd, that
we find individuation by our own individual thought processes. That’s where we can
achieve our very own points of view, independent of other people’s currently accepted
opinions.
The 4th House, part of the Individuation axis, is our home, our homestead, our nest
from where we come, where we have our roots and where we feel secure and nourished, as it seems to us to promise it will satisfy our emotional needs. In order to be able
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to feel really at home in the 4th House, everything there should be familiar and comfortable - the people, their
customs and their way of expressing themselves. It is this frame of reference for our feelings, and the confident
feeling of “belonging”, which gives us our sense of identity in the 4th House. We have
the need, almost the compulsion, to conform to the values of the group. On the other
hand, in the 10th, we are on our own. We have to plough our own furrow. The 4th is the
House of the populace; the 10th the House of government, the area of those with political
power over us. The collective needs someone to rule and guide it, that's why the people
tend to admire powerful leaders, even if they personally behave in a way which is not
really allowed for themselves.
The base point of the Collective
The base point of the Collective area is on the Cardinal axis, which in our House system is located between the
3rd and 4th House. It is also referred to as the cusp of the 4th house. The old concept of the IC - the Immum
Coeli (the lowest point of the heavens) shows that it is the base point of our whole House system. Therefore,
psychologically speaking, it is the most effective anchor point in the realm of the Collective, and the most
fruitful point of access to the depths of the collective unconscious.
Relationship to the Collective
Some people, in order to feel fulfilled, actually have the need to know that they belong to a family, or group or
community, some sort of corporate body. They are collective types. Being a member of the group gives them a
feeling of security, of being happy and supported. Collective minded people (maybe we should call them
groupies) frequently allow themselves to be identified with the values of the group. It is through the group that
they find their purpose, and thereby their validation. In their endeavour to conform, they will allow themselves
to be organised and also punished by the majority.
There are two ways of relating to the Collective:
1) There are true Collective types, whose built-in character obliges them to spend their lives being a member of
some group or another. They are noted by their need to conform, and take their clues from the majority
( fashions, trends, zeitgeist). They suffer from relatively low self-esteem, don’t like making decisions or taking
risks, and have trouble forming their own opinions. Usually they have a penchant for uniforms, as they seem to
be so in awe of strength and power. They respond favourably to authority and are basically conservative.
Unfortunately, the typical Collective types are wont to demonstrate exclusiveness and detest newcomers and
foreigners (chauvinism and xenophobia - fear of foreigners). If they belong to a minority group ( racial,
political, religious, social, professional) they often slide into fanaticism when it comes to conserving their
minority status and dogmas, and can even turn to an ever-increasing willingness to use aggression and violence,
even organised cruelty (lynchings, terrorism). Dictators are delighted to exploit this tendency. Then of course,
the Collective types have to suffer the fate of the group with which they have identified ( Collective fate).
2) The second way of responding to the Collective is more temporary or partial. This is a characteristic of more
individualised people who really want to tread their own path through life, but who are frequently confronted
by Collective structures or currents. If they find out that they can’t change these structures, then they will quite
deliberately adapt to the existing situation, but only for as short a time span as possible and without ever
compromising their own convictions.
Obviously, where there is a lack of
awareness, this will lead to opportunistic
behaviour forever taking on, chameleon-like,
the colour of the surroundings. Needless to
say, this does not make for popularity in the
long term, because the Collective judges as
inadequate or cowardly a person who does
not have a consistent line of thinking. They
may even be classed as traitors. On the other
hand, we find the opposite personality type,
the revolutionary, who will forever fight the
injustices within the Collective mind, unable
to compromise. But they, too, will every now
and then have to comply, but they find this very painful and therefore frequently find themselves isolated,
suffering from the pressures exerted by the Collective and their dealings with it.
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The Collective Unconscious
It is often said the Collective Unconscious is hidden in the Zodiac. That’s fair comment as far as it goes, but we
could express the same idea in an opposite and more differentiated way. We could say that what we find in the
Zodiac are archetypes - archetypes which are formed by the ever-evolving experiences garnered by everyone
on earth, tried and tested thinking and behaviour which forms suitable models for people everywhere to follow,
and which have proved themselves to be useful. We’ll find this expressed in myths, for instance, and in fairy
tales, sagas and legends.
From an astrological point of view we must differentiate here between two points - the basic archetypes
symbolised by the planets, which portray the seven, or ten, character traits which are needed by us to function
as human beings. And on the other hand, the 12 archetypal models of human behaviour, symbolised by the
Zodiac, and which can be found on a slightly higher level of the Collective Unconscious. They too belong to
the whole of mankind. In our personal horoscopes, the access to these two levels is through the base of the
chart, from the Low Point of the 3rd to the Low Point of the 4th House.
At yet a third level of the Collective sub-conscious mind, which acts as the buffer zone between the personal
sub-conscious and the more impersonal Collective Unconscious, we each have our own personal share of this
space. It can be detected in Houses 2 and 5, but is only really
fully expressed in the nodal chart.
Here, in the Shadow realms of the personality, are found our
unfulfilled desires and troublesome unsolved problems. They
form the basis for unrealistic dreams and phobias: the unlived
turned into the unlivable, according to Jung. Our personal life
experiences then sink into the Collective Unconscious of all
mankind. But this is a two-way process as we are individually
sensitive to specific thoughts of the archetypal material which
reside in the Collective, and they can make themselves heard
and felt via our dreams. That’s how we are inseparably
connected to humanity’s Collective mind, but on the whole, the
Shadow zone is not accessible to our conscious thinking, which
gives us that feeling of being isolated and individually
unsupported.
This zone is truly the Shadow formed by our consciousness.
This explains our modern, somewhat one-sided and negative
definition of the word “Shadow” as, for instance, used by C.J.Jung, because what we can’t grasp, categorise
and control makes us anxious. True, exceptional individuals, like mystics, and especially gifted artists and
scientists etc. succeed in penetrating right down into these levels of being. But this is understandable only from
the point of view of Transpersonal Psychology. The increased self-awareness which comes with prolonged
soul-searching will eventually, with or without the Moon Node Horoscope, reach these depths of human
experience.
Children often show habit patterns and definite character traits from their individual shadow nature, as seen in
the Nodal chart, and follow Collective role models. Later on, these traits tend to vanish, or at least recede
markedly. Often they only return in the dream state, but they can, of course, be brought back into full
consciousness by the methods of depth psychology, or other therapies like guided imagery or astrodrama.

The Projection Triangle -

by Louise Huber

Consciousness Raising Aspect Figure
Translated from ‘Astrolog’ No.106 (October 1998) by Agnes Shellens
Our API students very often ask us about the meaning of this very intriguing aspect figure. Since we are just in
the process of compiling a new API book “Aspect Structures and Aspect Figures” we decided to send this very
chapter to our journal ‘Astrolog’ straight away. Firstly to make it clear just why this figure is called a
‘Projection Triangle’ and secondly because these days our level of consciousness seems to change by leaps and
bounds, and our ability to project gives us a tailor-made chance to learn to think three-dimensionally.
The Projection Triangle is the only one amongst the three Blue/Green figures which encompasses the Centre,
the very core of our Being, and it covers more ground than the others. The two Quincunx aspects enclose our
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inner core and, because of their sensitivity, like antennae they respond to our Centre’s energy and ‘information’
content. From the Centre the figure receives the motivation to increase the extent of our consciousness, and this
works predominantly in favour of the planet which forms the apex of the triangle; it is this which lends the
figure its creative character.
That’s why this figure is so meaningful for our spiritual development. Not for nothing do the Americans call
this figure the ‘Finger of God’ - we’ll talk more about this later. After all the two long green lines are thinking
aspects, but also Saturn aspects, and that’s why this figure can be experienced either consciously or
unconsciously. Since the two Quincunxes can be consciousness forming aspects it might well be useful to start
by discussing the nature of consciousness. That’s why we’ll deal with this figure in some detail.
The planet at the apex of the triangle sends its qualities via the two long
green lines to the sextile, and from there the energy radiates back again.
It is therefore a two-way process. It might be useful to compare the
Projection figure to a slide projector or ciné-projector. The source of the
projection, at the meeting point of the the two Quincunx aspects,
radiates on to a screen, the Sextile, where the pictures we envision are
received and made visible.
However, we’ll have to consider whether this process is a conscious or
unconscious one.
For instance people with a well developed degree of consciousness will find that this figure implies the ability
to forge ahead with plans for the future. But people with an as yet unawakened consciousness experience it as
an involuntary process, with the result that their own needs, wants and lacks are perceived to be outside of
themselves, therefore in other people or external circumstances.
Here is C.G.Jung’s quote: “Projection is the externalisation of a subjective process on to an outer object”.
Therefore the effect which this figure exerts in our chart depends on our own level of consciousness. Needless
to say all of us engage in a certain amount of projecting even if we don’t happen to have a projection figure in
our chart. But those of us who possess this figure can find it easier to develop this talent consciously and to use
it creatively.
Position
We can gain an good idea of the meaning of this figure when we consider just where it is positioned in the
chart. If the Projection triangle lies on the I/You axis we’ll tend to project on to others those qualities which we
feel they ought to possess. On the other hand if it goes from the DC to the AC we’ll be too dependent on other
people’s expectations of us. We’ll tend to pin over-idealised or over-critical qualities on to much loved
partners, who can then do nothing wrong if we are viewing them through rose coloured spectacles, or who turn
into arch-fiends when we view them through negatively blurred spectacles.
If, as in the example chart, the projection is directed from the lower to the upper hemisphere, and also contains
two ego planets, then this figure will form an essential part of the native’s character. In the example we have
Saturn at the apex of the triangle, Moon/Venus at the cusp of the 9th house with a weak sextile to Neptune. It is
the chart of a lady who, all her life, projected an idealised version of her personality into the upper regions, the
area of consciousness. She had, in fact, tried to develop her own individuality, but in her early years projected
this need on to her partner who had to fulfil this role on her behalf for quite a long time.
Obviously her Taurus Sun in the 7th house reinforced these demands. With such a projection figure which goes
from the bottom to the top we often find a father who is a strong individualist, or we look for a partner to live
this ideal for us.
As long as the projection is lived on the emotional levels we don’t manage to fulfil the potential ourselves. The
learning process takes time, after all, two long big steps forward are required of us, so sometimes we may need
a whole life time to think our way through this challenge. Which is exactly why these aspects are called
consciousness- raising aspects.
If the figure is positioned the other way round, from the MC to the IC, we’ll tend to foist our consciously held
ideals on to the collective’s thinking and feeling. However, it would be more fruitful if we managed to adapt
our conscious ideals in a way that would be more in tune with both our own and other people’s unconscious
needs.
Levels and Grades
Wth this configuration we have to consider not only the position in the house but also especially the level of
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consciousness at which we respond. It makes all the difference whether we direct our projections on to the
physical, emotional or mental plane. As ever, all the elements in a horoscope can show themselves in three or
even four different dimensions. - we have stated this several times before. It is a fact, and easy to grasp, that we
live in a three-dimensional world, so we need to be able to make an informed guess as to which level of
consciousness is the predominant one in each particular case.
Obviously we are dealing here with an ongoing process of development. According to the Laws of Evolution
we start off with a level of awareness in the physical realms, then comes the second step and we gain conscious
understanding of the feeling nature through situations of conflict, polarisation and confrontation with the outer
world.
The third step brings us to the level of thought and mind, where we
achieve further growth in consciousness through the faculty of
thought. We learn by studying, cogitating, contemplating, by intuition
and by applying ourselves deliberately to important projects. That is
why, on this level, we might refer to this figure as a ‘Project Figure’.
Our thoughts reach far and wide and many a great thinker, and even a
genius, seems to have responded to this figure on the mental level.
Their physical brains reached further than most and brought back
creative thoughts and ideas.
We will now try to describe the detailed outer working of the
Projection figure on these three levels:
First Step - Unconscious Level
9.5.1932 18.30 Bernburg/D
On the physical levels the Projection figure functions largely
unconsciously. Unconscious images are projected outwards, including
unintegrated mental and emotional issues. We kid ourselves for a long time that we have no problems
ourselves, and blame everything and everyone else for our shortcomings. Whether we fail altogether, can't
achieve our targets, can’t cope with our tasks in hands, etc., it’s invariably other people’s fault or due to
circumstances beyond our control.
The trigger mechanism for off-loading any personal responsibility can be found in the qualities inherent in the
themes of the planet at the apex. These people have the distinct tendency to attribute the issues in question, not
to the planet concerned with its green aspect lines, but instead to see them projected on to the screen supplied
by the sextile, the blue aspect. If, as frequently happens, one or more planets are located within this sextile, then
the unconscious facets may be focussed on these.
Second Step - Emotional Awareness
The emotional, or feeling level, provides the most natural target area for the projection energies contained in
the triangle. It is also the most eventful, and the most stirring. The feeling level lends itself most effectively to
projecting our own feelings and desires onto other objects or people. This level responds to our glamours and
illusions which nowadays are fed by a multitude of television programmes. People working in this field are
likely to find that a Projection figure in their chart can be most useful. They are full of bright ideas, have visual
imagination, have talents as dramatists, and can portray life in such a way that it touches other people deeply.
According to the planet involved this figure can radiate transformative, almost magical energies which can
serve to impress and influence other people. For instance Pluto at the green apex can give us a very charismatic,
persuasive personality. Such people are capable of projecting their own inner visions on to others and thereby
influencing them greatly, for good or for ill, and can also create confusion, especially if this facility is used as
an instrument for asserting personal power.
The Third Step
The third step is especially interesting with this configuration because, on the level of thought, the potential of
the two long green aspect lines can be developed to greatest advantage. Of course the ability to project is a
general human trait, but on the mental levels it increases our consciousness and enhances creative thinking.
That’s where, through the conscious application of directed Will, we can learn to channel hitherto unconscious
notions into consciously creative thinking. At this level we become receptive to inspirations, and can increase
our degree of awareness of many of life’s mysteries and puzzles.
That’s why the Projection triangle not only enables such people to project their thoughts into the world at large,
but they also enjoy a continuing increase in their general level of awareness. Their thinking can expand
continuously, and can encompass ever more dimensions. Like searchlights, people with a Projection triangle
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can explore the whole Universe on the level of thought in order to
gain ever more insights, to gain an overall vision of the plan of
evolution, and maybe help to manifest a small part of it.
A good example can be found in the chart of Albert Einstein, whose
theory of relativity profoundly influenced our thinking and our
whole world view. His Projection triangle also contains an
Opposition on the Thinking axis 3/9, from Uranus to Jupiter. The
red aspect maximises the effect of the figure and makes it even
more successful and meaningful, whilst the connection between
Jupiter and Uranus also implies intuition. If the figure also had a
sextile from Jupiter to Mercury/Sun it would be a Striving figure,
and would have tended to make him excessively ambitious - and
that Einstein was not. Which shows that Incomplete figures can be
important in their own right.
Albert Einstein
The Yod
Before we reach the last level we have to cope with many a change in our lives. People with this configuration
very often find themselves confronted with the need to make life-changing decisions. As we’ve said several
times already, the long green aspect can be called the ‘Decision Aspect’. On this level the figure deserves the
name, which has already been in use in the USA for a long time, of the Yod, or the ‘Finger of God’. It was
realised that the Yod, like a finger, points very clearly to the spiritual purpose of a life. For instance, when the
Age Point goes over the special planet at the apex of the triangle, more often than not we experience a period of
great upheaval.
In Einstein’s chart, when he was 14 years old, the Age Point went across Uranus at the green apex of the
triangle. This marked a time when he developed a consuming interest in the sciences, especially Physics. In his
autobiography he states that at this very early age he first came into contact with books on Physics and natural
Sciences. He found great pleasure in solving the more elementary problems in Algebra and Geometry, which
laid the foundations for his future career and research. His inner task had been revealed.
Development
From all this we can see that the Projection figure deals with major steps in our development, not just with
small adaptations here and there. We are moved to ask: “What exactly is it that drives us onwards; which facet
of our personality is responsible for conscious projection?” It is our power of idealisation, of forming concepts,
whilst our minds search and probe far and wide. During this process we can develop the facility to guide our
consciousness in the direction in which we want to go.
Our aims could be material or more spiritual. In the beginning we can only vaguely visualise what we deem to
be our aim, however slowly but surely our consciousness is exercised to such an extent that it brings concrete
results. A contact with the Age Point can, in some people, cause a state of inner unrest which is hard to pin
down. They are plagued by vague doubts as to whether their life, as they’ve lived it so far, has in fact been
lived on the right lines.
They feel certain that they have to change, but uncertain ABOUT THE EXACT NATURE and direction of the
change required. They are beset by a crisis which goes to the very roots of their existence. The insecurity of not
knowing which way to turn, combined with the necessity to come to a decision, implies a crisis full of doubts
and dissatisfactions. Some are seized by an incomprehensible urge to throw in the sponge and opt out.
Although frequently they have no idea what will happen next, they throw security to the wind and embark on a
total sea-change.
As seen from a mental and/or spiritual point of view the Projection triangle can lead to a total reversal, a
transformation, a drastic change in our level of awareness. In such acute crisis it might then be best to engage in
a life review, an autobiography, in which we ask just what meaning our life has had to date. If we then have to
face up to the fact that we’ve been missing out on the essentials it’ll be high time to come to some quick
conclusions and to change our lifestyle as soon as possible.
House Positions
We’ll also be asking: “Just how does someone with a Projection triangle in their chart reach this third level,
how do they gain access to their intuitive faculties?” It is their intention and their desires which help them to
develop a plan to reach their declared aims. They usually formulate this aim in accordance with the meaning of
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the houses in which the triangle is positioned, and to which it points. At the same time the theme of the two
planets which are touched by the Quincunxes will be important in determining this aim.
In this way the projection is being retrieved, which results in a considerable increase in our awareness. In other
words, the projection turns back on itself and is transformed. The issues which used to be projected out in to the
world now come back to the sender. That’s how it can happen on the emotional levels when we manage to
recall our projections by the judicious use of the qualities of understanding and forgiveness.
This, of course, is often associated with the Transpersonal planets, if one of them is located at the apex, or at
one of the corners of the triangle. Such people can learn about the technique of transformation, can free
themselves from the power of their projections and can liberate their partners, or other recipients from this
burden. Otherwise, of course, there is always the danger that we get stuck with our problems and continue to
mistake our inner wants and fears and phobias for the outer reality.
The Zodiac
For an in-depth judgement of such a triangle we’ll also have to consider the qualities of the zodiacal signs
involved. The three corners of the Projection triangle will always be placed in each one of the Crosses,
Cardinal, Fixed and Mutable, and they will also touch three of the the four Temperaments, This too highlights
the importance of this figure. It gives us the chance to grapple with a wide range of issues. Only one
Temperament is missing. The meaning of this will have to be assessed individually in each chart. With this
triangle there is much scope for further research.
The Project Triangle
We have already mentioned that the Projection triangle can turn into a Project triangle on the mental level,
where Will and thought come into play, because we can consciously decide to integrate the results of our
thinking with our intuitions, inspirations and scientific insights, and do so effectively.
That’s where the third level of the Quincunx aspect comes into its own, the strength of our Will. With our welldeveloped power of thought we can work intensively on plans for future projects, which are intended to
improve the lot of mankind. We make the most appropriate decision for this level, which is to try to contribute
creatively to our evolution, and this will enable us to use our highly developed Willpower to muster the
necessary energies to bring about changes on Earth which will help to forward the Divine Plan.

Bruno Huber

by Wolfhard Konig

Psychologist & Astrologer.
born 29th November 1930, 12.55, Zurich,
Compiled for the "Astrological Glossarium" which Bruno was in process of writing at the time of his
death on 3rd November 1999. Volume 1 (A-G) has already been published. Translation of this extract
is thanks to Agnes Shellens.
His early childhood was spent with his parents and sister in Leinbach in the Sihl valley which, at the time, was
a largely rural area right outside Zurich. It so happened that young Bruno found himself alone for a fair bit of
time, sitting at the window watching the world go by (Moon in Pisces, lst House). This probably set the stage
for his pronounced tendency to observe and to reflect.
At 12 the family moved into Zurich, thus beginning a new chapter in his life which gave scope for his extrovert
and individualistic side (Sun in Sagittarius, 9th House, and Mercury conjunct MC). He thoroughly enjoyed
testing out his leadership qualities and soon became a leader in the boy scout movement, reaching the rank of
`Feldmeister'.
Between 14 and 18 he went through a phase of extreme self-searching. He wanted to test his own potential to
its limits. He managed to achieve top results in a variety of sports such as cycling, skiing and mountaineering,
and a world record in diving. From an astrological point of view this may be explained by Sun and Mars being
Low Point planets, which often leads to special efforts, to over-compensate, in order to prove their worth. By
the same token his revolt against anything to do with school and teachers was equally drastic.
He was an intense `Seeker after Truth' which led him to the study of the sciences at various Universities. He
developed a special interest in Physics and Astronomy, and this brought him to Astrology and Psychology. Sun
in the 9th House and Mercury, at the MC demonstrate his need to think for himself - also Saturn, Uranus, Mars
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and Mercury which are all connected to each other by aspect structure.
The Square between Uranus and Saturn point to his radical need to challenge the limits imposed by
establishments. He rejected all and any exams and career structures lest he find himself trapped within some
system or other (for instance he opted out of his Officer training in the Armed Forces). Above all else he valued
his chance to be a free thinker and to act according in his own conscience.
He met Louise in August 1952. They married in March 1953, and this was the start of a totally new direction to
his life. Louise had a great fund of esoteric knowledge - she was a pupil of the Arcane School, and of Graf
Duerckheim for instance, which resonated with Bruno's scientific explorations. This proved a very fruitful
phase for him. Both of them were already well versed in astrology which was, and has remained, their common
language.
Together they were called to the Arcane School in Geneva to create there its European Centre, and this was
Bruno's first step in the direction of his future job and calling. The second constructive step was the call to
Professor Roberto Assagioli's Psychosynthesis Institute in Florence. There they stayed from 1958 to 1961.
Bruno was given the chance to do astrological research using the scientific tests which had been conducted with
the patients. This enabled him to reach some very important astrological conclusions, such as the Intensity
curve with its Low Point. and also the method of Age Progression.
At the Clinic he came into contact with a number of American painters. which made him realise the importance
of colour, with its special therapeutic qualities and possibilities for self understanding, and which nowadays is
used in art therapy and Gestalt work. He also had the chance to study intensively and observe Assagioli's
method of Psychosynthesis in both one-to-one sessions, and in group settings.
From an astrological point of view this gave Bruno the chance to develop his ability to empathise with others,
as well as to retain his scientific approach - (Neptune at the DC plus his Uranus. Mars and Mercury), an ability
which is essential for therapeutic work.
In 1962 they returned to Zurich and Bruno started his psychosynthesis practice for which Louise, from 1964
onwards, provided written astrological interpretations, and soon became well known in this field. This also was
the start of the API which, in 1968, had its first public lectures and courses.
Very soon this evolved into a unique teaching course. It was systematically constructed. well ordered, well
thought out, with excellent graphics which did justice to Bruno Huber the graphic artist (Moon-Jupiter/PlutoVenus in a Large Talent triangle, There was great emphasis on making everything easy to understand, with the
aim of making astrological psychology a useful tool with which to tackle life's intricacies.
Within a few years these courses could be found all over the German speaking area. Finally, in 1973, a 3-year
teaching course was on offer with a Diploma at its conclusion. Therefore, what started as a revolutionary
innovation (Uranus) born out of radical questioning of old methods, now began to clothe itself in a form and
stability of its own (Saturn). Seen from an astrological perspective this surely constitutes a reconciliation of
these two contradictory principles, which are Square in Bruno Huber's chart.
One of the purposes of the Diploma was to reassure any prospective client looking for help, that the astrologer
had achieved a degree of technical competence. A knowledge of Astrology was to be added to Psychology, but
at the same time the length and content of training was intended to be equal in value to that of other counselling
professions - such as marriage guidance, child guidance and general counselling.
1973 was also the year of the publication of the first API book '`Man and His World" which provided a very
specific overview of the House system . Other books followed over the years. but probably the most important
of Bruno Huber's books is his "Astrological Glossarium" which started to be published in 1995. It contains
the sum of his knowledge and know-how, and of all his research into everything astrological, and is surely his
lasting gift to the astrological world.
Wolfhard Konig was born in 1948 in Oberau (Bavaria). 0riginally studied mathematics with the main emphasis
on logic and science theory, then studied psychology, specialising in depth psychology and qualifying as a
psychoanalyst. Teaches at Munich University in the field of psychosomatics and psychotherapy, and is assistant
professor at the Academy of Psychoanalysis in Munich. Also has his own practice of psychoanalysis,
psychotherapy and astrology,. Met with Bruno and Louise Huber in 1970 and did the API Diploma training, as
well as "Furbdialog" (colour dialogue). Has been a teacher with API since 1974. Has a special interest in the
validity of the connection between modern psychoanalysis and astrology, particularly in the area of
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psychosomatics and the connection of the three great Western symbolic systems of dream interpretation,
mythology and astrology.

Four-dimensional Aspect Interpretation The four levels of the 7 major aspects

by Louise Huber

Translated from “Astrolog” by Agnes Shellens
When dealing with an astrological chart holistically, it is a very useful idea to view it from the stand-point of
three, or even four different levels, a method which we have already suggested for various other factors. We’ll
tackle our phenomenal world from four different perspectives: physical, emotional, mental and spiritual. For
the purpose of this exercise we’ll ignore planets and aspect structures, and deal with the aspects only.
To begin with we’ll interpret the aspects in accordance with the three levels of our experience:
1) preoccupation with undifferentiated physicality, 2) the emotional and feeling point of view, and 3) from the
point of autonomous mental consciousness. The fourth level we’ll only reach after we manage to shift from
self-preoccupation to altruism, or, in other words, when we’ve shifted our consciousness from our own little
ego to our Higher Self. That’s why we can think of the whole process as four-dimensional development, and it
is useful to investigate this a bit further.
The Four Levels of our Development
The first level corresponds to our awareness of everything physical. We have to take care of maintaining our
very existence. This level deals with our self-preservation, by satisfying our creature needs. If our
consciousness is firmly rooted on this level then we’ll find ourselves largely at the mercy of circumstances, of
other people, and we’ll tend to do as we are told. Many such people don’t even twig that that they might be able
to throw off the yoke; they accept their lot as given, and as unalterable. It is the level of Saturn.
On the second level we get into conflict with existing norms. We wake up and rebel against predetermined
conditions, like for instance, society’s rules of do's and don’ts. We revolt against the dictates of inner and outer
pressures. We want to throw off the ties that oppress us, and this of course creates conflict. It is the level of
opposition and of duality which, again and again, involves us in acute confrontations. It is a fruitful learning
phase which serves us to illumine a variety of perspectives of the concept of reality. Here nothing stands still,
and everything is in a constant state of flux. This level corresponds to the level of the feelings, and thereby to
the Moon with its constant ebb and flow.
The third step brings us to the mental plane, where we begin to think and to understand, and where we learn to
make our own decisions. Our will power awakens, and grows in effectiveness through a series of identity
crises. What follows is a phase of self-discovery, a searching for our individuality, and an identification with it.
In this process we learn to become creative and to shape our own destiny. We create space for our personal
growth and try to live our own plans and our own aims. It is the level of the autonomous, self-aware energy of
the Sun.
The step towards transformation ( the fourth step), demands a certain detachment from the limitations, desires
and compulsions of the three personality levels. The aspects are made to serve transpersonal aims, and are
intended to benefit mankind. They begin to show their effectiveness on the soul level, which requires creativity,
self-responsibility and service for the evolutionary plan.
The linking of aspects within this evolutionary process enables us to develop many a rule for interpretation,
which is a veritable fount of wisdom for a holistic approach. We can learn to observe just whereabouts on those
four levels our consciousness happens to be active right now, and what the next step of our development might
be.
Now we want to use these new insights to study individual aspects and to describe their effect on the four
different levels, but we’ll only be using the seven major aspects. These are multiples of 30 degrees on the
Zodiac, i.e. 30,60,90,120,150,180 and of course, 0. The following table shows the symbols we use and also the
colours.
The Conjunction on four levels
On the physical level, the first step, a conjunction is experienced as inward energy. We are dealing with a
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doubling, a reinforcing - it feels like a clumping of the energies. The conjunction feels like an energy-packed
parcel and we feel we have a huge reservoir of energies at our disposal which, at the right moment, we can use
to best advantage. But when energies are placed so close together they can’t easily be differentiated, and we
are prone to over-estimate our power.
On the emotional level, the second step, the conjunction strengthens our ego feelings, or subjectivity. In some
this can cause physical stubbornness and over-simplification. Some people are convinced that they are endowed
with special gifts which other people fail to notice. They imagine that secretly they possess special powers
which they will exploit it when the time is right.
On the mental level, the third step, the conjunction brings an added increase of energies. We fondly believe that
we are someone very special, unique and unassailable. Seen from the mental level of consciousness this gives
the impression of “I am a powerful personage and possess magical vibrations. Nobody knows just who I really
am, but I’ll show them - when the time is right.”
The transformed conjunction functions as a reservoir of capabilities on the mental level and as a source of
inspiration. Suddenly energies can awaken and manifest creatively. Other people are amazed by the wealth of
inspiration which appears all of a sudden. But this doesn't happen on demand because inspiration and creativity
require the involvement of higher levels of consciousness, and as we say so rightly, they strike from above.
Sometimes this potential energy is activated by sudden fateful events, but then it is available to us for the
duration of the crisis only. When it’s all over they sink back into the unconscious realm again.
The semi-sextile on the four levels
On the physical level, the first step, the semi-sextile doesn’t lend itself to produce great deeds as it is only a
small Mercurial step in thinking. It is more like a trial-and-error aspect; it easily loses perspective, is easily
influenced, and tends not to see the wood for the trees. That’s why, on the physical level, this small Mercury
aspect can make us insecure and irritable. The small green aspect works like a quicksilver messenger who runs
hither and thither, collects information indiscriminately and draws the wrong conclusions. Everything becomes
relative and meaningless, is thrown together haphazardly, and he easily loses his nerve.
On the emotional level, the second step, the semi-sextile is merely inquisitive and seeks sensationalism. The
involvement of the feelings means that such people feel driven to investigate whatever stimulates their
curiosity. When this proves satisfactory, and curiosity is satisfied, then that’s all there is to it. They frequently
feel unsure of what it is they actually want. Many people allow themselves to be influenced by someone with
more will power; they allow themselves to blend in and are easily led. They have no decisive point of view of
their own and frequently change their opinions.
On the mental level, the third step, this Mercury aspect brings a sense and a willingness to learn. We collect
information and hope to be able to use it constructively. It works rather like the sign Gemini, which is ruled by
Mercury. This also brings a certain degree of circumspection, and the desire to pass on what has been learned
and to an exchange of information. Much knowledge is accumulated, and as quickly forgotten. And they
frequently forget what they’ve been saying in the past, and what they’ve promised to do.
The Mercury aspect transformed can be viewed as a specific source of information. Whatever just occupies our
thoughts, somehow any information we may require just happens to come our way. Sometimes we find
ourselves guided to the relevant area. We may, in the bookshop, happen to see the very book we require. And
we are very willing to share this information; we don’t want to hog it for ourselves, but are happy for other
people to profit from it.
The Sextile on the Four levels
On the physical level, the first step, we expect the sextile to bring us material comfort. We like to take life easy,
and let other people do the donkey work for us. We don’t reckon to be parted from our gentle harmonious way
of life, and feel hard-done-by at any suggestion of trouble. We like the status quo and expect it to last. We like
to look smart and feel quite entitled to have money, and status, and general ease.
In the emotional realm, the second step, we feel enticed by all things beautiful and harmonious, by everything
feminine, the feminine-type libido, and by the fine arts. We love wholesomeness and perfection, and those little
extras which seem to make life worth living. If ego planets are a part of this aspect then we are liable to feel
that “only the best is good enough for me”. We dislike quarrels and trouble of all types, and try to avoid it at all
cost. Whilst we are functioning on the feeling levels, sextiles tend to make us agreeable company because of
our natural air of harmony, but on the other hand we do rather tend to criticise and reject anything ugly, and
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imperfect, and other people’s short-comings. We try to avoid anything too coarse for our liking, and won’t
suffer gladly any sign of aggression or conflict.
On the mental level, the third step, the sextile brings aesthetic sensibilities. We look for harmonious
relationships and a cultured way of life. We like to form a philosophy which promotes feelings of equanimity
and peace, and a merging of minds, and we like to see this expressed in
art forms. Because of its predilection with harmony and culture, this
Venusian aspect can make us prone to be mightily impressed by stronger
personalities. And it is difficult for us to withstand such influence, as
long as style and structure remains intact. But the moment we notice the
slightest discrepancy we can reject them out of hand.
The transformed sextile leaves all the ego issues of the three-dimensional
world behind. Here the sextile conveys the ability to view life as nearperfect and straight forward, just as it is. It is the knack to see synthesis
everywhere, to learn and cooperate with the laws of growth and
development, and the search for wholeness and right living. This
Venusian, well-meaning way of thinking makes for easy popularity. It
creates trust and right judgement - as long as we cope with a tendency to
settle for inappropriate compromises.
The Square on the Four Levels
On the physical level, step one, this aspect brings physical energy, personal power, and the ability to achieve.
World-class athletes need this particular aspect, but also soldiers, who obey orders unquestioningly and do as
they are told, pronto! It stands for undifferentiated activity, the employment of much energy, without asking the
reason why, like an engine that makes use of energy. That’s why, on this level, people with many squares react
aggressively, ready for a fight. Obviously, this somewhat depends on the nature of the planets involved, but the
square itself implies the masculine approach, the Mars-like quality. It appreciates macho energy which wants to
achieve things. That’s why, on the physical level, the Mars effect of the square promotes an undifferentiated
show of energy, which likes a fight at the slightest sign of conflict or fanaticism.
On the second level, the second step, the square has a stimulating but ragged effect. Squares will stir up
feelings and be provocative. If nothing much seems to be happening we feel restless and reckon we are missing
out on something important. We feel anxious and somehow guilty. We drive ourselves onwards and won’t rest
until we’ve done whatever we were expected to do. To emotionality, we react with irritation and are scared of
being rejected, but we are quite euphoric and passionate when we meet with encouragement and love. We crave
excitement, this drives us on regardless, and we do like a good fight at the slightest provocation.
Only on the mental level, the 3rd step, do we experience the Square as constructive tension. It often engenders
a growth in consciousness, and we are able to begin thinking how to tackle conflict. But we tend rather to think
in terms of' black and white, and use our intelligence. In this way things belong to the realms of thinking rather
than feeling, especially when we try to think our way through a problem, because then we usually end up with
an argument on our hands.
We want to know just how and why something isn't working right. We try hard to find different ways of
resolving conflicts. If we have several Squares in our chart we may actually grow to enjoy a conflict situation.
In fact we may begin to feel that only a good conflict can produce constructive results in the end, and we'll
actually create conflicts so as to keep things moving along. In any discussion we like to play devil's advocate. It
is confrontation which helps us to think clearly. Of course, those people who have no Squares at all in their
chart lack this type of energy and can't cope with arguments and conflicts.
The transformed Square is free from this urge for instinctual undirected raw activities. Energy is not
squandered but utilised intelligently, in order to reach a specific aim and to be constructive. These people try to
find solutions for existing problems and get rid of inappropriate conditions. They try to motivate other people
to work for improvements, and go to endless trouble to overcome obstacles. The economical and intelligent
deployment of their energies very frequently produces fruitful results. A good supply of Mental energies is a
prerequisite for any successful entrepreneur. The transformed Square grants the ability to think straight and to
convince the sceptical.
The Trine on Four Levels
On the physical level, Step 1, the Trine, the blue Jupiter aspect, engenders a strong need for peace and quiet,
and a need to maintain the status quo We like the security of keeping everything the way it always has been.
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This tends to make us lazy. If we already have the best of everything why should we strive for more? The is
already good enough. We are satisfied, satiated and, as likely its not, static!
On the emotional level, step 2, a Trine is a very agreeable aspect and we can make the most of this bit of good
luck. The resulting feeling of euphoria is the reason why traditional astrology calls the Trine the aspect of
fortune. But it can bring about stagnation and a lack of motivation and ambition. Those who feel they already
have everything are in danger of becoming passive, too comfortable for their own good, and possibly even
resigned. They expect as a matter of course to be cosseted by everyone else.
On the mental level, the third step, the time brings the ripened fruit, the perfection of' a condition or an ability.
When two or more planets in Trine aspect function on the mental level it can lead to feelings of equanimity and
even superiority. On the mental level too this can lead to stagnation. Such people may think they know it all
already; they no longer feel curious or perplexed, and have all the answers. They may become indifferent to
further questing, tend to mental pride, and see no point in working further on their own development as they
reckon they have already reached the heights.
The transformed Trine presents us with the fruits of all previous endeavours. It can bestow a plethora of gifts,
raise our level of consciousness, create a useful overview, and allow us to recognise connections within the
transpersonal realm. All outer and inner processes are met with positive and wholesome reactions. We can
make the best possible use of our gifts, and be successful in a number of different ways. We’ll be free from
mere ego desires, and our loving detachment will gain us the confidence of other people. We are no longer at
the mercy of our strivings for power and position, nor driven by our hang-ups, and therefore are more likely to
achieve inner balance, perfection. contentment, and maybe wisdom.
The Quincunx on Four Levels
Like the Semi-sextile, the Quincunx is a thinking aspect, and already of itself is of a three-dimensional nature.
It is of very special interest to us, as it is quite tricky to grasp, and there is a dearth of information in
astrological literature on how best to judge and interpret them. In our book "Life Clock" we have already
devoted a whole chapter to them.
On the physical level, the first step, the 150° aspect is an aspect of uncertainty and insecurity. Its thinking
quality doesn't lie easily with physicality. Quite often people with these aspects just try to ignore their allotted
tasks, push them out of sight, put them off for another day. Both on the physical and mental levels the
Quincunx may cause diffuse thinking, wishy washy aims, illusions, castles-in-the-air, or projections of their
own problems on to other people.
This may delay and muddle up any chance of tackling the problem effectively. Anything we want to get done
we'll keep on postponing, and worry about it endlessly. Sometimes we may just fantasize about a specific aim
or purpose or condition. It seems more important to let the imagination run free than to actually achieve
anything We tend to wallow in our imaginings, and that of itself may satisfy us.
We are not clear in our own minds just what it is we ought to be doing, but we have a sneaking suspicion that
we are born to better things. We are liable to be easily influenced and manipulated, and may quite like to
subject ourselves to someone with greater will power - at least until we suddenly find out what it is we want, or
don’t want. We are for ever seeking something in a somewhat vague fashion, and this vague longing drives us
onwards.
On the emotional level, second step, we encounter a lot of doubt. In the beginning we still may take comfort
from our dreams and projections. But sooner or later we develop a nagging doubt - are we, or are we not setting
about life in the right way? We begin to question, to think, to fret and to philosophise. Like Faust we
experience inner insecurity and crises of consciousness. There are so many facets to "truth", the possibilities are
endless, and we lose ourselves in all that relativity. Nothing can gain our enthusiasm unless it happens to be the
very best and most beautiful we can imagine, and it becomes well-nigh impossible for us to come to any clear
decisions.
On the Mental level. the third step, the long green aspect is a consciousness builder. We are forever engaged in
fervent thinking. Before we can come to any decisions we have to develop this ability so that, after all,
everyone can benefit from it. It is the most important function of our thinking processes and of the development
of our intelligence.
The big leap forward of the Quincunx aspect has to select the most important features of all our experiences.
But we can tell the wheat from the chaff only after many a struggle with questions of value-judgments and the
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meaning of reality. Only then can we arrive at an informed decision. This is the beginning of a very interesting
development. Our will power has to come into play here before we are really ready to make valid decisions.
With the Quincunx on the mental level it is our will power which makes decisions and selects what is important
for our own development. Everything else is repelled and eventually discarded.
But here too we find dangerous pitfalls. If we don't voluntarily co-operate with the three-fold process of our
inner growth, if we don't decide to choose to walk the path of development laid down for us, then the long
green aspect can create situations for us, related to the qualities of the planets involved, which take the decision
making out of our hands. In the USA a particular Quincunx aspect is called the 'Finger of God' and is wont to
bring about apparently harsh life events, to force our waverings. That's why it really is advisable to take full
note, voluntarily and in good time, of the development potential of the Quincunx, and be well prepared for its
energies, especially when it comes to Age Point aspects.
The transformed Quincunx aspect implies the ability to develop independent, and creative thinking, and to find
fruitful solutions to problems. We can be flexible and also autonomous. We recognise that it is up to us to
achieve our aims. Now we can concentrate on a particular task, even if this involves curbing our cherished
freedoms, fantasies or dreams.
The long green aspect has been imbued with will power. Our heightened power of concentration guides our
thinking along directed paths, collects all required information and views the problem holistically. This is a
new way of looking at problems. All assimilated details as well as wider issues are viewed together,
synthesized, and this results in an all encompassing overview. It is a long laborious process, but a fruitful one in
the long run. That's why this aspect is called a growth aspect, an aspect for further development.
The Opposition on four Levels
On the physical level; the first step, the Opposition brings true polarisation. After all, the Opposition is created
by two planets which confront each other. In the horoscope we use the colour red to depict this aspect, as it
works like a blockage in the physical, the “real” world, it gives a feeling of being blocked, stuck; unable to get
on. It's a feeling of being nailed down at both ends of the line.
This can have all manner of results on the physical levels - stubbornness, mistakes. misjudgments and so on. It
is easy to identify with just one end of the polarity and to suppress the other one and demonise it. Polarisation
evokes confrontation, which of course deploys the energies unfavorably and wastefully. According to the
nature of the house axis involved we'll meet with anxieties, defensive behaviour, and fanaticism, all of which
really miss the point. The tilting at windmills, against assumed enemies, attack presumed as best defence, all
these are inappropriate reactions to an unresolved Opposition.
On the emotional level, the second step, the polarisation is less pronounced, because our feelings tend to make
us more adaptable. The Moon constantly changes shape and represents the principle of Water. So we move to
and fro, from one pole to the other, and thus create duality. And we get the worst of both sides, depending of
course on which planet is natally the stronger one. The line of the Opposition goes right through the middle of
the chart, which explains why some people actually feel 'pierced'. and suffer from anxiety states. On the other
hand, being a red aspect the Opposition contains a lot of energy; which sometimes can explode quite
dramatically and can create mischief or, on the other hand, can indeed achieve useful results. But more often
than not, on this level, that energy is evoked by fear.
Only on the mental level; the third step. does the Opposition show its potential as a source of positive energy.
This can lead to quite a substantial conflict in our thinking, and we have to struggle manfully to get on top of
this inner tension. But first of all we develop that 'either/or' attitude.
People with several strong Oppositions frequently resort to arguing. They are incapable of compromise: black
or white. half shades are not accepted. Obviously this sort of tension is hard to bear; and can cause torment In
an effort to cope with this pain, consciously, we may try to rid ourselves of this tension. and may even try to
repress it. In fact, as already said, the Opposition aspect can be called an aspect of repression. Our conscious
thought processes can manage comparatively easily to use our energies to block, repress, submerge and push
into subconscious realms any situation we don't like or we find too troublesome for comfort. Only when there
are other favourable elements in the chart, when we've had the chance and the will to reflect on these problems,
to mull over these problems, only when the Oppositions are resolved by blue or green aspects, only then may
we slowly gain the insight that our opposing factions need not fight each other all the time but may in fact
constitute constructive tension.
The transformed Opposition is a veritable fount of inner strength. It can give us backbone, resolve and inner
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stability. The Opposition no longer seems to pierce our inner being, it no longer hurts or makes us anxious. In
fact we seem to gain an extra bout of energy directly from our inner core. Instead of fighting each other the
energies now complement each other, both polarities need each other, only thus combined can they accomplish
creative and constructive work.

Birth Time Imprinting - Planets at the AC and DC

by Louise Huber

This article is in three parts, which first appeared in “Astrolog”, issues 118, 119 & 120. It was translated by
Agnes Shellens.

Part 1 - Birth Time Imprinting and the Transpersonal Planets
We use Age Progression to describe the conditions surrounding our birth, including the way in which they
contribute to forming the Ego of the people concerned. This shows interesting parallels with the views
expressed by Dr. Stanislav Grof who has developed the system of Holotropic Breathwork.
In Astrological Psychology we teach that the circumstances surrounding our actual birth influence the
formation of a person’s sense of self to such an extent that they will react in a similar fashion to similar life
circumstances from then on. As Dr. Grof says: “Astrology suggests that the conditions surrounding our birth
holds considerable importance as a symbolic precursor of the whole pattern of our lives”.
The process of Age Progression begins at the AC. With the cardinal cross, the last thrust expels the baby from
the womb. Planets on or near the AC or DC give us information about the circumstances surrounding the actual
birth. 12th house planets positioned between the Low Point and the AC are responsible for pre-natal conditions
and pre-natal influences. It is reasonable to assume that the four archetypes named by Grof, of Neptune, Saturn,
Pluto and Uranus are especially effective whilst transiting any relevant degrees if they are natally at or near the
AC or DC and are activated by the Age Point during the birth process.
Neptune
Neptune at the AC tends to bring a surfeit of love and caring. Or the exact opposite can happen, i.e.
indifference and lack of love. Several people with this position report that as babies they were too small, or
sickly. They had feeding difficulties, or had to start life in an incubator. Such people long for the rest of their
lives for a feeling of security and reassurance within a cosmic framework. They dream of a world which
doesn’t actually exist. That rather puts a jinx on their ability to relate to reality, as they tend to reinterpret their
own lives and life in general by their own subjective standards. Their creative fantasies know no limits; in some
cases they produce strange illusions, and if badly aspected, lead to drug abuse. Sometimes Neptune succeeds in
transcending the personality, so that it can be permeated with an all-encompassing love of mankind, which
finds its outward expression in helping, or healing, or artistic activities.
Pluto
Near the AC, on either side of it, Pluto activates all aspects of the Pluto archetype. Such people experience their
birth as the outworking of higher orders. It engenders a strong awareness of an overpowering energy, against
which we are powerless. This creates very intense feelings of selfhood, and provokes enormous will power.
People with Pluto on the AC vigorously fight off any intruders, they will not tolerate any intrusion into their
own space, and they set about removing whatever strikes them as being threatening to their personal sense of
self. If they feel under attack they defend themselves most energetically. If this happens it is best to leave them
be, and not provoke them unnecessarily. Some people even experience ecstasy, arousal and loss of control as
life-threatening, and turn intensely defensive: that central sense of selfhood brooks no interference. Pluto, the
planet of metamorphosis, wants to change our mask only, our false identities. Many people with Pluto at the
AC or DC continuously feel exposed to such energies of change, and in the course of their lifetime experience
several fundamental U-turns in their life direction. Some of them even change their facial features, their
general bearing, their whole shape, so warranting the term of metamorphosis.
Uranus
At the AC, Uranus very often indicates a sudden, rushed birth process, an unexpected turn of events, such as
birth in the stairwell, a taxi, an aeroplane, or through unforeseen circumstances. Everyone has their own story
to tell, and it is quite amazing what stories people with Uranus at the AC and DC have to report. Uranus is the
planet of creative intelligence, and forever wants to savour novel events. He looks for revolutionary and
extraordinary solutions to existing problems. Conventional structures are not taken seriously and are removed.
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Astrologically speaking, Uranus at the AC is indicative of frequent life changes, upheavals and changes of
abode. The cracking and transcending of boundaries is a character trait with which they constantly surprise or
even frighten their friends. In tricky situations they tend to hit on unusual solutions, and they have sudden bouts
of inspiration when everyone else is stuck. Their Ego succeeds in improving the status quo, and they turn into
reformers and pioneers.

Part 2 - Birth Time imprinting and the Ego Planets
In Astrological Psychology we teach that the circumstances of the birth process can be deduced, not just from
the Zodiacal Sign at the AC, but especially by the nature of any planets at or near the AC and DC. They
proclaim the beginning of our lives. The way in which we were received into this world remains imprinted in
our sense of selfhood throughout the course of our lives. The actual conditions prevailing at our birth therefore
form our Ego in a very specific way.
If we were welcomed lovingly then we'll always have the feeling of being acceptable to those around us. But if
we were unwanted then we'll get stuck with the notion "nobody wants me". For an effective grasp of the
psychology of the personality problems it is very important to ascertain and analyse the mode of birth. That's
why it is essential at every consultation to ask for the client's comments.
We'll soon find out that every client has their own very specific story, there are no universally valid rules and
regulations. Astrology enables us to form a symbolic picture by studying the quality of the planets which the
Age Point touches at the very beginning of our lives by conjunction or opposition. Obviously a Saturn at the
AC will have a different effect from, say, the Sun. So now we'll describe the possible effect of the three
personality planets at the AC and DC of the chart.
Saturn
Saturn at or shortly before or after the AC embodies the principle of limitation, and restricts the development of
our Ego-consciousness. Saturn plagues the Ego with feelings of inferiority, with guilt and sin, and with
negative expectations about the life to come. The same goes for Saturn at or near the DC.
If the Age Point touches Saturn soon after birth by primary aspect, i.e. conjunction or opposition, then the
conditions prevailing at our birth will make our whole life more difficult. More often than not it will affect our
relationship with our mother. It is fascinating to find out just how much this manifested in each individual case.
Here are a few examples from our own practice:
Quite often the mother was exposed to survival problems, she was alone, devoid of help from her family or
friends. She may have been over-protective creating fears in the mind of the child which can stay with them
into adulthood. Sometimes she succumbed to a serious illness and nearly died. Or she suffered from intractable
problems and transferred her pain to the baby. Such people tend to spend the rest of their life feeling guilty,
thinking that they were responsible for the pain and difficulties suffered by their mother.
If these people go through a period of rebirthing they become aware of a feeling of constriction, as if the cervix
were still closed and they had to fight their way through it. During the course of their lives they find themselves
in situations in which they can't find a way out. In Astrology we use the term "reluctance to be born". The
personality doesn't want to be born, it fully expects a difficult life and refuses to enter into it.
And then of course it is these negative expectations which, like a magnet, attract difficulties. On the other hand,
throughout the course of such a life, the Ego slowly grows in strength. This results in a strong, well balanced
personality which is used to coping with difficulties, and becomes more adept at it than someone with a weaker
personality related to one of the "softer" planets at the AC.
The Moon
If the Moon is at the DC, or shortly before or after it, then the feeling nature of the personality is so open and
vulnerable that it is relatively unprotected against environmental influences. Like a sponge it absorbs anything
coming its way, good or bad. The child senses every thought and feeling of the mother or any other person
within the vicinity. This openness is a characteristic of these people They are sensitive, receptive with a
somewhat naïve disposition which is actually most attractive.
In keeping with their Zodiac Sign they tend to find it hard to say 'No'. They prefer to adapt, are pliable and
readily influenced by outside events. They are dependent on their surroundings, they over-react to all and any
mood swings, and take everything that happens to heart, even when it has absolutely nothing to do with them.
The Moon personality is by nature subjective, and is ruled by the phases of the Moon. It reflects, it is not stable
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and is never the same. That's why these people are sometimes open and trusting, but can suddenly be gripped
by fear and can clam up and become inaccessible. Some of them display childlike, even childish and insecure
behaviour, especially when they feel over-stressed. On the whole they are dependent on those around them,
their good will and praise and encouragement, and have trouble finding and maintaining their own identity.
Their ego is "You" orientated.
They also have trouble with maintaining boundaries towards other people. Many have to learn the hard way to
adapt their openness and naivety to the real world around them. Again and again they notice that they react too
much to other people's wants and needs and forget their own.
Some of them need to attach themselves to their partners, become the plaything of stronger personalities, and
have to fulfil their wishes. They suffer cruelly from every form of rejection and in turn try very hard not to
show rejection to anyone else. This makes them adaptable, good at establishing relationships and willing and
able to discuss the nature of their feelings.
The Sun
The Sun at, just before or just after, the AC or DC has a pronounced effect on the development of the
personality. Usually the conditions surrounding the birth were very positive. With this solar position we were
fully accepted, the people near us were proud of us, and full of life-affirming joy at the birth of this child. The
nature of the welcome is like a Hallelujah - acceptance is guaranteed.
Therefore the solar ego from the very start is confirmed in its sense of selfhood, especially from the father's
side. It gives him great pleasure to accept the new infant as an independent being and to accept it in its own
right. These people have no trouble in establishing boundaries between themselves and others. They feel
confident of their own others. They feel confident of their own strength and vitality, and are easily, willing and
able to take their own life into their own hands. They feel ready to influence and lead others, to attract their
attention and to radiate energy and warmth. They tackle life with enthusiasm and energy, and are determined to
go far.
The downside of all this is a tendency to egocentricity. Many people are so self-confident that it leaves no room
for anyone else except themselves. According the Zodiac Sign involved, either ambition or competitiveness
will win the upper hand. They are convinced of their own worth, frequently overestimate themselves, and enjoy
a spot of rivalry with others. If anyone dares to threaten their place in the sun they turn into bitter enemies. If
anyone should fail to respect their achievements they will find themselves repelled. The only people they
accept around themselves are people who serve their own status.

Part 3 - Birth Time imprinting and the Tool Planets
In Astrological Psychology we teach that the circumstances of the birth process can be deduced, not just from
the Zodiacal Sign at the AC, but especially by the nature of any planets at or near the AC and DC. They
proclaim the beginning of our lives. The way in which we were received into this world remains imprinted in
our sense of selfhood throughout the course of our lives. The actual conditions prevailing at our birth therefore
form our Ego in a very specific way.
If we were welcomed lovingly then we'll always have the feeling of being acceptable to those around us. But if
we were unwanted then we'll get stuck with the notion "nobody wants me". For an effective grasp of the
psychology of the personality problems it is very important to ascertain and analyse the mode of birth. That's
why it is essential at every consultation to ask for the client's comments.
We'll soon find out that every client has their own specific story, there are no universally valid rules and
regulations. Astrology enables us to form a symbolic picture by studying the quality of the planets which the
Age Point touches at the very beginning of our lives by conjunction or opposition. Now we'll describe the
possible effect of the 4 tool planets at the AC and DC of the chart.
Jupiter
In classical astrology Jupiter is termed the benefic, the bringer of good luck. In astrological psychology we
think of him as the sum total of all perceptions. Whoever has alert senses reacts positively to all the
opportunities life has to offer. They take due notice of them and profit accordingly.
At the AC and during the process of birth, the senses are acute and well disposed, and the new-born baby
receives these vibrations in good measure. In fact, people with Jupiter on, or shortly before or after the AC or
DC are almost invariably born into favourable circumstances. They were wanted and welcomed.
That's why they have positive feelings about their own self-worth. Everyone was happy about the baby's
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arrival. Some people express their joy by ringing the church bells, or firing a series of salvos to welcome the
prince or princess. Such customs obviously are a very favourable start for the Ego. It creates the life-long
feeling "Wherever I arrive people are happy", and it gives us the assurance we shall be welcome wherever we
go.
This makes us feel duly flattered and affirmed. We get used to this type of feedback, the attention, respect,
admiration which we are wont to receive. Often this has the effect that other people turn to us in their time of
need, and expect us to help them. Some are selective and hold anything untoward at bay, others are too naïve
and allow themselves to be exploited.
They only see what they want to see, and what they think will benefit them. Usually they have to develop the
power of discrimination. Occasionally this undiluted concentration on the Ego can turn into downright spoiling,
and under unfavourable circumstances, can result in a weak personality. Such people may lack in self-discipline
and try to avoid difficulties.
It is easy to see that such people will react inappropriately in the face of trials and tribulations. Over-sensitivity
to positive input can have its flip side because, if negative influences come their way, they are incapable of
coping with them, or of fighting them. They feel helpless in the face of such forces, and become the victim of
fate. First of all because they were too optimistic, naïve and gullible, and secondly because they are not used to
the need of having to put up a fight. They never learned to tackle difficulties.
People with Jupiter in this position find it difficult to cope with rejection, loss of face or position, injustice and
all manner of other loss. They can't fathom why such calamities would happen to them. Somehow they don't
have the correct grasp of the circumstances involved and their assessment of their own position within them is
one-sided and unrealistic.
Mercury
Mercury is the planet that enables us to impress others with our intellectual abilities. If it is at or near the AC or
DC, then our talk is almost invariably ego-centred. Such people are capable of directing attention to themselves
through the spoken word. They are brilliant raconteurs, and can captivate their audience. Depending on
Mercury's zodiacal sign and its aspects, they can gain affirmation for their personality through the spoken word
and through their intellectual expertise.
Such people can talk a great deal, either about themselves or about all the interesting things that happened in
their lives. Everything is referred back to their own personality, everything they have learned, read or
experienced is connected back to themselves.
Because Mercury is a mental planet that can be used to great advantage in deductive reasoning, the ego can be
expressed in many different grades and shades. These people, when talking about themselves, can communicate
their thoughts and feelings and hopes and wishes most effectively. In well-balanced people this brings an
increased ability to nourish relationships. In self-glorifying people it results in a form of verbal diarrhoea.
The conditions at the time of birth are varied. Sometimes the birth takes place to the accompaniment of much
noise. Either everyone present talked a lot, or the baby announced its arrival with much crying. Idle talk about
all manner of trivialities, not the actual birth process, might persuade Mercury to provoke the need to talk about
itself and thereby to redirect the attention of those present.
A good degree of showmanship is sometimes notable in these people. On the other hand, some of them may
experience the exact opposite. The more they talk about themselves, the less they are listened to - they get on
everyone's nerves, especially if Mercury is on the DC, i.e. the initial influence was via the opposition.
Mars
This masculine, virile planet influences the Ego in very specific ways. The Ego is strong in a Martian sense,
always ready for a fight.
We try hard to gain recognition of our personality and act as assertively as possible. We are constantly on the
defensive, always endeavouring to impress and to triumph over others.
Just in front of the AC, Mars is the typical stress planet, a position of stress which Gauquelin in his statistical
research detected in top sportsmen and women. Here the Ego feels driven to assert itself, to overcome
obstacles, to fight and to beat others in combat. Mars, the arch-motivator, engenders a lot of energy to enhance
our Ego. In some area we just have to be the biggest, the best, the first, the invincible, the smartest. This could
be in the area of sport, or work or sexuality.
When we come to consider the conditions of the birth process we often find a case of drastic intervention. In
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astrology, Mars is connected with knives and cutting and other sharp instruments, so we frequently find birth
by Caesarean section or other instruments to expedite the birth process. It is easy to assume that the baby will
feel threatened by such technical interventions and will try to fight them with all means at its disposal. With
such an inborn reaction pattern the Ego will always vigorously oppose any presumed attack and challenge, in
order to demonstrate that it is a force to be reckoned with and is not to be taken lightly.
In the charts of women, the clients very often had the impression, especially when Mars was at the AC or DC,
that the parents would actually have preferred to have had a boy. Sometimes this experience is shared by
women with Mars at the IC or MC, i.e. the major angles. At the moment of birth, when it became apparent that
the boy was "only" a girl, the baby experienced an immediate feeling of disappointment and rejection.
The very first sense impression was the reaction of disappointed expectations. This has a pronounced
detrimental influence on the budding sexuality of the baby; it feels distain and rejection. Many children then
grow up feeling ashamed to be "only" a girl - they would much rather be a boy. Many such women try for years
and years to live like a boy, through boyish behaviour, and special achievement in sport and school, in order to
gain their father's recognition. Through the initial imprinting, many women have great difficulties to settle
down to a feminine role in life.
Venus
Venus, the symbol of the feminine, of beauty and harmony, if placed at the AC will sensitise the Ego to the
good things in life. Most of the people with this position in their chart will be graced with good looks, charming
behaviour and an aesthetically refined bearing. They seem to attract everything good and agreeable to
themselves, and are valued and loved by their peers. They radiate goodness and warmth, evoke confidence and
sympathy, and no-one ever expects them to behave badly.
Usually the circumstances of their birth were favourable too. Their parents wanted them, everything was
lovingly prepared for their arrival, they are assured of an agreeable life ahead of them. Everything possible is
being done to protect them from negative and upsetting influences. Obviously such a wealth of favourable
conditioning affects their surroundings as well. All this joy and these happy expectations that all is well and
will continue to be so forms the Ego in a most positive manner, and bodes well for the future.
But even this fortuitous moulding of the Ego has its shadow side. It is the direct opposite of Mars. True beauty
and grace and feminine charm are very captivating, but this position of Venus in the chart is not conducive to
developing effective assertiveness. These people don't find it easy to fight for a good cause, to cope with
conflict or to stand up for their beliefs.
If Venus is placed in a Cardinal sign, then she can bring sudden bouts of assertiveness which fade away as
quickly as they came. The available energies want to expand themselves in issues other than fighting their
corner. They'd rather deal with harmony and beauty at any time and refuse to deal with negativity. This often
results in evasion or a cover-up. Everything they don't like they conveniently push out of sight, thus the Ego is
enfeebled, unable to stand up for itself.
Venus at or near the AC, with men and women alike, brings considerable preoccupation with their own
personal welfare. Some people are downright narcissistic, they put their own personality first and foremost,
they concentrate on their own wants and wishes, and become a burden to society.
Some are even unable to look after themselves. They were protected and spoilt for far too long, and never
managed to develop their own strength. Then they'll have to learn later on, the hard way, to cope with their own
lives, and to refrain from exploiting others, and establish a more equal balance.
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Section Six - END THOUGHTS
A couple of brief items to conclude…

The Dalai Lama’s Millennium Resolution

from our January 2002

issue:

“Let there be respect for the Earth, peace for its people, love in our lives,
delight in the good, forgiveness for past wrongs, and from now on, a new
start”

Repression of the Sublime?
These words come from a speech by Nelson Mandela, and appeared in our July 2002
issue:
“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate,
Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure.
It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us.
We ask ourselves ‘Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?’
Actually, who are you not to be. You are a child of God,
Your playing small doesn’t serve the world.
There’s nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won’t feel
insecure around you.
We are all meant to shine, as children do.
We were all born to manifest the Glory of God that is within us.
It is not just for some of us; it’s in everyone.
And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people permission
to do the same.
As we’re liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates
others.”
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